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Afterlife, space and time in 
  

It is child’s talk that a man dies and goes to heaven. We never come nor go. We are where we are. All 
the souls that have been, are, and will be, are on one geometrical point. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 26  
  
 

Afterlife, torments in 
  
[Vivekananda] thought the hell fire theory was all nonsense. There could not be perfect happiness when 

it was known that suffering existed. 
‘Detroit Tribune, Feb. 18, 1894’ [newspaper article]  

  
 

Aims 
  
A disciple went to his master and said to him, "Sir, I want religion." The master looked at the young 

man, and did not speak, but only smiled. The young man came every day, and insisted that he wanted 
religion. But the old man knew better than the young man. One day, when it was very hot, he asked the 
young man to go to the river with him and take a plunge. The young man plunged in, and the old man 
followed him and held the young man down under the water by force. After the young man had struggled 
for a while, he let him go and asked him what he wanted most while he was under the water. "A breath of 
air", the disciple answered. "Do you want God in that way? If you do, you will get Him in a moment," said 
the master. Until you have that thirst, that desire, you cannot get religion, however you may struggle with 
your intellect, or your books, or your forms. Until that thirst is awakened in you, you are no better than any 
atheist; only the atheist is sincere, and you are not. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
A great sage used to say, "Suppose there is a thief in a room, and somehow he comes to know that there 

is a vast mass of gold in the next room, and that there is only a thin partition between the two rooms. What 
would be the condition of that thief? He would be sleepless, he would not be able to eat or do anything. His 
whole mind would be on getting that gold. Do you mean to say that, if all these people really believed that 
the Mine of Happiness, of Blessedness, of Glory were here, they would act as they do in the world, without 
trying to get God?" As soon as a man begins to believe there is a God, he becomes mad with longing to get 
to Him. Others may go their way, but as soon as a man is sure that there is a much higher life than that 
which he is leading here, as soon as he feels sure that the senses are not all, that this limited, material body 
is as nothing compared with the immortal, eternal, undying bliss of the Self, he becomes mad until he finds 
out this bliss for himself. And this madness, this thirst, this mania, is what is called the "awakening" to 
religion, and when that has come, a man is beginning to be religious. But it takes a long time. All these 
forms and ceremonies, these prayers and pilgrimages, these books, bells, candles, and priests, are the 
preparations; they take off the impurities from the soul. And when the soul has become pure, it naturally 
wants to get to the mine of all purity, God Himself. Just as a piece of iron, which had been covered with the 
dust of centuries, might be lying near a magnet all the time, and yet not be attracted by it, but as soon as the 
dust is cleared away, the iron is drawn by the magnet; so, when the human soul, covered with the dust of 
ages, impurities, wickednesses, and sins, after many births, becomes purified enough by these forms and 
ceremonies, by doing good to others, loving other beings, its natural spiritual attraction comes, it wakes up 
and struggles towards God. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
Answering the remark of a disciple who felt that it would be better for her to come back to this life 

again and again and help the causes that were of interest to her instead of striving for personal salvation 
with a deep longing to get out of life, the Swami [Vivekananda] retorted quickly: "That's because you 
cannot overcome the idea of progress. But things do not grow better. They remain as they are; and we grow 
better by the changes we make in them." 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 10  
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I will tell you a great lesson I have learned in this life. It is this: “The higher is your ideal, the more 
miserable you are”; for such a thing as an ideal cannot be attained in the world, or in this life even. He who 
wants perfection in the world is a madman, for it cannot be. 

‘Epistles’ 85  
  
Judge people not. They are all mad. Children are mad after their games, the young after the young, the 

old are chewing the cud of their past years; some are mad after gold. Why not some after God? Go crazy 
over the love of God as you go crazy over Joes and Janes. Who are they? People say, "Shall I give up this? 
Shall I give up that?" One asked, "Shall I give up marriage?" Do not give up anything! Things will give you 
up. Wait, and you will forget them. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  
  
Listen to an old story. A lazy tramp sauntering along the road saw an old man sitting at the door of his 

house and stopped to inquire of him the whereabouts of a certain place. "How far is such and such a 
village?" he asked. The old man remained silent. The man repeated his query several times. Still there was 
no answer. Disgusted at this, the traveller turned to go away. The old man then stood up and said, "The 
village is only a mile from here." "What!" said the tramp, "Why did you not speak when I asked you 
before?" "Because then", said the old man, "you seemed so halting and careless about proceeding, but now 
you are starting off in good earnest, and you have a right to an answer." 

‘Epistles’ 27  
  
Ordinarily speaking, spiritual aspiration ought to be balanced through the intellect; otherwise it may 

degenerate into mere sentimentality. 
‘Inspired Talks’ June 29 1895  

  
Our difficulty in life is that we are guided by the present and not by the future. What gives us a little 

pleasure now drags us on to follow it, with the result that we always buy a mass of pain in the future for a 
little pleasure in the present. 

‘Epistles’ 99  
  
The Indian ideal is not to go to heaven. Get out of this earth, get out of hell, and get out of heaven! 

What is the goal? It is freedom. You must all be free. The glory of the soul is covered up. It has to be 
uncovered again. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Worshipper and Worshipped’  
  
The Ishta [“personal way”] is sacred, not secret. But in what sense? Why should I not speak of my Ishta 

to others? Because it is my own most holy thing. It may help others, but how do I know that it will not 
rather hurt them? 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The Ishta’  
  
The chief thing is to want God. We want everything except God, because our ordinary wants are 

supplied by the external world; it is only when our necessities have gone beyond the external world that we 
want a supply from the internal, from God. … It is only when the need is there that the demand will come. 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The First Steps’  
  
What is material, and what is not? When the world is the end and God the means to attain that end, that 

is material. When God is the end and the world is only the means to attain that end, spirituality has begun. 
‘Lectures and Discourses: Formal Worship’  

  
 

Appearances, can be misleading 
  
We do not or cannot see the painful parts in objects, we are charmed with only the pleasurable portion; 

and, thus grasping the pleasurable, we unwittingly draw in the painful. 
‘Writings: Prose and Poems’, from ‘Message of Divine Wisdom’, Bondage  
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Asceticism 
  
Nowadays it is very hard even to talk of renunciation. It was said of me in America that I was a man 

who came out of a land that had been dead and buried for five thousand years, and talked of renunciation. 
So says, perhaps, the English philosopher. Yet it is true that that is the only path to religion. Renounce and 
give up. What did Christ say? "He that loseth his life for my sake shall find it." Again and again did he 
preach renunciation as the only way to perfection. There comes a time when the mind awakes from this 
long and dreary dream — the child gives up its play and wants to go back to its mother. It finds the truth of 
the statement, "Desire is never satisfied by the enjoyment of desires, it only increases the more, as fire, 
when butter is poured upon it." ... 

Religion begins with this “do not”. Spirituality begins with this “do not”. When the “do not” is not 
there, religion has not begun. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Maya and Illusion’  
  
The idea of renunciation and sacrifice is in all religions as a means to reach God. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Design Theory’  
  
Without renunciation, without burning dispassion for sense-objects, without turning away from wealth 

and lust as from filthy abomination, one can never attain salvation even in hundreds of Brahma’s cycles. … 
One who has not gained renunciation, know his efforts to be like those of the man who is pulling at the oars 
all the while that the boat is at anchor. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ xiii  
  
 

Attention 
  
The Yogis say that we can get perfect control of the mind. On the ethical side there is danger in the 

development of the power of concentration — the danger of concentrating the mind upon an object and 
then being unable to detach it at will. This state causes great suffering. Almost all our suffering is caused by 
our not having the power of detachment. So along with the development of concentration we must develop 
the power of detachment. We must learn not only to attach the mind to one thing exclusively, but also to 
detach it at a moment's notice and place it upon something else. These two should be developed together to 
make it safe. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Concentration and Breathing’  
  
 

Being (esse) 
  
Men found out ages ago that the soul is not bound or limited by the senses, no, not even by 

consciousness. We have to understand that this consciousness is only the name of one link in the infinite 
chain. Being is not identical with consciousness, but consciousness is only one part of Being. Beyond 
consciousness is where the bold search lies. Consciousness is bound by the senses. Beyond that, beyond the 
senses, men must go in order to arrive at truths of the spiritual world, and there are even now persons who 
succeed in going beyond the bounds of the senses. 

‘The Sages of India’  
  
 

Belief 
  
When it was discovered that "I and my Father are one", the last word was said of religion. Then there 

only remained detail work. In true religion there is no faith or belief in the sense of blind faith. No great 
preacher ever preached that. That only comes with degeneracy. Fools pretend to be followers of this or that 
spiritual giant, and although they may be without power, endeavor to teach humanity to believe blindly. 
Believe what? To believe blindly is to degenerate the human soul. Be an atheist if you want, but do not 
believe in anything unquestioningly. Why degrade the soul to the level of animals? You not only hurt 
yourselves thereby, but you injure society, and make danger for those that come after you. Stand up and 
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reason out, having no blind faith. Religion is a question of being and becoming, not of believing. This is 
religion, and when you have attained to that you have religion. Before that you are no better than the 
animals. "Do not believe in what you have heard," says the great Buddha, "do not believe in doctrines 
because they have been handed down to you through generations; do not believe in anything because it is 
followed blindly by many; do not believe because some old sage makes a statement; do not believe in 
truths to which you have become attached by habit; do not believe merely on the authority of your teachers 
and elders. Have deliberation and analyze, and when the result agrees with reason and conduces to the good 
of one and all, accept it and live up to it." 

‘Lectures and Discourses: The Claims of Religion’  
 
 

Belief based on others' opinions 
  
The extreme claim that you must believe every dogma of a religion is degrading to the human mind. 

The man who asks you to believe everything, degrades himself, and, if you believe, degrades you too. The 
sages of the world have only the right to tell us that they have analyzed their minds and have found these 
facts, and if we do the same we shall also believe, and not before. That is all that there is in religion. But 
you must always remember this, that as a matter of fact 99.9 per cent of those who attack religion have 
never analyzed their minds, have never struggled to get at the facts. So their arguments do not have any 
weight against religion, any more than the words of a blind man who cries out, "You are all fools who 
believe in the sun," would affect us. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Realisation’  
  
 

Blame 
  
We only get what we deserve. It is a lie when we say, the world is bad and we are good. It can never be 

so. It is a terrible lie we tell ourselves. 
This is the first lesson to learn: be determined not to curse anything outside, not to lay the blame upon 

any one outside, but be a man, stand up, lay the blame on yourself. You will find, that is always true. Get 
hold of yourself. 

From ‘Work and its Secret’  
  
 

Blasphemy 
  
In India there is no idea of blasphemy if boys fighting in the street use the name of God. We say, “Put 

your hand into the fire, and whether you feel it or not, you will be burnt. So to utter the name of God can 
bring nothing but good.” 

The notion of blasphemy comes from the Jews, who were impressed by the spectacle of Persian loyalty. 
The ideas that God is judge and punisher are not in themselves bad, but they are low and vulgar. The three 
angles of the triangle are: Love begs not; Love knows no fear; Love is always of the ideal. 

‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘The Religion of Love’  
  
 

Body, relation to spirit 
  
In Western countries, as a rule, people lay more stress on the body aspect of man; those philosophers 

who wrote on Bhakti [devotion] in India laid stress on the spiritual side of man; and this difference seems 
to be typical of the Oriental and Occidental nations. It is so even in common language. In England, when 
speaking of death it is said, a man gave up his ghost; in India, a man gave up his body. The one idea is that 
man is a body and has a soul; the other that man is a soul and has a body. 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The First Steps’  
  
It is self-evident that the food you eat is manufacturing the mind all the time. It is matter. The Self is 

above any connection with food. Whether you eat or not does not matter. Whether you think or not does not 
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matter. It is infinite light. Its light is the same always. If you put a blue or a green glass before a light, what 
has that to do with the light? Its color is unchangeable. It is the mind which changes and gives the different 
colors. The moment the spirit leaves the body, the whole thing goes to pieces. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
 

Celibacy, brahmacharya 
  
Despite his spare food and scanty sleep, Swamiji [Vivekananda] is very active. A few days ago, a new 

set of the Encyclopedia Britannica had been bought for the Math. Seeing the new shining volumes, the 
disciple said to Swamiji, "It is almost impossible to read all these books in a single lifetime." He was 
unaware that Swamiji had already finished ten volumes and had begun the eleventh. 

Swamiji: What do you say? Ask me anything you like from these ten volumes, and I will answer you 
all. 

The disciple asked in wonder, "Have you read all these books?" 
Swamiji: Why should I ask you to question me otherwise? 
Being examined, Swamiji not only reproduced the sense, but at places the very language of the difficult 

topics selected from each volume. The disciple, astonished, put aside the books, saying, "This is not within 
human power!" 

Swamiji: Do you see, simply by the observance of strict Brahmacharya (continence) all learning can be 
mastered in a very short time — one has an unfailing memory of what one hears or knows but once. It is 
owing to this want of continence that everything is on the brink of ruin in our country. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ Belur Math, 1901  
  
 

Charity 
  
It is our privilege to be allowed to be charitable, for only so can we grow. The poor man suffers that we 

may be helped; let the giver kneel down and give thanks, let the receiver stand up and permit. 
‘Inspired Talks’ July 25 1895  

  
 

Charity, degrees of 
  
The Gita says that there are three kinds of charity. The first is performed on an impulse. It is always 

making mistakes. The doer thinks of nothing but his own impulse to be kind. The second is what a man 
does for his own glory. The third is that which is given to the right person, in the right way, and at the 
proper time. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 80  
  
 

Christianity, Christians 
  
Christ was a Sannyasin [religious pilgrim], and his religion is essentially fit for Sannyasins only. His 

teachings may be summed up as: “Give up”; nothing more – being fit for the favored few. 
“Turn the other cheek also!” – impossible, impracticable! The Westerners know it. It is meant for those 

who hunger and thirst after righteousness, who aim at perfection. 
“Stand on your rights”, is the rule for the ordinary men. One set of moral rules cannot be preached to all 

– Sadhus [ascetic holy men] and householders. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Notes Taken Down in Madras, 1892-93’  

  
 

Christianity, criticisms of 
  
Christianity with all its boasted civilization is but a collection of little bits of Indian thought. 

‘The Work Before Us’  
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The idea is that the Vedas were never written; the idea is, they never came into existence. I was once 
told once by a Christian missionary, that their scriptures have a historical character, and therefore are true, 
to which I replied, “Mine have no historical character and therefore they are true; yours being historical, 
they were evidently made by some man the other day. Yours are man-made and mine are not; their non-
historicity is in their favor.” 

‘The Vedanta in All its Phases’  
  
 

Consciousness 
  
Everything is conscious which rebels against nature: there, consciousness is manifested. Just try to kill a 

little ant, even it will resist to save its life. Where there is struggle, where there is rebellion, there is the sign 
of life, there consciousness is manifested. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues: 2'  
  
 

Contemplation 
  
The meditative state is the highest state of existence. So long as there is desire, no real happiness can 

come. It is only the contemplative, witness-like study of objects that brings to us real enjoyment and 
happiness. The animal has its happiness in the senses, the man in his intellect, and the god in spiritual 
contemplation. It is only to the soul that has attained to this contemplative state that the world really 
becomes beautiful. To him who desires nothing, and does not mix himself up with them, the manifold 
changes of nature are one panorama of beauty and sublimity. 

From ‘Raja Yoga: Dhyana and Samadhi’  
  
 

Cosmology, cosmos 
  
The Sanskrit word for creation, properly translated, should be projection and not creation. For the word 

creation in the English language, has unhappily got that fearful, that most crude idea of something coming 
out of nothing, creation out of nonentity, non-existence becoming existence, which, of course, I would not 
insult you by asking you to believe. Our word, therefore, is projection. The whole of this nature exists, it 
becomes finer, subsides; and then after a period of rest, as it were, the whole thing is again projected 
forward, and the same combination, the same evolution, the same manifestations appear and remain 
playing, as it were, for a certain time, only again to break into pieces, to become finer and finer, until the 
whole thing subsides, and again comes out. Thus it goes on backwards and forwards with a wave-like 
motion throughout eternity. Time, space, and causation are all within this nature. To say, therefore, that it 
had a beginning is utter nonsense. No question can occur as to its beginning or its end. Therefore wherever 
in our scriptures the words beginning and end are used, you must remember that it means the beginning and 
the end of one particular cycle; no more than that. 

‘Lecture on Vedantism to the Hindus of Jaffna’  
  
The only way to reach a sure analysis of the universe is by the analysis of our own minds. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Introduction to Jnana-Yoga’  
  
 

Creation, by design 
  
The idea that nature in all her orderly arrangements shows design on the part of the Creator of the 

universe is good as a kindergarten teaching to show the beauty, power, and glory of God, in order to lead 
children in religion up to a philosophical conception of God; but apart from that, it is not good, and 
perfectly illogical. As a philosophical idea, it is entirely without foundation, if God is taken to be 
omnipotent. 
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If nature shows the power of God in creating the universe, then to have a design in so doing also shows 
His weakness. If God is omnipotent, He needs no design, no scheme, to do anything. He has but to will it, 
and it is done. No question, no scheme, no plan, of God in nature. 

The material universe is the result of the limited consciousness of man. When man becomes conscious 
of his divinity, all matter, all nature, as we know it, will cease to exist. 

The material world, as such, has no place in the consciousness of the All-Presence as a necessity of any 
end. If it had, God would be limited by the universe. To say that nature exists by His permission is not to 
say that it exists as a necessity for Him to make man perfect, or for any other reason. 

It is a creation for man's necessity, not God's. There is no scheme of God in the plan of the universe. 
How could there be any if He is omnipotent? Why should He have need of a plan, or a scheme, or a reason 
to do anything? To say that He has is to limit Him and to rob Him of His character of omnipotence. 

For instance, if you came to a very wide river, so wide that you could not get across it except by 
building a bridge, the very fact that you would have to build the bridge to get across the river would show 
your limitation, would show your weakness, even if the ability to build the bridge did show your strength. 
If you were not limited but could just fly or jump across, you would not be under the necessity of building a 
bridge; and to build the bridge just to exhibit your power to do so would show your weakness again by 
showing your vanity, more than it would show anything else. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Design Theory’  
  
 

Creation, from the Word 
  
The next great thing to consider in Bhakti [devotion] is the "word", the Namashakti, the power of the 

name. The whole universe is composed of name and form. Whatever we see is either a compound of name 
and form, or simply name with form, which is a mental image. So, after all, there is nothing that is not 
name and form. We all believe God to be without form or shape, but as soon as we begin to think of Him, 
He acquires both name and form. The Chitta [mind] is like the calm lake, thoughts being like waves upon 
this Chitta — and name and form are the normal ways in which these waves arise; no wave can rise without 
name and form. The uniform cannot be thought of; it is beyond thought; as soon as it becomes thought and 
matter, it must have name and form. We cannot separate these. It is said in many books that God created 
the universe out of the Word. Shabdabrahman, in Sanskrit, is the Christian theory of the Word. An old 
Indian theory, it was taken to Alexandria by Indian preachers and was planted there. Thus the idea of the 
Word and the Incarnation became fixed there. 

There is deep meaning in the thought that God created everything out of the Word. God Himself being 
formless, this is the best way to describe the projection of forms, or the creation. The Sanskrit word for 
creation is Srishti, projection. What is meant by "God created things out of nothing"? The universe is 
projected out of God. He becomes the universe, and it all returns to Him, and again it proceeds forth, and 
again returns. Through all eternity it will go on in that way. 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The Chief Symbols’  
  
 

Creation, purpose of 
  
At last, love, lover, and beloved become one. That is the goal. … Why is there any separation between 

soul and man, between soul and God? … Just to have this enjoyment of love. He wanted to love Himself, 
so He split Himself into many. … "This is the whole reason for creation", says the lover. "We are all one. ‘I 
and my Father are one.' Just now I am separate in order to love God. … Which is better — to become sugar 
or to eat sugar? To become sugar, what fun is that? To eat sugar — that is infinite enjoyment of love." 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  
  
The whole of nature is intended for the soul to acquire experience, and that the result of all the 

experiences of the soul is for it to become aware of its eternal separateness from nature. The human soul 
has to understand and realize that it has been spirit, and not matter, through eternity, and that this 
conjunction of it with matter is and can be only for a time. 

‘Para Bhakti: the Preparatory Renunciation’  
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This universe is simply a gymnasium in which the soul is taking exercise; and after these exercises we 
become gods. So the value of everything is to be decided by how far it is a manifestation of God. 
Civilization is the manifestation of that divinity in man. 

‘Questions and Answers’  
  
What is the purpose of the whole of nature? That the Soul may gain experience. The Soul has, as it 

were, forgotten its mighty, godly nature. … The Soul, when it identifies itself with nature, forgets that it is 
pure and infinite. The Soul does not love, it is love itself. It does not exist, it is existence itself. The Soul 
does not know, it is knowledge itself. It is a mistake to say the Soul loves, exists, or knows. Love, 
existence, and knowledge are not the qualities of the Soul, but its essence. ... 

Thus is it with us all in this Maya, this dream world, where it is all misery, weeping and crying, where a 
few golden balls are rolled, and the world scrambles after them. You were never bound by laws, nature 
never had a bond for you. That is what the Yogi tells you. Have patience to learn it. And the Yogi shows 
how, by junction with nature, and identifying itself with the mind and the world, the Soul thinks itself 
miserable. Then the Yogi goes on to show you that the way out is through experience. You have to get all 
this experience, but finish it quickly. We have placed ourselves in this net, and will have to get out. We 
have got ourselves caught in the trap, and we will have to work out our freedom. So get this experience of 
husbands, and wives, and friends, and little loves; you will get through them safely if you never forget what 
you really are. Never forget this is only a momentary state, and that we have to pass through it. Experience 
is the one great teacher—experience of pleasure and pain — but know it is only experience. It leads, step 
by step, to that state where all things become small, and the Soul so great that the whole universe seems as 
a drop in the ocean and falls off by its own nothingness. We have to go through different experiences, but 
let us never forget the ideal. 

From ‘Raja Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
 

Death 
  
As the birds which have slept in the branches of a tree wake up, singing when the dawn comes, and soar 

up into the deep blue sky, so is the end of my life. 
‘Epistles’ 195  

  
Death is only a change of condition: time and space are in you, you are not in time and space. 

‘Questions and Answers’  
  
Sex-love and creation! These are at the root of most religions. And these in India are called 

Vaishnavism, and in the West, Christianity. How few have dared to worship Death, or Kali! Let us worship 
Death! Let us embrace the Terrible, because it is terrible, not asking that it be toned down. Let us take 
misery for misery’s own sake! … 

Worship the Terrible! Worship Death! All else is vain. All struggle is vain. That is the last lesson. Yet 
this is not the coward’s love of death, not the love of the weak or the suicide. It is the welcome of the strong 
man who has sounded everything to its depths and knows that there is no alternative. 

‘Sayings and utterances’ 18, 22  
  
There is behind nature a universal mind. The spirit is simply a unit and is not matter. For man is a spirit. 

The question, “Where does the soul go after death?” should be answered like the boy when he asked, “Why 
does not the earth fall down?” The questions are alike, and their solutions alike; for where could the soul go 
to? 

‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘The Claims of Vedanta’  
  
We are not individuals yet. We are struggling towards individuality, and that is the Infinite, that is the 

real nature of man. He alone lives whose life is in the whole universe, and the more we concentrate our 
lives on limited things, the faster we go towards death. Those moments alone we live when our lives are in 
the universe, in others; and living this little life is death, simply death, and that is why the fear of death 
comes. The fear of death can only be conquered when man realizes that so long as there is one life in this 
universe, he is living. When he can say, "I am in everything, in everybody, I am in all lives, I am the 
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universe," then alone comes the state of fearlessness. To talk of immortality in constantly changing things 
is absurd. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: The Real Nature of Man’  
  
 

Death, of old (outer, egoistic) man 
  
“When the ‘I’ dies, all trouble is at an end” [Ramakrishna]. 
“Sir, this ‘I’ has a most tenacious life. It is very difficult to kill it.” 
“Yes, in one sense, it is very difficult, but in another sense, it is quite easy. Can you tell me where this 

‘I’ exists? How can you speak of anything being killed, which never exists at all?” 
‘Conversations and Dialogues: 5’  

  
 

Death, spiritual 
  
Spiritual death is the result of following each other like a flock of sheep. Death is the result of inaction. 

Be active; and wherever there is activity, there must be difference. Difference is the sauce of life; it is the 
beauty, it is the art of everything. Difference makes all beautiful here. It is variety that is the source of life, 
the sign of life. Why should we be afraid of it? 

‘Lectures and Discourses: The Great Teachers of the World'  
  
 

Desire 
  
However mistaken we may be as to the method, all our struggle is really for freedom. We seek neither 

misery nor happiness, but freedom. This one aim is the secret of the insatiable thirst of man. Man's thirst, 
says the Hindu, man's thirst, says the Buddhist, is a burning, unquenchable thirst for more and more. You 
Americans are always looking for more pleasure, more enjoyment. You cannot be satisfied, true; but at 
bottom what you seek is freedom. 

This vastness of his desire is really the sign of man's own infinitude. It is because he is infinite, that he 
can only be satisfied when his desire is infinite and its fulfillment infinite. 

What then can satisfy man? Not gold. Not enjoyment. Not beauty. One Infinite alone can satisfy him, 
and that Infinite is Himself. When he realizes this, then alone comes freedom. 

‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘Unity’  
  
There is a limit to the working power of human beings, but no limit to desire; so we strive to get hold of 

the working powers of others and enjoy the fruits of their labors, escaping work ourselves. Inventing 
machinery to work for us can never increase well-being, for in gratifying desire, we only find it, and then 
we want more and more without end. Dying, still filled with ungratified desires, we have to be born again 
and again in the vain search for satisfaction. Kill desire and so get rid of it. That is the only way. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ vii  
  
 

Detachment, dispassion 
  
Here are the two ways of giving up all attachment. The one is for those who do not believe in God, or in 

any outside help. They are left to their own devices; the have simply to work with their own will, with the 
powers of their mind and discrimination, saying, "I must be non-attached". For those who believe in God 
there is another way, which is much less difficult. They give up the fruits of work unto the Lord; they work 
and are never attached to the results. Whatever they see, feel, hear, or do, is for Him. For whatever good 
work we may do, let us not claim any praise or benefit. It is the Lord's; give up the fruits unto Him. Let us 
stand aside and think that we are only servants obeying the Lord, our Master, and that every impulse for 
action comes from Him every moment. Whatever you worship, whatever you perceive, whatever you do, 
give up all unto Him and be at rest. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: Freedom’  
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Krishna says, 'Look at Me, Arjuna! If I stop from work for one moment, the whole universe will die. I 
have nothing to gain from work; I am the one Lord, but why do I work? Because I love the world." God is 
unattached because He loves; that real love makes us unattached. Wherever there is attachment, the 
clinging to the things of the world, you must know that it is all physical attraction between sets of particles 
of matter—something that attracts two bodies nearer and nearer all the time and, if they cannot get near 
enough, produces pain; but where there is real love, it does not rest on physical attachment at all. Such 
lovers may be a thousand miles away from one another, but their love will be all the same; it does not die, 
and will never produce any painful reaction. 

To attain this unattachment is almost a life-work, but as soon as we have reached this point, we have 
attained the goal of love and become free; the bondage of nature falls from us, and we see nature as she is; 
she forges no more chains for us; we stand entirely free and take not the results of work into consideration; 
who then cares for what the results may be? 

From ‘Karma Yoga: The Secret of Work’  
  
No breathing, no physical training of Yoga, nothing is of any use until you reach to the idea, "I am the 

Witness." Say, when the tyrant hand is on your neck, "I am the Witness! I am the Witness!" Say, "I am the 
Spirit! Nothing external can touch me." When evil thoughts arise, repeat that, give that sledge-hammer 
blow on their heads, "I am the Spirit! I am the Witness, the Ever-Blessed! I have no reason to do, no reason 
to suffer, I have finished with everything, I am the Witness. I am in my picture gallery—this universe is my 
museum, I am looking at these successive paintings. They are all beautiful. Whether good or evil. I see the 
marvelous skill, but it is all one. Infinite flames of the Great Painter!" Really speaking, there is naught—
neither volition, nor desire. He is all. He—She—the Mother, is playing, and we are like dolls. Her helpers 
in this play. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: Sadhanas or Preparations for Higher Life’  
  
Swamiji [Vivekananda]: All right; but you must make it more comprehensive. Who is responsible for 

every action you do, every breath you take, and every thought you think? Isn't it you yourself? 
The friend: Yes and no. I cannot solve this clearly. The truth about it is that man is the instrument and 

the Lord is the agent. So when I am directed by His will, I am not at all responsible for my actions. 
Swamiji: Well, that can be said only in the highest state of realization. When the mind will be purified 

by work and you will see that it is He who is causing all to work, then only you will have a right to speak 
like that. Otherwise it is all bosh, a mere cant. 

Q. — Why so, if one is truly convinced by reasoning that the Lord alone is causing all actions to be 
done? 

Swamiji: It may hold good when one has been so convinced. But it only lasts for that moment, and not a 
whit afterwards. Well, consider this thoroughly, whether all that you do in your everyday life, you are not 
doing with an egoistic idea that you yourself are the agent. How long do you remember that it is the Lord 
who is making you work? But then, by repeatedly analyzing like that, you will come to a state when the 
ego will vanish and in its place the Lord will come in. Then you will be able to say with justice "Thou, 
Lord, art guarding all my actions from within." … 

[But] if one says the Lord is causing everything to be done, and willfully persists in wrong-doing, it 
only brings ruin on him. That is the origin of self-deception. Don't you feel an elation after you have done a 
good deed? You then give yourself the credit of doing something good — you can't help it, it is very 
human. But how absurd to take the credit of doing the good act on oneself and lay the blame for the evil act 
on the Lord! It is a most dangerous idea — the effect of ill-digested Gita and Vedanta. Never hold that 
view. Rather say that He is causing the good work to be done while you are responsible for the evil action. 
That will bring on devotion and faith, and you will see His grace manifested at every step. The truth about 
it is that no one has created you — you have created yourself. This is discrimination, this is Vedanta. But 
one does not understand it before realization. Therefore the aspirant should begin with the dualistic 
standpoint, that the Lord is causing the good actions, while he is doing the evil. This is the easiest way to 
the purification of the mind. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ 31  
  
The body is our enemy, and yet is our friend. Which of you can bear the sight of misery? And which of 

you cannot do so when you see it only as a painting? Because it is unreal, we do not identify ourselves with 
it; we know it is only a painting; it cannot bless us, it cannot hurt us. The most terrible misery painted upon 
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a piece of canvas, we may even enjoy; we praise the technique of the artist, we wonder at his marvelous 
genius, even though the scene he paints is most horrible. That is the secret; that non-attachment. Be the 
Witness. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: Sadhanas or Preparations for Higher Life’  
  
The whole universe is one person; let go the little things. Give up the small for the Infinite, give up 

small enjoyments for infinite bliss. 
From ‘Practical Vedanta II’  

  
Therefore, be ‘unattached’; let things work; let brain centers work; work incessantly, but let not a ripple 

conquer the mind. Work as if you were a stranger in this land, a sojourner; work incessantly, but do not 
bind yourselves; bondage is terrible. This world is not our habitation, it is only one of the many stages 
through which we are passing. Remember that great saying of the Sankhaya, “The whole of nature is for 
the soul, not the soul for nature.” The very reason of nature’s existence is for the education of the soul; it 
has no other meaning; it is there because the soul must have knowledge, and through knowledge free itself. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: the Secret of Work’  
  
When we come to that non-attachment, then we can understand the marvelous mystery of the universe; 

how it is intense activity and vibration, and at the same time intensest peace and calm; how it is work every 
moment and rest every moment. That is the mystery of the universe — the impersonal and personal in one, 
the infinite and finite in one. Then we shall find the secret. "He who finds in the midst of intense activity 
the greatest rest, and in the midst of the greatest rest intense activity, he has become a Yogi." He alone is a 
real worker, none else. We do a little work and break ourselves. Why? We become attached to that work. If 
we do not become attached, side by side with it we have infinite rest. 

From ‘Krishna’  
  
 

Dreams 
  
Dreams, oh dreams! Dream on! Dream, the magic of dream, is the cause of this life, it is also the 

remedy. Dream, dream, only dream! Kill dream with dream! 
‘Epistles’ 162  

  
 

Duality 
  
The Advaitists, then, have no place for the individual soul. They say individual souls are created by 

Maya. In reality they cannot exist. If there were only one existence throughout, how could it be that I am 
one, and you are one, and so forth? We are all one, and the cause of evil is the perception of duality. As 
soon as I begin to feel that I am separate from this universe, then first comes fear, and then comes misery. 
"Where one hears another, one sees another, that is small. Where one does not see another, where one does 
not hear another, that is the greatest, that is God. In that greatest is perfect happiness. In small things there 
is no happiness." 

From ‘Vedanta Philosophy’  
  
The difference between dualism and monism is that when the ideal is put outside of oneself, it is 

dualism. When God is sought within, it is monism. 
From ‘The Goal’  

  
The dualistic conception that good and evil are two separate entities, and that they are both going on 

eternally, is absurd on the face of it. They are the diverse manifestations of one and the same fact, one time 
appearing as bad, and at another time as good. The difference does not exist in kind, but only in degree. 
They differ from each other in degree of intensity. We find as a fact that the same nerve systems carry good 
and bad sensations alike, and when the nerves are injured, neither sensation comes to us. If a certain nerve 
is paralyzed, we do not get the pleasurable feelings that used to come along the wire; and at the same time 
we do not get the painful feelings either. They are never two, but the same. Again, the same thing produces 
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pleasure and pain at different times of life. The same phenomenon will produce pleasure in one, and pain in 
another. The eating of meat produces pleasure to a man, but pain to the animal which is eaten. There has 
never been anything which gives pleasure to all alike. Some are pleased, others displeased. So on it will go. 
Therefore, this duality of existence is denied. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Unity in Diversity’  
  
There is only one Power, whether manifesting as evil or good. God and the devil are the same river with 

the water flowing in opposite directions. 
‘Inspired Talks’ June 29 1895  

  
 

Duality, and relativity, uses of 
  
The idea of dualism is from the ancient Persians [Zoroaster]. Really, good and evil are one and are in 

our own mind. When the mind is self-poised, neither good nor bad affects it. Be perfectly free; then neither 
can affect it, and we enjoy freedom and bliss. Evil is the iron chain, good is the gold one; both are chains. 
Be free, and know once and for all that there is no chain for you. Lay hold of the golden chain to loosen the 
hold of the iron one, then throw both away. 

‘Inspired Talks’ June 19 1895  
  
 

Ego (or 'I') 
  
What is the watchword of all ethical codes? “Not I, but Thou,” and this “I” is the outcome of the 

Infinite behind, trying to manifest Itself on the outside world. This little “I” is the result, and it will have to 
go back and join the Infinite, its own nature. Every time you say, "Not I, my brother, but thou", you are 
trying to go back, and every time you say "I, and not thou", you take the false step of trying to manifest the 
Infinite through the sense-world. That brings struggles and evils into the world, but after a time 
renunciation must come, eternal renunciation. The little "I" is dead and gone. Why care so much for this 
little life? All these vain desires of living and enjoying this life, here or in some other place, bring death. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Realisation’  
  
 

Evil 
  
If this room is full of darkness for thousands of years, and you come in and begin to weep and wail, 

‘Oh, the darkness,’ will the darkness vanish? Bring the light in, strike a match, and light comes in a 
moment. So what good will it do you to think all your lives, ‘Oh, I have done evil, I have made many 
mistakes’? It requires no ghost to tell us that. Bring in the light, and the evil goes in a moment. Strengthen 
the real nature, build up yourselves, the effulgent, the resplendent, the ever pure, call that up in every one 
whom you see. I wish that every one of us had come to such a state that even when we see the vilest of 
human beings we can see the God within. 
From ‘Addresses, No. XII., Practical Vedanta’, part iv; quoted in Lecture 20 ‘Conclusions’ of ‘Varieties of 

Religious Experience’  
  
 

Evil, origins and causes of 
  
I have found by experience that all evil comes from relying upon differences, and that all good comes 

from faith in equality, in the underlying sameness and oneness of things. 
‘The Mission of the Vedanta’  

  
The lamp by the light of which one forges a name and another writes a cheque for a thousand dollars for 

famine, shines on both, knows no difference. Light knows no evil; you and I make it good or evil. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Mother-Worship’  
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The world is not as bad as you think. It is we fools who have made it evil. We manufacture our own 
ghosts and demons, and then we cannot get rid of them. We put our hands before our eyes and cry: 
"Somebody give us light." Fools! Take your hands from your eyes! That is all there is to it. … We call 
upon the gods to save us and nobody blames himself. That is the pity of it. Why is there so much evil in 
society? What is it they say? Flesh and the devil and the woman. Why make these things up? Nobody asks 
you to make them up. We are fools, and our paths are foolish. We have to go through all this Maya. God 
made the heaven, and man made the hell for himself. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
 

Evil, resist not 
  
Every wave of passion restrained is a balance in your favor. It is therefore good policy not to return 

anger for anger, as with all true morality. Christ said, “Resist not evil”, and we do not understand it until we 
discover that it is not only moral but actually the best policy, for anger is loss of energy to the man who 
displays it. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Raja-Yoga’  
  
Resist not evil done to yourself, but you may resist evil done to others. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Notes Taken Down in Madras, 1892-93’  
  
 

Evil, uses of 
  
If you take the character of any man, it really is but the aggregate of tendencies, the sum total of the 

bent of his mind; you will find that misery and happiness are equal factors in the formation of that 
character. Good and evil have an equal share in molding character, and in some instances misery is a 
greater teacher than happiness. In studying the great characters the world has produced, I dare say, in the 
vast majority of cases, it would be found that it was misery that taught more than happiness, it was poverty 
that taught more than wealth, it was blows that brought out their inner fire more than praise. 

From ‘Karma in its Effect on Character’  
  
The angels never do wicked deeds, so they never get punished and never get saved. Blows are what 

awaken us and help to break the dream. They show us the insufficiency of this world and make us long to 
escape, to have freedom. 

‘Inspired Talks’ July 30 1895  
  
 

Evolution 
  
In the animal kingdom we really see such laws as struggle for existence, survival of the fittest, etc., 

evidently at work. Therefore Darwin's theory seems true to a certain extent. But in the human kingdom, 
where there is the manifestation of rationality, we find just the reverse of those laws. For instance, in those 
whom we consider really great men or ideal characters, we scarcely observe any external struggle. In the 
animal kingdom instinct prevails; but the more a man advances, the more he manifests rationality. For this 
reason, progress in the rational human kingdom cannot be achieved, like that in the animal kingdom, by the 
destruction of others! The highest evolution of man is effected through sacrifice alone. A man is great 
among his fellows in proportion as he can sacrifice for the sake of others, while in the lower strata of the 
animal kingdom, that animal is the strongest which can kill the greatest number of animals. Hence the 
struggle theory is not equally applicable to both kingdoms. Man's struggle is in the mental sphere. A man is 
greater in proportion as he can control his mind. When the mind's activities are perfectly at rest, the Atman 
manifests Itself. The struggle which we observe in the animal kingdom for the preservation of the gross 
body obtains in the human plane of existence for gaining mastery over the mind or for attaining the state of 
balance. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ Calcutta 1898  
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Experience, is necessary 
  
Experience is the only teacher we have. We may talk and reason all our lives, but we shall not 

understand a word of truth, until we experience it ourselves. You cannot hope to make a man a surgeon by 
simply giving him a few books. You cannot satisfy my curiosity to see a country by showing me a map; I 
must have actual experience. Maps can only create curiosity in us to get more perfect knowledge. Beyond 
that, they have no value whatever. Clinging to books only degenerates the human mind. Was there ever a 
more horrible blasphemy than the statement that all the knowledge of God is confined to this or that book? 
How dare men call God infinite, and yet try to compress Him within the covers of a little book! Millions of 
people have been killed because they did not believe what the books said, because they would not see all 
the knowledge of God within the covers of a book. 

From ‘Raja Yoga: Dhyana and Samadhi’  
  
 

Experience, of the higher 
  
Again, we must consider, religion is a matter of growth, not a mass of foolish words. Two thousand 

years ago a man saw God. Moses saw God in a burning bush. Does what Moses did when he saw God save 
you? No man's seeing God can help you the least bit except that it may excite you and urge you to do the 
same thing. That is the whole value of the ancients' examples. Nothing more. Just signposts on the way. No 
man's eating can satisfy another man. No man's seeing God can save another man. You have to see God 
yourself. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
Experience is the only source of knowledge. In the world, religion is the only science where there is no 

surety, because it is not taught as a science of experience. This should not be. There is always, however, a 
small group of men who teach religion from experience. They are called mystics, and these mystics in 
every religion speak the same tongue and teach the same truth. This is the real science of religion. As 
mathematics in every part of the world does not differ, so the mystics do not differ. They are all similarly 
constituted and similarly situated. Their experience is the same; and this becomes law. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Religion and Science’  
  
Intellectual reasoning is based on facts evident to the senses. Now religion has nothing to do with the 

senses. The agnostics say they cannot know God, and rightly, for they have exhausted the limits of their 
senses and yet get no further in knowledge of God. Therefore in order to prove religion — that is, the 
existence of God, immortality, etc. — we have to go beyond the knowledge of the senses. 

All great prophets and seers claim to have "seen God", that is to say, they have had direct experience. 
There is no knowledge without experience, and man has to see God in his own soul. When man has come 
face to face with the one great fact in the universe, then alone will doubts vanish and crooked things 
become straight. This is "seeing God". Our business is to verify, not to swallow. Religion, like other 
sciences, requires you to gather facts, to see for yourself, and this is possible when you go beyond the 
knowledge which lies in the region of the five senses. Religious truths need verification by everyone. To 
see God is the one goal. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Raja-Yoga’  
  
Many years ago, I visited a great sage of our own country, a very holy man. We talked of our revealed 

book, the Vedas, of your Bible, of the Koran, and of revealed books in general. At the close of our talk, this 
good man asked me to go to the table and take up a book; it was a book which, among other things, 
contained a forecast of the rainfall during the year. The sage said, "Read that." And I read out the quantity 
of rain that was to fall. He said, "Now take the book and squeeze it." I did so and he said, "Why, my boy, 
not a drop of water comes out. Until the water comes out, it is all book, book. So until your religion makes 
you realize God, it is useless. He who only studies books for religion reminds one of the fable of the ass 
which carried a heavy load of sugar on its back, but did not know the sweetness of it." 

From ‘Soul, God and Religion’  
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Realization is real religion, all the rest is only preparation—hearing lectures, or reading books, or 
reasoning is merely preparing the ground; it is not religion. Intellectual assent and intellectual dissent are 
not religion. The central idea of the Yogis is that just as we come in direct contact with objects of the 
senses, so religion even can be directly perceived in a far more intense sense. The truths of religion, as God 
and Soul, cannot be perceived by the external senses. I cannot see God with my eyes, nor can I touch Him 
with my hands, and we also know that neither can we reason beyond the senses. Reason leaves us at a point 
quite indecisive; we may reason all our lives, as the world has been doing for thousands of years, and the 
result is that we find we are incompetent to prove or disprove the facts of religion. What we perceive 
directly we take as the basis, and upon that basis we reason. So it is obvious that reasoning has to run 
within these bounds of perception. It can never go beyond. The whole scope of realization, therefore, is 
beyond sense-perception. The Yogis say that man can go beyond his direct sense-perception, and beyond 
his reason also. Man has in him the faculty, the power, of transcending his intellect even, a power which is 
in every being, every creature. 

From ‘Raja Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
Realization of religion is the only way. Each one of us will have to discover this. Of what use are these 

books, then, these Bibles of the world? They are of great use, just as maps are of a country. I have seen 
maps of England all my life before I came here, and they were great helps to me informing some sort of 
conception of England. Yet, when I arrived in this country, what a difference between the maps and the 
country itself! So is the difference between realization and the scriptures. These books are only the maps, 
the experience of past men, as a motive power to us to dare to make the same experiences and discover in 
the same way, if not better. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Methods and Purpose of Religion’  
  
Religion does not consist in doctrines or dogmas. It is not what you read, nor what dogmas you believe 

that is of importance, but what you realize. "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God," yea, in 
this life. And that is salvation. There are those who teach that this can be gained by the mumbling of words. 
But no great Master ever taught that external forms were necessary for salvation. The power of attaining it 
is within ourselves. We live and move in God. Creeds and sects have their parts to play, but they are for 
children, they last but temporarily. Books never make religions, but religions make books. We must not 
forget that. No book ever created God, but God inspired all the great books. And no book ever created a 
soul. We must never forget that. The end of all religions is the realizing of God in the soul. … There is that 
beyond all books, beyond all creeds, beyond the vanities of this world, and it is the realization of God 
within yourself. A man may believe in all the churches in the world, he may carry in his head all the sacred 
books ever written, he may baptize himself in all the rivers of the earth, still, if he has no perception of 
God, I would class him with the rankest atheist. And a man may have never entered a church or a mosque, 
nor performed any ceremony, but if he feels God within himself and is thereby lifted above the vanities of 
the world, that man is a holy man, a saint, call him what you will. As soon as a man stands up and says he 
is right or his church is right, and all others are wrong, he is himself all wrong. He does not know that upon 
the proof of all the others depends the proof of his own. Love and charity for the whole human race, that is 
the test of true religiousness. 

From ‘Soul, God and Religion’  
  
Religion is the realization of Spirit as Spirit; not Spirit as matter. 
Religion is a growth. Each one must experience it himself. The Christians believe that Jesus Christ died 

to save man. With you it is belief in a doctrine, and this belief constitutes your salvation. With us doctrine 
has nothing whatever to do with salvation. Each one may believe in whatever doctrine he likes; or in no 
doctrine. What difference does it make to you whether Jesus Christ lived at a certain time or not? What has 
it to do with you that Moses saw God in the burning bush? The fact that Moses saw God in the burning 
bush does not constitute your seeing Him, does it? If it does, then the fact that Moses ate is enough for you; 
you ought to stop eating. One is just as sensible as the other. Records of great spiritual men of the past do 
us no good whatever except that they urge us onward to do the same, to experience religion ourselves. 
Whatever Christ or Moses or anybody else did does not help us in the least, except to urge us on. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Spirit and Nature’  
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We [Hindus] think religion begins when you have realized something. It is not believing in doctrines, 
nor giving intellectual assent, nor making declarations. If there is God, have you seen Him? If you say 
“no”, then what right have you to believe in Him? If you are in doubt whether there is a God, why do you 
not struggle to see Him? Why do you not renounce the world and spend the whole of your life for this one 
object? Renunciation and spirituality are the two great ideas of India. 

From ‘The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion’  
  
We have to go beyond the intellect; the proof of religion is in direct perception. The proof of the 

existence of this wall is that we see it; if you sat down and argued about its existence or non-existence for 
ages, you could never come to any conclusion; but directly you see it, it is enough. If all the men in the 
world told you it did not exist, you would not believe them, because you know that the evidence of your 
own eyes is superior to that of all the doctrines and documents in the world. 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The Need of Symbols’  
  
 

Fanaticism 
  
This world is like a dog's curly tail, and people have been striving to straighten it out for hundreds of 

years; but when they let it go, it has curled up again. How could it be otherwise? One must first know how 
to work without attachment, then one will not be a fanatic. When we know that this world is like a dog's 
curly tail and will never get straightened, we shall not become fanatics. If there were no fanaticism in the 
world, it would make much more progress than it does now. It is a mistake to think that fanaticism can 
make for the progress of mankind. On the contrary, it is a retarding element creating hatred and anger, and 
causing people to fight each other, and making them unsympathetic. We think that whatever we do or 
possess is the best in the world, and what we do not do or possess is of no value. So, always remember the 
instance of the curly tail of the dog whenever you have a tendency to become a fanatic. You need not worry 
or make yourself sleepless about the world; it will go on without you. When you have avoided fanaticism, 
then alone will you work well. It is the level-headed man, the calm man, of good judgment and cool nerves, 
of great sympathy and love, who does good work and so does good to himself. The fanatic is foolish and 
has no sympathy; he can never straighten the world, nor himself become pure and perfect. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: We Help Ourselves, not the World’  
  
 

Fear 
  
Only to selfishness comes fear. He who has nothing to desire for himself, whom does he fear, and what 

can frighten him? What fear has death for him? What fear has evil for him? 
From ‘Practical Vedanta IV’  

  
The whole secret of existence is to have no fear. 

‘Inspired Talks’ July 13 1895  
  
 

Fear, of God 
  
The fear of God is the beginning of religion, but the love of God is the end of religion. All fear has died 

out. 
‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  

  
 

First-hand accounts, India/Tibet 
  
"When the mind is purified, when one is free from the attachment for lust and gold, one sees lots of 

visions, most wonderful ones! But one should not pay heed to them. The aspirant cannot advance further if 
he sets his mind constantly on them. Haven't you heard that Shri Ramakrishna used to say, 'Countless 
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jewels lie uncared for in the outer courts of my beloved Lord's sanctum'? We must come face to face with 
the Atman [Soul]; what is the use of setting one's mind on vagaries like those?" 

After saying these words, he sat silent for a while, lost in thought over something. He then resumed: 
"Well, while I was in America I had certain wonderful powers developed in me. By looking into 

people's eyes I could fathom in a trice the contents of their minds. The workings of everybody's mind 
would be potent to me, like a fruit on the palm of one's hand. To some I used to give out these things, and 
of those to whom I communicated these, many would become my disciples; whereas those who came to 
mix with me with some ulterior motive would not, on coming across this power of mine, even venture into 
my presence any more. 

"When I began lecturing in Chicago and other cities, I had to deliver every week some twelve or fifteen 
or even more lectures at times. This excessive strain on the body and mind would exhaust me to a degree. I 
seemed to run short of subjects for lectures and was anxious where to find new topics for the morrow's 
lecture. New thoughts seemed altogether scarce. One day, after the lecture, I lay thinking of what means to 
adopt next. The thought induced a sort of slumber, and in that state I heard as if somebody standing by me 
was lecturing — many new ideas and new veins of thought, which I had scarcely heard or thought of in my 
life. On awaking I remembered them and reproduced them in my lecture. I cannot enumerate how often this 
phenomenon took place. Many, many days did I hear such lectures while lying in bed. Sometimes the 
lecture would be delivered in such a loud voice that the inmates of adjacent rooms would hear the sound 
and ask me the next day, ‘With whom were you talking so loudly last night?’ I used to avoid the question 
somehow. Ah, it was a wonderful phenomenon." 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ Belur Math, Feb 1898  
  
At twenty years of age I was the most unsympathetic, uncompromising fanatic; I would not walk on the 

footpath on the theatre side of the streets in Calcutta. At thirty- three, I can live in the same house with 
prostitutes and never would think of saying a word of reproach to them. Is it degenerate? Or is it that I am 
broadening out into the Universal Love which is the Lord Himself? Again I have heard that if one does not 
see the evil round him he cannot do good work — he lapses into a sort of fatalism. I do not see that. On the 
other hand, my power of work is immensely increasing and becoming immensely effective. Some days I 
get into a sort of ecstasy. I feel that I must bless every one, everything, love and embrace everything, and I 
do see that evil is a delusion. … I bless the day I was born. 

‘Epistles: 102’  
  
Disciple: … Now my mind sometimes is seized with a great longing for some direct spiritual 

realization. 
Swamiji: I also felt like that many times. One day in the Cossipore garden, I had expressed my prayer to 

Shri Ramakrishna with great earnestness. Then in the evening, at the hour of meditation, I lost the 
consciousness of the body, and felt that it was absolutely non-existent. I felt that the sun, moon, space, 
time, ether, and all had been reduced to a homogeneous mass and then melted far away into the unknown; 
the body-consciousness had almost vanished, and I had nearly merged in the Supreme. But I had just a 
trace of the feeling of Ego, so I could again return to the world of relativity from the Samadhi. In this state 
of Samadhi all the difference between "I" and the "Brahman" goes away, everything is reduced into unity, 
like the waters of the Infinite Ocean — water everywhere, nothing else exists — language and thought, all 
fail there. Then only is the state "beyond mind and speech" realized in its actuality. Otherwise, so long as 
the religious aspirant thinks or say, "I am the Brahman" — "I" and "the Brahman", these two entities persist 
— there is the involved semblance of duality. After that experience, even after trying repeatedly, I failed to 
bring back the state of Samadhi. On informing Shri Ramakrishna about it, he said, "If you remain day and 
night in that state, the work of the Divine Mother will not be accomplished; therefore you won't be able to 
induce that state again; when your work is finished, it will come again." 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ Belur Math, Feb 1898  
  
Many times I have been in the jaws of death, starving, footsore, and weary; for days and days I had had 

no food, and often could walk no farther; I would sink down under a tree, and life would seem ebbing 
away. I could not speak, I could scarcely think, but at last the mind reverted to the idea: "I have no fear nor 
death; I never hunger nor thirst. I am It! I am It! The whole of nature cannot crush me; it is my servant. 
Assert thy strength, thou Lord of lords and God of gods! Regain thy lost empire! Arise and walk and stop 
not!" And I would rise up, reinvigorated, and here am I, living, today. Thus, whenever darkness comes, 
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assert the reality and everything adverse must vanish. For, after all, it is but a dream. Mountain-high though 
the difficulties appear, terrible and gloomy though all things seem, they are but Maya. Fear not — it is 
banished. Crush it, and it vanishes. Stamp upon it, and it dies. Be not afraid. Think not how many times you 
fail. Never mind. Time is infinite. Go forward: assert yourself again and again, and light must come. You 
may pray to everyone that was ever born, but who will come to help you? And what of the way of death 
from which none knows escape? Help thyself out by thyself. None else can help thee, friend. For thou alone 
art thy greatest enemy, thou alone art thy greatest friend. 

From ‘The Open Secret’  
  
Well, clear comprehension, inward realization, is no small matter. When the mind proceeds towards 

self-absorption in Brahman, it passes through all these stages one by one to reach the absolute state at last. 
In the process of entering into Samadhi, first the universe appears as one mass of ideas; then the whole 
thing loses itself in a profound "Om". Then even that melts away, even that seems to be between being and 
non-being. That is the experience of the eternal Nada. And then the mind becomes lost in the Reality of 
Brahman, and then it is done! All is peace! 

‘Conversations and Dialogues: 9’  
  
“Look here, a time comes when what you call differentiation vanishes, and we cannot perceive it at all. 

I have experienced that state in my own life.” 
“When have you done so?” 
“One day in the temple-garden at Dakshineswar, Shri Ramakrishna touched me over the heart, and first 

of all I began to see that the houses — rooms, doors, windows, verandahs — the trees, the sun, the moon — 
all were flying off, shattering to pieces as it were — reduced to atoms and molecules — and ultimately 
became merged in the Akasha [primordial matter]. Gradually again, the Akasha also vanished, and after 
that, my consciousness of the ego with it; what happened next I do not recollect. I was at first frightened. 
Coming back from that state, again I began to see the houses, doors, windows, verandahs, and other things. 
On another occasion, I had exactly the same realization by the side of a lake in America. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ xiii  
  
 

Food 
  
If it is by bathing much that heaven is reached, the fishes will get to heaven first. If by eating vegetables 

a man gets to heaven, the cows and deer will get to heaven first. You may eat what you like. 
‘The Vedanta in All its Phases’  

  
 

Freedom, and free will 
  
Freedom is inseparably connected with immortality. To be free one must be above the laws of nature. 

Law exists so long as we are ignorant. When knowledge comes, then we find that law nothing but freedom 
in ourselves. The will can never be free, because it is the slave of cause and effect. But the “I” behind the 
will is free; and this is the Self. “I am free” – that is the basis on which to build and live. And freedom 
means immortality. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Freedom of the Self’  
  
None deserves liberty who is not ready to give liberty. 

‘Writings, Prose: To my Brave Boys’  
  
Our reason tells us that all our actions are caused, and at the same time, with every impulse we are 

asserting our freedom. The solution is that there is freedom inside – that the soul is really free – but that 
that soul’s actions are percolating through body and mind, which are not free. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: Law and Freedom’  
  
The idea of heaven must pass away. The idea of heaven after death where the good live a life of eternal 

happiness is a vain dream, without a particle of meaning or sense in it. Wherever there is happiness there 
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must follow unhappiness sometime. Wherever there is pleasure there must be pain. This is absolutely 
certain, every action has its reaction somehow. 

The idea of freedom is the only true idea of salvation — freedom from everything, the senses, whether 
of pleasure or pain, from good as well as evil. 

More than this even, we must be free from death; and to be free from death, we must be free from life. 
Life is but a dream of death. Where there is life, there will be death; so get away from life if you would be 
rid of death. 

We are ever free if we would only believe it, only have faith enough. You are the soul, free and eternal, 
ever free, ever blessed. Have faith enough and you will be free in a minute. 

Everything in time, space, and causation is bound. The soul is beyond all time, all space, all causation. 
That which is bound is nature, not the soul. 

Therefore proclaim your freedom and be what you are — ever free, ever blessed. 
Time, space, and causation we call Maya. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: How to Become Free’  
  
The search for freedom is the search of all religions; whether they know it or not, whether they can 

formulate it well or ill, the idea is there. Even the lowest man, the most ignorant, seeks for something which 
has power over nature’s laws. 

From ‘The Open Secret’  
  
 

Giving, and receiving 
  
Ask nothing; want nothing in return. Give what you have to give; it will come back to you – but do not 

think of that now, it will come back multiplied a thousandfold – but the attention must not be on that. Yet 
have the power to give: give, and there it ends. Learn that the whole of life is giving, that nature will force 
you to give. So give willingly. 

From ‘Work and its Secret’  
  
To whom can you do good, when you see only God? You cannot do good to God! If you do good at all, 

you do it to yourself; feel that the receiver is the higher one. You serve the other because you are lower 
than he, not because he is low and you are high. Give as the rose gives perfume, because it is its own 
nature, utterly unconscious of giving. 

‘Inspired Talks’ August 1 1895  
  
 

God, arguments for/against 
  
What is the proof of God? Direct perception. The proof of this wall is that I perceive it. God has been 

perceived that way by thousands before, and will be perceived by all who want to perceive Him. But this 
perception is no sense-perception; it is super-sensuous, super conscious, and all this training is needed to 
take us beyond the senses. 

From ‘Steps to Realization’  
  
 

God, as Person, Divine Man 
  
Talk as you may, try as you may, you cannot think of God except as a man. 

From ‘Bhakti Yoga: Incarnate Teachers and Incarnation’  
  
The Impersonal God seen through the mists of sense is personal. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 73  
  
The Personal God is the Absolute looked at through the haze of Maya — ignorance. 
When we approach Him with the five senses, we can only see Him as the Personal God. The idea is that 

the Self cannot be objectified. How can the knower know himself? But he can cast a shadow, as it were, 
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and the highest form of that shadow, that attempt of objectifying one's Self, is the Personal God. The Self is 
the eternal subject, and we are eternally struggling to objectify that Self, and out of that struggle has come 
this phenomenon of the universe: that which we call matter. But these are weak attempts, and the highest 
objectification of the Self, possible to us, is the Personal God. 

"An honest God's the noblest work of man", said one of your Western thinkers. God is as man is. No 
man can see God but through these human manifestations. Talk as you may, try as you may, you cannot 
think of God but as a man; and as you are, He is. An ignorant man was asked to make an image of the God 
Shiva; and after many days of hard struggle he succeeded only in manufacturing the image of a monkey! 
So, when we try to think of God as He is in His absolute perfection, we meet with miserable failure, 
because we are limited and bound by our present constitution to see God as man. If the buffaloes desire to 
worship God, they, in keeping with their own nature, will see Him as a huge buffalo; if a fish wishes to 
worship God, its concept of Him would inevitably be a big fish; and man must think of Him as man. 
Suppose man, the buffalo, and the fish represent so many different vessels; that these vessels all go to the 
sea of God to be filled, each according to its shape and capacity. In man the water takes the shape of man; 
in the buffalo the shape of the buffalo; and in the fish the shape of the fish; but in each of these vessels is 
the same water of the sea of God. 

Two kinds of men do not worship God as man — the human brute who has no religion, and the 
Paramahamsa [Supreme One] who has transcended the limits of his own human nature. To him all nature 
has become his own Self; he alone can worship God as He is. 

‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘Essence of Religion’  
  
We find that in many different religions, holy personages have been worshipped. They worship 

Krishna, they worship Buddha, they worship Jesus, and so forth. Then, there is the worship of saints; 
hundreds of them have been worshipped all over the world, and why not? The vibration of light is 
everywhere. The owl sees it in the dark. That shows it is there, though man cannot see it. To man, that 
vibration is only visible in the lamp, in the sun, in the moon, etc. God is omnipresent. He is manifesting 
Himself in every being; but for men, He is only visible, recognizable, in man. When His light, His 
presence, His spirit, shines through the human face, then and then alone, can man understand Him. Thus, 
man has been worshipping God through men all the time, and must do so as long as he is a man. He may 
cry against it, struggle against it, but as soon as he attempts to realize God, he will find the constitutional 
necessity of thinking of God as a man. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
 

God, as unity 
  
And all these little different beings, men and animals etc. are but reflections, and not real. They are 

simply illusory reflections upon Nature. There is but one Infinite Being in the universe, and that Being 
appears as you and as I; but this appearance of divisions is after all a delusion. He has not been divided, but 
only appears to be divided. This apparent division is caused by looking at Him through the network of time, 
space, and causation. When I look at God through the network of time, space, and causation, I see Him as 
the material world. When I look at Him from a little higher plane, yet through the same network, I see Him 
as an animal, a little higher as a man, a little higher as a god, but yet He is the One Infinite Being of the 
universe, and that Being we are. I am That, and you are That. Not parts of It, but the whole of It. "It is the 
Eternal Knower standing behind the whole phenomena; He himself is the phenomena." He is both the 
subject and the object. He is the "I" and the "You." How is this? How to know the Knower? The Knower 
cannot know Himself; I see everything but cannot see myself. The Self, the Knower, the Lord of all, the 
Real Being, is the cause of all the vision that is in the universe, but it is impossible for Him to see Himself 
or know Himself, excepting through reflection. You cannot see your own face except in a mirror, and so the 
Self cannot see Its own nature until It is reflected, and this whole universe therefore is the Self trying to 
realize Itself. 

‘The Free Soul’ [New York, 1896]  
  
We have seen how in the whole of this universe there is but One Existence; and that One Existence 

when seen through the senses is called the world, the world of matter. When It is seen through the mind, It 
is called the world of thoughts and ideas; and when It is seen as it is, then It is the One Infinite Being. You 
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must bear this in mind; it is not that there is a soul in man, although I had to take that for granted in order to 
explain it at first, but that there is only One Existence, and that one the Atman, the Self; and when this is 
perceived through the senses, through sense-imageries, It is called the body. When It is perceived through 
thought, it is called the mind. When It is perceived in Its own nature, It is the Atman, the One Only 
Existence. So it is not that there are three things in one, the body and the mind and the Self, although that 
was a convenient way of putting it in the course of explanation; but all is that Atman, and that one Being is 
sometimes called the body, sometimes the mind, and sometimes the Self, according to different vision. 
There is but one Being which the ignorant call the world. When a man goes higher in knowledge, he calls 
the very same Being the world of thought. Again, when knowledge itself comes, all illusions vanish, and 
man finds it is all nothing but Atman. I am that One Existence. This is the last conclusion. 

‘One Existence Appearing as Many’  
  
 

God, is within us 
  
Can you see your own eyes? God is like that. He is as close as your own eyes. He is your own, even 

though you can’t see Him. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 24  

  
 

God, remembrance/thinking of 
  
Service of the Lord means, according to all the scriptural authorities, remembrance. If you believe in the 

existence of God, you will be reminded of Him at every step of your life. 
‘Questions and Answers’, Selections from the Math Diary  

  
 

Good, relation to evil 
  
A generalization ending in the Personal God can never be universal, for, first of all, to conceive of a 

Personal God we must say, He is all-merciful, all-good. But this world is a mixed thing, some good and 
some bad. We cut off what we like, and generalize that into a Personal God! Just as you say a Personal God 
is this and that, so you have also to say that He is not this and not that. And you will always find that the 
idea of a Personal God has to carry with it a personal devil. That is how we clearly see that the idea of a 
Personal God is not a true generalization, we have to go beyond, to the Impersonal. In that the universe 
exists, with all its joys and miseries, for whatever exists in it has all come from the Impersonal. What sort 
of a God can He be to whom we attribute evil and other things? The idea is that both good and evil are 
different aspects, or manifestations of the same thing. The idea that they were two was a very wrong idea 
from the first, and it has been the cause of a good deal of the misery in this world of ours—the idea that 
right and wrong are two separate things, cut and dried, independent of each other, that good and evil are 
two eternally separable and separate things. I should be very glad to see a man who could show me 
something which is good all the time, and something which is bad all the time. As if one could stand and 
gravely define some occurrences in this life of ours as good and good alone, and some which are bad and 
bad alone. That which is good today may be evil tomorrow. That which is bad today may be good 
tomorrow. What is good for me may be bad for you. The conclusion is that like every other thing, there is 
an evolution in good and evil too. There is something which in its evolution, we call, in one degree, good, 
and in another, evil. The storm that kills my friend I call evil, but that may have saved the lives of hundreds 
of thousands of people by killing the bacilli in the air. They call it good, but I call it evil. So both good and 
evil belong to the relative world, to phenomena. The Impersonal God we propose is not a relative God; 
therefore it cannot be said that It is either good or bad, but that It is something beyond, because It is neither 
good nor evil. Good, however, is a nearer manifestation of It than evil. 

From ‘Reason and Religion’  
  
Do not think that good and evil are two, are two separate essences, for they are one and the same thing, 

appearing in different degrees and in different guises and producing differences of feeling in the same 
mind.                                                                                                   From ‘Jnana Yoga: Unity in Diversity’ 
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Evil and good are eternally conjoined, the obverse and the reverse of the same coin. If you have one, 
you must have the other; a wave in the ocean must be at the cost of a hollow elsewhere. Nay, all life is evil. 
No breath can be breathed without killing some one else; not a morsel of food can be eaten without 
depriving some one of it. This is the law; this is philosophy. Therefore the only thing we can do is to 
understand that all this work against evil is more subjective than objective. The work against evil is more 
educational than actual, however big we may talk. 

‘My Plan of Campaign’ [Victoria Hall, Madras]  
  
It is only when the sun is on our own head that there is no shadow. When God and good and everything 

else is in us, there is no evil. In objective life [in society], however, every bullet has its billet — evil goes 
with every good as its shadow. Every improvement is coupled with an equal degradation. The reason being 
that good and evil are not two things but one, the difference being only in manifestation — one of degree, 
not kind. 

‘Epistles: 112’  
  
Our very lives depend upon the death of others — plants or animals or bacilli! The other great mistake 

we often make is that good is taken as an ever-increasing item, whilst evil is a fixed quantity. From this it is 
argued that evil being diminished every day, there will come a time when good alone will remain. The 
fallacy lies in the assumption of a false premiss. If good is increasing, so is evil. My desires have been 
much more than the desires of the masses among my race. My joys have been much greater than theirs — 
but my miseries a million times more intense. The same constitution that makes you feel the least touch of 
good makes you feel the least of evil too. The same nerves that carry sensations of pleasure carry the 
sensations of pain too — and the same mind feels both. The progress of the world means more enjoyment 
and more misery too. This mixture of life and death, good and evil, knowledge and ignorance is what is 
called Maya — or the universal phenomenon. You may go on for eternity inside this net, seeking for 
happiness — you find much, and much evil too. To have good and no evil is childish nonsense. 

‘Epistles: 112’  
  
 

Habit 
  
The only remedy for bad habits is counter habits; all bad habits that have left their impressions are to be 

controlled by good habits. Go on doing good, thinking holy thoughts continuously; that is the only way to 
suppress base impressions. Never say any man is hopeless, because he only represents a character, a bundle 
of habits, which can be checked by new and better ones. Character is repeated habits, and repeated habits 
alone can reform character. 

From ‘Raja-Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
 

Happiness, or blessedness, joy 
  
Happiness presents itself before man, wearing the crown of sorrow on its head. He who welcomes it 

must also welcome sorrow. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 83  

  
It is our necessities which make our heaven, and the heaven changes with the change of our necessities. 

If we had a heaven like that desired by those to whom sense-enjoyment is the very end of existence, then 
we would not progress.  … That is what you do when you cry after the joys of this world, for you do not 
know what true joy is. What philosophy insists on is not to give up joys, but to know what joy really is. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Realisation’  
  
Machines never made mankind happy, and never will make. He who is trying to make us believe this 

will claim that happiness is in the machine; but it is always in the mind. That man alone who is the lord of 
his mind can become happy, and none else. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: My Master'  
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What is meant by perfection? A perfect life is a contradiction in terms. Life itself is a state of 
continuous struggle between ourselves and everything outside. Every moment we are fighting actually with 
external nature, and if we are defeated, our life has to go. It is, for instance, a continuous struggle for food 
and air. If food or air fails, we die. Life is not a simple and smoothly flowing thing, but it is a compound 
effect. This complex struggle between something inside and the external world is what we call life. So it is 
clear that when this struggle ceases, there will be an end of life. 

What is meant by ideal happiness is the cessation of this struggle. But then life will cease, for the 
struggle can only cease when life itself has ceased. We have seen already that in helping the world we help 
ourselves. The main effect of work done for others is to purify ourselves. By means of the constant effort to 
do good to others we are trying to forget ourselves; this forgetfulness of self is the one great lesson we have 
to learn in life. Man thinks foolishly that he can make himself happy, and after years of struggle finds out at 
last that true happiness consists in killing selfishness and that no one can make him happy except himself. 
Every act of charity, every thought of sympathy, every action of help, every good deed, is taking so much 
of self-importance away from our little selves and making us think of ourselves as the lowest and the least, 
and, therefore, it is all good. Here we find that all practices come to one point. The highest ideal is eternal 
and entire self-abnegation, where there is no "I", but all is "Thou"; and whether he is conscious or 
unconscious of it, Karma-Yoga leads man to that end. A religious preacher may become horrified at the 
idea of an Impersonal God; he may insist on a Personal God and wish to keep up his own identity and 
individuality, whatever he may mean by that. But his ideas of ethics, if they are really good, cannot but be 
based on the highest self-abnegation. It is the basis of all morality; you may extend it to men, or animals, or 
angels, it is the one basic idea, the one fundamental principle running through all ethical systems. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: Non-Attachment is Complete Self-Abnegation’  
  
Why did not Christ say in the Sermon on the Mount, ‘Blessed are they that are always cheerful and 

always hopeful for they have already the kingdom of heaven?’ I am sure, he must have said it, He with the 
sorrows of a whole world in His heart, He who likened the saintly soul with the child – but it was not noted 
down; of a thousand things they noted down only one, I mean, remembered. 

‘Epistles’ 109  
  
 

Heaven, paradise 
  
Heavens are only other states of existence with added senses and heightened powers. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Thoughts on the Vedas and Upanishads’  
  
 

Hell, Hades 
  
If there is any road to Heaven, it is through Hell. Through Hell to Heaven is always the way. … There 

is nothing that is absolutely evil. The devil has a place here as well as God, else he would not be here. 
‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: Sadhanas or Preparations for Higher Life’  

  
 

Help, and advice 
  
It is a tremendous error to feel helpless. Do not seek help from anyone. We are our own help. If we 

cannot help ourselves, there is none to help us … “Thou thyself art thy only friend, thou thyself thy only 
enemy. There is no other enemy but this self of mine, no other friend but myself.” This is the last and 
greatest lesson, and Oh, what a time it takes to learn it. We seem to get hold of it, and the next moment the 
old wave comes. The backbone breaks. We weaken and again grasp for that superstition and help. Just 
think of that huge mass of misery, and all caused by this false idea of going to seek help! 

From ‘The Gita III’ [quoting the Gita]  
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Helping others 
  
By performing disinterested work over and over again, even unwillingly, we gradually find the will 

merging itself in it. The inclination to work for others develops in this way. As the outcome of work for the 
sake of others, the angularities of the mind get smoothened down, and men are gradually prepared for 
sincere self-sacrifice for the good of others. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ 1  
  
Doing good to others is the one great, universal religion. … Kindness and love can buy you the whole 

world; lectures and books and philosophy all stand lower than these. 
‘Epistles’ 130  

  
Help whenever you can, but mind what your motive is. If it is selfish, it will neither benefit those you 

help, nor yourself. If it is unselfish, it will bring blessings upon them to whom it is given, and infinite 
blessings upon you, sure as you are living. The Lord can never be hoodwinked. The law of Karma can 
never be hoodwinked. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘My Life and Mission’  
  
Help, if you can; if you cannot, fold your hands and stand by and see things go on. Do not injure, if you 

cannot render help. Say not a word against any man's convictions so far as they are sincere. Secondly, take 
man where he stands, and from there give him a lift. If it be true that God is the center of all religions, and 
that each of us is moving towards Him along one of these radii, then it is certain that all of us must reach 
that center. And at the center, where all the radii meet, all our differences will cease; but until we reach 
there, differences there must be. All these radii converge to the same center. One, according to his nature, 
travels along one of these lines, and another, along another; and if we all push onward along our own lines, 
we shall surely come to the center, because, "All roads lead to Rome". 

From ‘The Ideal of a Universal Religion’  
  
If in this hell of a world one can bring a little joy and peace even for a day into the heart of a single 

person, that much alone is true; this I have learnt after suffering all my life; all else is mere moonshine. 
‘Epistles’ 18th Feb 1902  

  
Our duty to others means helping others; doing good to the world. Why should we do good to the 

world? Apparently to help the world, but really to help ourselves. We should always try to help the world, 
that should be the highest motive in us; but if we consider well, we find that the world does not require our 
help at all. This world was not made that you or I should come and help it. I once read a sermon in which it 
was said, "All this beautiful world is very good, because it gives us time and opportunity to help others." 
Apparently, this is a very beautiful sentiment, but is it not a blasphemy to say that the world needs our 
help? We cannot deny that there is much misery in it; to go out and help others is, therefore, the best thing 
we can do, although in the long run, we shall find that helping others is only helping ourselves.  

As a boy I had some white mice. They were kept in a little box in which there were little wheels, and 
when the mice tried to cross the wheels, the wheels turned and turned, and the mice never got anywhere. So 
it is with the world and our helping it. The only help is that we get moral exercise. This world is neither 
good nor evil; each man manufactures a world for himself. If a blind man begins to think of the world, it is 
either as soft or hard, or as cold or hot. We are a mass of happiness or misery; we have seen that hundreds 
of times in our lives.  

As a rule, the young are optimistic and the old pessimistic. The young have life before them; the old 
complain their day is gone; hundreds of desires, which they cannot fulfill struggle in their hearts. Both are 
foolish nevertheless. Life is good or evil according to the state of mind in which we look at it, it is neither 
by itself. Fire, by itself, is neither good nor evil. When it keeps us warm we say, "How beautiful is fire!" 
When it burns our fingers, we blame it. Still, in itself it is neither good nor bad. According as we use it, it 
produces in us the feeling of good or bad; so also is this world. It is perfect. By perfection is meant that it is 
perfectly fitted to meet its ends. We may all be perfectly sure that it will go on beautifully well without us, 
and we need not bother our heads wishing to help it. 

Yet we must do good; the desire to do good is the highest motive power we have, if we know all the 
time that it is a privilege to help others. Do not stand on a high pedestal and take five cents in your hand 
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and say, "Here, my poor man," but be grateful that the poor man is there, so that by making a gift to him 
you are able to help yourself. It is not the receiver that is blessed, but it is the giver. Be thankful that you 
are allowed to exercise your power of benevolence and mercy in the world, and thus become pure and 
perfect. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: We Help Ourselves, not the World’  
  
You cannot help anyone, you can only serve. … Give up the idea that by ruling over others you can do 

any good to them. But you can do just as much as you can in the case of the plant; you can supply the 
growing seed with the materials for the making up of its body, bringing to it the earth, the water, the air, 
that it wants. It will take all that it wants by its own nature, it will assimilate and grow by its own nature. 

‘Vedanta in its Application to Indian Life’  
  
 

Holy, holiness 
  
Holiness is the greatest power. Everything else quails before it. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: On Raja-Yoga’  
  
 

Humans, as servants of others, God 
  
Another truth I have realized is that altruistic service only is religion, the rest, such as ceremonial 

observances, are madness – even it is wrong to hanker after one’s own salvation. Liberation is only for him 
who gives up everything for others. 

‘Epistles’ 124  
  
Everyone wants to command, and no one wants to obey. So first, learn to obey. The command will 

come by itself. Always learn to be a servant, and then you will be fit to be a master. 
‘Vedantism’  

  
 

Humans, becoming God 
  
Man is to become divine by realizing the divine. 
  
 

Humans, makeup, nature of 
  
Here is a beautiful figure. Picture the Self to be the rider and this body the chariot, the intellect to be the 

charioteer, mind the reins, and the senses the horses. He whose horses are well broken, and whose reins are 
strong and kept well in the hands of the charioteer (the intellect) reaches the goal which is the state of Him, 
the Omnipresent. But the man whose horses (the senses) are not controlled, nor the reins (the mind) well 
managed, goes to destruction. This Atman in all beings does not manifest Himself to the eyes or the senses, 
but those whose minds have become purified and refined realize Him. … He who realizes Him, frees 
himself from the jaws of death. But it is very difficult. It is, as it were, walking on the edge of a razor; the 
way is long and perilous, but struggle on, do not despair. Awake, arise, and stop not till the goal is reached. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Realisation’  
  
The highest things are under your feet, because you are Divine Stars; all these things are under your 

feet. You can swallow the stars by the handful if you want; such is your real nature. Be strong, get beyond 
all superstitions, and be free. 

‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘Man the Maker of his Destiny’  
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Identification, attachment 
  
Identification brings misery, because it brings desire. Thus the poor man sees gold, and identifies 

himself with the need of gold. Be the witness. Learn never to react. 
‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘Jnana and Karma’ 

  
If we examine our own lives, we find that the greatest cause of sorrow is this: we take up something, 

and put our whole energy on it — perhaps it is a failure and yet we cannot give it up. We know that it is 
hurting us, that any further clinging to it is simply bringing misery on us; still, we cannot tear ourselves 
away from it. The bee came to sip the honey, but its feet stuck to the honey-pot and it could not get away. 
Again and again, we are finding ourselves in that state. That is the whole secret of existence. Why are we 
here? We came here to sip the honey, and we find our hands and feet sticking to it. We are caught, though 
we came to catch. We came to enjoy; we are being enjoyed. We came to rule; we are being ruled. We came 
to work; we are being worked. 

From ‘Work and its Secret’ 
  

 
Idolatry 

  
We are all born idolaters, and idolatry is good, because it is in the nature of man. Who can get beyond 

it? Only the perfect man, the God-man. The rest are all idolaters. So long as we see this universe before us, 
with its forms and shapes, we are all idolaters. This is a gigantic symbol we are worshipping. He who says 
he is the body is a born idolater. We are spirit, spirit that has no form or shape, spirit that is infinite, and not 
matter. Therefore, anyone who cannot grasp the abstract, who cannot think of himself as he is, except in 
and through matter, as the body, is an idolater. And yet how people fight among themselves, calling one 
another idolaters! In other words, each says, his idol is right, and the others' are wrong. 

Therefore, we should get rid of these childish notions. 
From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  

  
 

Ignorance, and causes of 
  
The cause of the misery of the world is that we are so one-sided that we cannot sympathize with one 

another. Consider a man looking at the sun from beneath the earth, up the shaft of a mine; he sees one 
aspect of the sun. Then another man sees the sun from the earth's level, another through mist and fog, 
another from the mountaintop. To each the sun has a different appearance. So there are many appearances, 
but in reality there is only one sun. There is diversity of vision, but one object; and that is the sun. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Bhakti-Yoga’  
  
There is no sin nor virtue: there is only ignorance. By realization of non-duality this ignorance is 

dispelled. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 54  

  
We are to be saved from sin by being saved from ignorance. Ignorance is the cause of which sin is the 

result. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures’: ‘Salvation from Sin’  

  
We have first to learn what ignorance is. All of us think, “I am the body, and the Self, the pure, the 

effulgent, the ever blissful,” and that is ignorance. We think of man, and see man as a body. This is the 
great delusion. 

From ‘Raja-Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
What makes the difference between God and man, between the saint and the sinner? Only ignorance. 

What is the difference between the highest man and the lowest worm that crawls under your feet? 
Ignorance. That makes all the difference. For inside that little crawling worm is lodged infinite power, and 
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knowledge, and purity – the infinite divinity of God Himself. It is unmanifested; it will have to be 
manifested. 

‘Reply to the Address of Welcome at Paramakudi’  
  
 

Illness, and health 
  
The same faculty that we employ in dreams and thoughts, namely, imagination, will also be the means 

by which we arrive at Truth. When the imagination is very powerful, the object becomes visualized. 
Therefore by it we can bring our bodies to any state of health or disease. When we see a thing, the particles 
of the brain fall into a certain position like the mosaics of a kaleidoscope. Memory consists in getting back 
this combination and the same setting of the particles of the brain. The stronger the will, the greater will be 
the success in resetting these particles of the brain. There is only one power to cure the body, and that is in 
every man. Medicine only rouses this power. Disease is only the manifest struggle of that power to throw 
off the poison which has entered the body. Although the power to overthrow poison may be roused by 
medicine, it may be more permanently roused by the force of thought. Imagination must hold to the thought 
of health and strength in order that in case of illness the memory of the ideal of health may be roused and 
the particles re-arranged in the position into which they fell when healthy. The tendency of the body is then 
to follow the brain. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Raja-Yoga’  
  
 

Illness, spiritual causes of 
  
We must learn that nothing can happen to us, unless we make ourselves susceptible to it. No disease can 

come to me until the body is ready; it does not depend alone on the germs, but upon a certain predisposition 
which is already in the body. We get only that for which we are fitted. Let us give up our pride and 
understand this, that never is misery undeserved. There never has been a blow undeserved: there never has 
been an evil for which I did not pave the way with my own hands. We ought to know that. Analyze 
yourselves and you will find that every blow you have received, came to you because you prepared 
yourselves for it. You did half, and the external world did the other half: that is how the blow came. That 
will sober us down. At the same time, from this very analysis will come a note of hope, and the note of 
hope is: "I have no control of the external world, but that which is in me and nearer unto me, my own 
world, is in my control. If the two together are required to make a failure, if the two together are necessary 
to give me a blow, I will not contribute the one which is in my keeping; and how then can the blow come? 
If I get real control of myself, the blow will never come." 

From ‘Work and its Secret'  
  
 

Imagination (fantasy) 
  
Imagination properly employed is our greatest friend; it goes beyond reason and is the only light that 

takes us everywhere. 
Inspiration is from within and we have to inspire ourselves by our own higher faculties. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Six Lessons on Raja-Yoga’ 4  
  
 

Immortality 
  
On earth we die. In heaven we die. In the highest heaven we die. It is only when we reach God that we 

attain life and become immortal. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Thoughts on the Vedas and Upanishads’  

  
What is immortality? How few reply, "It is this very existence of ours!" Most people think this is all 

mortal and dead — that God is not here, that they will become immortal by going to heaven. They imagine 
that they will see God after death. But if they do not see Him here and now, they will not see Him after 
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death. Though they all believe in immortality, they do not know that immortality is not gained by dying and 
going to heaven, but by giving up this piggish individuality, by not tying ourselves down to one little body. 
Immortality is knowing ourselves as one with all, living in all bodies, perceiving through all minds. We are 
bound to feel in other bodies than this one. We are bound to feel in other bodies. 

‘Lectures and Discourses’: ‘Is Vedanta the Future of Religion?’  
  
 

Intelligence 
  
The mind is not intelligent; yet it appears to be intelligent. Why? Because the intelligent soul is behind 

it. You are only the sentient being; mind is only the instrument through which you catch the external world. 
Take this book; as a book it does not exist outside, what exists outside is unknown and unknowable. The 
unknowable furnishes the suggestion that gives a blow to the mind, and the mind gives out the reaction in 
the form of a book, in the same manner as when a stone is thrown into the water, the water is thrown 
against it in the form of waves. The real universe is the occasion of the reaction of the mind. A book form, 
or an elephant form, or a man form, is not outside; all that we know is our mental reaction from the outer 
suggestion. "Matter is the permanent possibility of sensations," said John Stuart Mill. It is only the 
suggestion that is outside. … 

The real man is behind the mind; the mind is the instrument in his hands; it is his intelligence that is 
percolating through the mind. It is only when you stand behind the mind that it becomes intelligent. When 
man gives it up, it falls to pieces and is nothing. 

From ‘Raja Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
 

Intuition, inspiration 
  
True philosophy is the systematizing of certain perceptions. Intellect ends where religion begins. 

Inspiration is much higher than reason, but it must not contradict it. Reason is the rough tool to do the hard 
work; inspiration is the bright light which shows us all truth. 

‘Inspired Talks’ August 2 1895  
  
 

Judging others 
  
Condemn none; if you can stretch out a helping hand, do so. If you cannot, fold your hands, bless your 

brothers, and let them go their own way. Dragging down and condemning is not the way to work. Never is 
work accomplished in that way. Criticism and condemnation is a vain way of spending our energies, for in 
the long run we come to learn that all are seeing the same thing, are more or less approaching the same 
ideal, and that most of our differences are merely differences of expression. 

From ‘Practical Vedanta 1’  
  
Never talk about the faults of others, no matter how bad they may be. Nothing is ever gained by that. 

You never help one by talking about his fault; you do him an injury, and injure yourself as well. … 
You must not criticize others; you must criticize yourself. If you see a drunkard, do not criticize him; 

remember he is you in another shape. He who has not darkness sees no darkness in others. What you have 
inside you is that you see in others. This is the surest way of reform. If the would-be reformers who 
criticize and see evil would themselves stop creating evil, the world would be better. Beat this idea into 
yourself. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: The Power of the Mind’  
  
The whole universe is only a wave and a hollow; there can be no wave without a hollow. Balance 

everywhere. You have one thing great, your neighbor has another thing great. When you are judging man 
and woman, judge them by the standard of their respective greatness. One cannot be in other’s shoes. The 
one has no right to say that the other is wicked. 

From ‘Hints on Practical Spirituality’  
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We must love all …. We have no business to look at the faults of others: it does no good. We must not 
even think of them. Our business is with the good. We are not here to deal with faults. Our business is to be 
good. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Concentration’  
  
 

Karma 
  
Karma is the eternal assertion of human freedom. If we can bring ourselves down by our Karma, surely 

it is in our power to raise ourselves by it too. 
‘Interviews: The Abroad and the Problems at Home’  

  
 

Knowledge, spiritual, of God 
  
Of what use is knowledge if it does not show us the way to the Highest? 

‘Writings, Prose: on Professor Max Müller’  
  
 

Laughter, mirth 
  
In the Western world the idea of a religious man is that he never smiles, that a dark cloud must always 

hang over his face, which, again, must be long-drawn with the jaws almost collapsed. People with 
emaciated bodies and long faces are fit subjects for the physician, they are not Yogis. It is the cheerful mind 
that is persevering. … 

Yet at the same time excessive mirth should be avoided. Excessive mirth makes us unfit for serious 
thought. It also fritters away the energies of the mind in vain. The stronger the will, the less the yielding to 
the sway of the emotions. Excessive hilarity is quite as objectionable as too much of sad seriousness, and 
all religious realization is possible only when the mind is in a steady, peaceful condition of harmonious 
equilibrium. 

From ‘Bhakti Yoga: the Method and the Means’  
  
 

Laws, are different for awakened Man 
  
Scriptures are to be followed as long as one’s life has not become firm; or else there is danger of doing 

evil in the name of liberty. 
When love becomes established, even social forms are given up, except those which are necessary for 

the preservation of life. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Narada-Bhakti-Sutras’  

  
 

Laws, general 
  
In the external world the idea of law is the same as in the internal—the expectation that a particular 

phenomenon will be followed by another, and that the series will repeat itself. Really speaking, therefore, 
law does not exist in nature. Practically it is an error to say that gravitation exists in the earth, or that there 
is any law existing objectively anywhere in nature. Law is the method, the manner in which our mind 
grasps a series of phenomena; it is all in the mind. … 

When we speak of the universe, we only mean that portion of existence which is limited by our mind — 
the universe of the senses, which we can see, feel, touch, hear, think of, imagine. This alone is under law; 
but beyond it existence cannot be subject to law, because causation does not extend beyond the world of 
our minds. Anything beyond the range of our mind and our senses is not bound by the law of causation, as 
there is no mental association of things in the region beyond the senses, and no causation without 
association of ideas. … 
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You see at once that it is an impossible and childish desire to make the whole of infinite existence 
conform to the limited and conditioned existence which we know. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: Freedom’  
  
Law is a mental shorthand to explain a series of phenomena, but law as an entity, so to speak, does not 

exist. We use the word to express the regular succession of certain occurrences in the phenomenal world. 
We must not let law become a superstition, a something inevitable, to which we must submit. 

‘Lectures and Discourses’: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ v  
  
 

Learning 
  
The present system of education is all wrong. The mind is crammed with facts before it knows how to 

think. Control of the mind should be taught first. Learn to master the mind first, and then gather the facts. It 
takes people a long time to learn things because they can’t concentrate their minds at will. 

‘Sayings and utterances’ 56  
  
To me the very essence of education is concentration of mind, not the collecting of facts. If I had to do 

my education over again, and had any voice in the matter, I would not study facts at all. I would develop 
the power of concentration and detachment, and then with a perfect instrument I could collect facts at will. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Concentration and Breathing’  
  
 

Life (general) 
  
Ingersoll once said to me: "I believe in making the most out of this world, in squeezing the orange dry, 

because this world is all we are sure of." I replied: "I know a better way to squeeze the orange of this world 
than you do, and I get more out of it. I know I cannot die, so I am not in a hurry; I know there is no fear, so 
I enjoy the squeezing. I have no duty, no bondage of wife and children and property; I can love all men and 
women. Everyone is God to me. Think of the joy of loving man as God! Squeeze your orange this way and 
get ten thousandfold more out of it. Get every single drop." 

‘Inspired Talks’ July 29 1895  
  
We cannot add happiness to this world; similarly, we cannot add pain to it either. The sum total of the 

energies of pleasure and pain displayed here on earth will be the same throughout. We just push it from this 
side to the other side, and from that side to this, but it will remain the same, because to remain so is its very 
nature. This ebb and flow, this rising and falling, is in the world's very nature; it would be as logical to hold 
otherwise as to say that we may have life without death. This is complete nonsense, because the very idea 
of life implies death and the very idea of pleasure implies pain. The lamp is constantly burning out, and that 
is its life. If you want to have life, you have to die every moment for it. Life and death are only different 
expressions of the same thing looked at from different standpoints; they are the falling and the rising of the 
same wave, and the two form one whole. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: The Ideal of Karma Yoga’  
  
 

Life, as a dream or illusion 
  
A current rushing down of its own nature falls into a hollow and makes a whirlpool, and, after running a 

little in that whirlpool, it emerges again in the form of the free current to go on unchecked. Each human life 
is like that current. It gets into the whirl, gets involved in this world of space, time, and causation, whirls 
round a little, crying out, "my father, my brother, my name, my fame," and so on, and at last emerges out of 
it and regains its original freedom. The whole universe is doing that. Whether we know it or not, whether 
we are conscious or unconscious of it, we are all working to get out of the dream of the world. Man's 
experience in the world is to enable him to get out of its whirlpool. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: Freedom’  
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Awake, arise, and dream no more! 
This is the land of dreams, where Karma 
Weaves unthreaded garlands with our thoughts 
Of flowers sweet or noxious, and none 
Has root or stem, being born in naught, which 
The softest breath of Truth drives back to 
Primal nothingness. Be bold, and face 
The Truth! Be one with it! Let visions cease, 
Or, if you cannot, dream but truer dreams, 
Which are Eternal Love and Service Free. 

‘Writings, Poems: “To the Awakened India”’ [1898, in journal ‘Awakened India’]  
  
Life and death are but different names for the same fact, they are the two sides of one coin. Both are 

Maya [Illusion], the inexplicable state of striving at one point to live and a moment later to die. Beyond all 
this is the true nature, the Atman [Self]. We enter into creation, and then, for us, it becomes living. Things 
are dead in themselves, only we give them life, and then, like fools, we turn round and are afraid of them or 
enjoy them! The world is neither true nor untrue, it is the shadow of truth. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ viii  
  
The whole life is a succession of dreams. My ambition is to be a conscious dreamer, that is all. 

‘Epistles’ 10th Feb 1896  
  
The world is a delusion of two days. The present life is of five minutes. Beyond is the Infinite, beyond 

this world of delusion; let us seek that. 
‘Reply to the Address of Welcome at Ramnad’  

  
These are the great turning points in life. … The surface of the sea rises and sinks alternately, but to the 

observant soul – the child of light – each sinking reveals more and more of the depth and of the beds of 
pearls and coral at the bottom. Coming and going is all pure delusion. The soul never comes nor goes. 
Where is the place to which it shall go when all space is in the soul? When shall be the time for entering 
and departing when all time is in the soul? 

‘Epistles’ 20th Jan 1895  
  
We play our parts here – good or bad. When the dream is finished and we have left the stage, we will 

have a hearty laugh at all this – of this only I am sure. 
‘Epistles’ 162  

  
 

Life, as a journey 
  
The water when melting on the top of the Himalayas is free, but becoming the river, it is bound by the 

banks; yet the original impetus carries it to the sea, and it regains its freedom. The first is the “fall of man”, 
the second is the “resurrection”. Not one atom can rest until it finds its freedom. 

‘Inspired Talks’ August 5 1895  
  
 

Life, as a play or game 
  
All souls are playing, some consciously, some unconsciously. Religion is learning to play consciously. 

‘Notes of Lectures and Classes: The Religion of India’   
  
It is a funny world, and the funniest chap you ever saw is He – the Beloved Infinite! Fun, is it not? 

Brotherhood or playmatehood – a school of romping children let out to play in this playground of the 
world! Isn’t it? Whom to praise, whom to blame, it is all His play. They want explanations, but how can 
you explain Him? He is brainless, nor has He any reason. He is fooling us with little brains and reason, but 
this time He won’t find me napping.                                                                                         ‘Epistles’ 102 
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It is all play. You may say, “We have to do something; let us do good.” But who cares for good and 
evil? Play! God Almighty plays. That is all. … You are the almighty God playing. If you want to play on 
the side and take the part of a beggar, you are not to blame someone else for making that choice. You enjoy 
being the beggar. You know your real nature to be divine. You are the king and play you are a beggar. It is 
all fun. Know it and play. That is all there is to it. Then practice it. The whole universe is a vast play. All is 
good because all is fun. This star comes and crashes with our earth, and we are all dead. That too is fun. 
You only think fun the little things that delight your senses! 

From ‘The Goal’  
  
Life is but a playground, however gross the play may be. However we may receive blows, and however 

knocked about we may be, the Soul is there and is never injured. 
From ‘The Open Secret’  

  
The stories about God creating this world for some end or other that we imagine, are good as stories, 

but not otherwise. It is all really in sport; the universe is His play going on. The whole universe must after 
all be a big piece of pleasing fun to Him. If you are poor, enjoy that as fun; if you are rich, enjoy the fun of 
being rich; if dangers come, it is also good fun; if happiness comes, there is more good fun. The world is 
just a playground, and we are here having good fun, having a game; and God is with us playing all the 
while, and we are with Him playing. God is our eternal playmate. How beautifully He is playing! The play 
is finished when the cycle comes to an end. There is rest for a shorter or longer time; again all come out and 
play. It is only when you forget that it is all play and that you are also helping in the play, it is only then 
that misery and sorrows come. Then the heart becomes heavy, then the world weighs upon you with 
tremendous power. But as soon as you give up the serious idea of reality as the characteristic of the 
changing incidents of the three minutes of life and know it to be but a stage on which we are playing, 
helping Him to play, at once misery ceases for you. He plays in every atom; He is playing when He is 
building up earths, and suns, and moons; He is playing with the human heart, with animals, with plants. We 
are His chessmen; He puts the chessmen on the board and shakes them up. He arranges us first in one way 
and then in another, and we are consciously or unconsciously helping in His play. And, oh, bliss! we are 
His playmates! 

‘Para Bhakti: Human Representations of the Divine Ideal of Love’’  
  
This is nature – time, space, and causation. That is all that is meant by nature. Time began when you 

began to think. Space began when you got the body; otherwise there cannot be any space. Causation began 
when you became limited. But our limitation is play. Just for the fun of it. Nothing binds you; nothing 
forces you. You were never bound. We are all acting our parts in this play of our own invention. 

From ‘The Goal’  
  
This toy world would not be here, this play could not go on, if we were knowing players. We must play 

blindfolded. Some of us have taken the part of the rogue of the play, some heroic — never mind, it is all 
play. This is the only consolation. There are demons and lions and tigers and what not on the stage, but they 
are all muzzled. They snap but cannot bite. The world cannot touch our souls. If you want, even if the body 
be torn and bleeding, you may enjoy the greatest peace in your mind. 

And the way to that is to attain hopelessness. Do you know that? Not the imbecile attitude of despair, 
but the contempt of the conqueror for things he has attained, for things he struggled for and then throws 
aside as beneath his worth. 

This hopelessness, desirelessness, aimlessness, is just the harmony with nature. In nature there is no 
harmony, no reason, no sequence; it was chaos before, it is so still. 

The lowest man is in consonance with nature in his earthy-headness; the highest the same in the fullness 
of knowledge. All three aimless, drifting, hopeless — all three happy. 

‘Epistles’ 139  
  
 

Life, as a prison 
  
This is the truth. We are caught in a trap, and the sooner one gets out, the better for one. 

‘Epistles’ 126  
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Life, as troubles 
  
Social life in the West is like a peal of laughter; but underneath, it is a wail. It ends in a sob. The fun 

and frivolity are all on the surface: really it is full of tragic intensity. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 7  

  
This is the world. What good you do goes for nothing, but if you stop doing it, then, Lord help you, you 

are counted as a rogue. Isn’t it? Emotional natures like mine are always preyed upon by relatives and 
friends. This world is merciless. This world is our friend when we are its slaves and no more. 

‘Epistles’ 65  
  
 

Life, is brief 
  
Very tremulous and unsteady is the water on the lotus-leaf; so is the life of man, frail and transient. 

‘Writings: Prose and Poems’, from ‘The East and the West’  
  
 

Life, meaning of, purpose 
  
More and more the true greatness seems to me that of the worm doing its duty silently, steadily, from 

moment to moment and from hour to hour. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 80  

  
The secret of life is not enjoyment, but education through experience. But, alas, we are called off the 

moment we begin really to learn. That seems to be a potent argument for a future existence. 
‘Epistles’ 2nd Sep 1899  

  
What makes the value of anything in life? Not enjoyment, not possessions. Analyze everything. You 

will find there is no value except in experience, to teach us something. And in many cases it is our 
hardships that give us better experience than enjoyment. Many times blows give us better experience than 
the caresses of nature. … Even famine has its place and value. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
 

Love 
  
Love is its own end. It can never be the means. The man who says, “I love you for such and such a 

thing”, does not love. Love can never be the means; it must be the perfect end. 
‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  

  
Love is of three sorts: one demands, but gives nothing; the second is exchange; and the third is love 

without thought of return – love like that of the moth for the light. 
‘Inspired Talks’ June 24 1895  

  
Love makes the whole universe as one’s own home. 

‘Epistles’ 2nd May 1895  
  
Love may be symbolized by a triangle. The first angle is, love never begs, never asks for anything; the 

second, love knows no fear; the third and the apex, love for love's sake. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Bhakti-Yoga’  

  
Never loved a husband the wife for the wife's sake or the wife the husband for the husband's sake. It is 

God in the wife the husband loves, and God in the husband the wife loves. It is God in every one that draws 
us to the one we love, God in everything and in everybody that makes us love. God is the only love. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 67  
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So long as you see a man love another only to get something from him, you know that that is not love; it 
is shop-keeping. Wherever there is any question of buying or selling, it is not love. So, when a man prays to 
God, “Give me this, and give me that,” it is not love. … 

The first test of love is that it knows no bargaining. Love is always the giver, and never the taker. … 
The second test is that love knows no fear. So long as man thinks of God as a Being sitting above the 

clouds, with rewards in one hand and punishments in the other, there can be no love. Can you frighten one 
into love? Does the lamb love the lion? The mouse, the cat? The slave, the master? … 

Who cares whether God is a rewarder or a punisher? That is not the thought of a lover. 
From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  

  
The highest expression of love is unification: 
There was a time when I was a woman and he was a man. 
Still love grew until there was neither he nor I; 
Only I remember faintly there was a time when there were two. 
But love came between and made them one. [Persian Sufi poem] 

‘Inspired Talks’ July 3 1895  
  
There are five steps in human love. 
1 - The lowest, most commonplace, "peaceful" love, when we look up to our Father for all we want - 

protection, food, etc. 
2 - The love which makes us want to serve. Man wants to serve God as his master, the longing to serve 

dominating every other feeling; and we are indifferent whether the master is good or bad, kind or unkind. 
3 - The love of a friend, the love of equals — companions, playmates. Man feels God to be his 

companion. 
4 - Motherly love. God is looked upon as a child. In India this is considered a higher love than the 

foregoing, because it has absolutely no element of fear. 
5 - The love of husband and wife; love for love's sake — God the perfect, beloved one. 
It has been beautifully expressed: "Four eyes meet, a change begins to come into two souls; love comes 

in the middle between these two souls and makes them one." 
When a man has this last and most perfect form of love, then all desires vanish, forms and doctrines and 

churches drop away, even the desire for freedom (the end and aim of all religions is freedom from birth and 
death and other things) is given up. The highest love is the love that is sexless, for it is perfect unity that is 
expressed in the highest love, and sex differentiates bodies. It is therefore only in spirit that union is 
possible. The less we have of the physical idea, the more perfect will be our love; at last all physical 
thought will be forgotten, and the two souls will become one. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Bhakti-Yoga’  
  
There is only one element in life which is worth having at any cost – and it is love. Love immense and 

infinite, broad as the sky and deep as the ocean. This is the one great gain in life. Blessed is he who gets it. 
‘Epistles’ 190  

  
Unless there is love, philosophy becomes dry bones, psychology becomes a sort of theory, and work 

becomes mere labor. If there is love, philosophy becomes poetry, psychology becomes mysticism, and 
work the most delicious thing in creation. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  
  
We may represent love as a triangle, each of the angles of which corresponds to one of its inseparable 

characteristics. There can be no triangle without all its three angles; and there can be no true love without 
its three following characteristics. The first angle of our triangle of love is that love knows no bargaining. 
Wherever there is any seeking for something in return, there can be no real love; it becomes a mere matter 
of shop-keeping. … Love knows no reward; love is always for love’s sake. … 

The second angle of the triangle of love is that love knows no fear. Those that love God through fear are 
the lowest of human beings, quite undeveloped as men. They worship God from fear of punishment. … 

Fear comes from the selfish idea of cutting one's self off from the universe. The smaller and the more 
selfish I make myself, the more is my fear. If a man thinks he is a little nothing, fear will surely come upon 
him. And the less you think of yourself as an insignificant person, the less fear there will be for you. So 
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long as there is the least spark of fear in you there can be no love there. Love and fear are incompatible; 
God is never to be feared by those who love Him. … 

The third angle of the love-triangle is that love knows no rival, for in it is always embodied the lover's 
highest ideal. True love never comes until the object of our love becomes to us our highest ideal. … In 
every case it is the ideal alone that can be truly and intensely loved. The highest ideal of every man is 
called God. … 

[But] what is it that the world commonly worships? Not certainly this all-embracing, ideally perfect 
ideal of the supreme devotee and lover. That ideal which men and women commonly worship is what is in 
themselves; every person projects his or her own ideal on the outside world and kneels before it. That is 
why we find that men who are cruel and blood-thirsty conceive of a blood-thirsty God, because they can 
only love their own highest ideal. That is why good men have a very high ideal of God, and their ideal is 
indeed so very different from that of the others. 

‘Para Bhakti: the Triangle of Love’  
  
 

Love (heart) as inmost life/will 
  
Beware! All expansion is life, all contraction is death. All love is expansion, all selfishness is 

contraction. Love is therefore the only law of life. He who loves lives, he who is selfish is dying. Therefore 
love for love’s sake. 

‘Epistles’ 71  
  
Learning and wisdom are superfluities, the surface glitter merely, but it is the heart that is the seat of all 

power. … It is only a few that understand the language of the brain, but everyone, from the Creator down to 
a clump of grass, understands the language that comes from the heart. 

‘Epistles’ 154  
  
 

Love, and self-control 
  
The great difficulty is this: I see persons giving me almost the whole of their love. But I must not give 

anyone the whole of mine in return, for that day the work would be ruined. Yet there are some who will 
look for such a return, not having the breadth of the impersonal view. It is absolutely necessary to the work 
that I should have the enthusiastic love of as many as possible, while I myself remain entirely impersonal. 
Otherwise jealousy and quarrels would break up everything. A leader must be impersonal. I am sure you 
understand this. I do not mean that one should be a brute, making use of the devotion of others for his own 
ends, and laughing in his sleeve meanwhile. What I mean is what I am, intensely personal in my love, but 
having the power to pluck out my own heart with my own hand, if it becomes necessary, "for the good of 
many, for the welfare of many", as Buddha said. 

‘Epistles’ 110  
  
 

Love, conjugial (marriage) 
  
All the ideals of love — God  as our father, mother, friend, child — are conceived in order to strengthen 

devotion in us and make us feel nearer and dearer to God. The intensest love is that between the sexes. God 
must be loved with that sort of love. The woman loves her father; she loves her mother; she loves her child; 
she loves her friend. But she cannot express herself all to the father, nor to the mother, nor to the child, nor 
to the friend. There is only one person from whom she does not hide anything. So with the man. … The 
husband-wife relationship is the all-rounded relationship. The relationship of the sexes has all the other 
loves concentrated into one. In the husband, the woman has the father, the friend, the child. In the wife, the 
husband has mother, daughter, and something else. That tremendous complete love of the sexes must come 
for God — that same love with which a woman opens herself to a man without any bond of blood — 
perfectly, fearlessly, and shamelessly. No darkness! She would no more hide anything from her lover than 
she would from her own self. That very love must come for God. These things are hard and difficult to 
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understand. You will begin to understand by and by, and all idea of sex will fall away. "Like the water drop 
on the sand of the river bank on a summer day, even so is this life and all its relations." 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  
  
Though the love of a mother is in some ways greater, yet the whole world takes the love of man and 

woman as the type of the soul’s relation to God. No other has such tremendous idealizing power. The 
beloved actually becomes what he is imagined to be. This love transforms its object. 

‘Sayings and utterances’ 48  
  
 

Love, of God 
  
Love questions not. It is not a beggar. Beggar's love is no love at all. The first sign of love is when love 

asks nothing, when it gives everything. This is the real spiritual worship, the worship through love. 
Whether God is merciful is no longer questioned. He is God; He is my love. Whether God is omnipotent 
and almighty, limited or unlimited, is no longer questioned. If He distributes good, all right; if He brings 
evil, what does it matter? All other attributes vanish except that one — infinite love. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  
  
The next [type of love] is loving God not as our Father but as our Child. This may look peculiar, but it 

is a discipline to enable us to detach all ideas of power from the concept of God. The idea of power brings 
with it awe. There should be no awe in love. The ideas of reverence and obedience are necessary for the 
formation of character; but when character is formed, when the lover has tasted the calm, peaceful love and 
tasted also a little of its intense madness, then he need talk no more of ethics and discipline. To conceive 
God as mighty, majestic, and glorious, as the Lord of the universe, or as the God of gods, the lover says he 
does not care. It is to avoid this association with God of the fear-creating sense of power that he worships 
God as his own child. The mother and the father are not moved by awe in relation to the child; they cannot 
have any reverence for the child. They cannot think of asking any favor from the child. The child's position 
is always that of the receiver, and out of love for the child the parents will give up their bodies a hundred 
times over. A thousand lives they will sacrifice for that one child of theirs, and, therefore, God is loved as a 
child. This idea of loving God as a child comes into existence and grows naturally among those religious 
sects which believe in the incarnation of God. For the Mohammedans it is impossible to have this idea of 
God as a child; they will shrink from it with a kind of horror. But the Christian and the Hindu can realize it 
easily, because they have the baby Jesus and the baby Krishna. 

‘Para Bhakti: Human Representations of the Divine Ideal of Love’  
  
We know how the Personal God is the highest point of human life; we also know that it is philosophical 

to believe in an Impersonal God immanent in the universe, of whom everything is but a manifestation. At 
the same time our souls hanker after something concrete, something which we want to grasp, at whose feet 
we can pour out our soul, and so on. The Personal God is therefore the highest conception of human nature. 
Yet reason stands aghast at such an idea. It is the same old, old question which you find discussed in the 
Brahma-Sutras … : If there is a Personal God, all-merciful, all-powerful, why is the hell of an earth here, 
why did He create this? — He must be a partial God. There was no solution, and the only solution that can 
be found is what you read about the love of the Gopis [devotees of Krishna]. They hated every adjective 
that was applied to Krishna; they did not care to know that he was the Lord of creation, they did not care to 
know that he was almighty, they did not care to know that he was omnipotent, and so forth. The only thing 
they understood was that he was infinite Love, that was all. … A great landmark in the history of religion is 
here, the ideal of love for love’s sake, work for work’s sake, duty for duty’s sake. 

‘The Sages of India’  
  
 

Love, of neighbor 
  
Seek no praise, no reward, for anything you do. No sooner do we perform a good action than we begin 

to desire credit for it. No sooner do we give money to some charity than we want to see our names 
blazoned in the papers. Misery must come as the result of such desires. The greatest men in the world have 
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passed away unknown. The Buddhas and the Christs that we know are but second-rate heroes in 
comparison with the greatest men of whom the world knows nothing. Hundreds of these unknown heroes 
have lived in every country working silently. Silently they live and silently they pass away; and in time 
their thoughts find expression in Buddhas or Christs, and it is these latter that become known to us. The 
highest men do not seek to get any name or fame from their knowledge. They leave their ideas to the world; 
they put forth no claims for themselves and establish no schools or systems in their name. Their whole 
nature shrinks from such a thing. They are the pure Sattvikas, who can never make any stir, but only melt 
down in love. I have seen one such Yogi who lives in a cave in India. He is one of the most wonderful men 
I have ever seen. He has so completely lost the sense of his own individuality that we may say that the man 
in him is completely gone, leaving behind only the all-comprehending sense of the divine. If an animal 
bites one of his arms, he is ready to give it his other arm also, and say that it is the Lord's will. Everything 
that comes to him is from the Lord. He does not show himself to men, and yet he is a magazine of love and 
of true and sweet ideas. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: Freedom’  
  
The moment you isolate yourself, everything hurts you. The moment you expand and feel for others, 

you gain help. The selfish man is the most miserable in the world. The happiest is the man who is not at all 
selfish. He has become the whole creation, the whole race, and God is within him. So in dualism – 
Christian, Hindu, and all religions – the code of ethics is: Do not be selfish, be unselfish. Do things for 
others! Expand! 

From ‘The Goal’  
  
This life is short, the vanities of the world are transient, but they alone live who live for others. 

‘Writings, Prose: Our Duty to the Masses’  
  
We have always heard it preached, "Love one another". What for? That doctrine was preached, but the 

explanation is here. Why should I love every one? Because they and I are one. Why should I love my 
brother? Because he and I are one. There is this oneness; this solidarity of the whole universe. From the 
lowest worm that crawls under our feet to the highest beings that ever lived—all have various bodies, but 
are the one Soul. Through all mouths, you eat; through all hands, you work; through all eyes, you see. You 
enjoy health in millions of bodies, you are suffering from disease in millions of bodies. When this idea 
comes, and we realize it, see it, feel it, then will misery cease, and fear with it. How can I die? There is 
nothing beyond me. Fear ceases, and then alone comes perfect happiness and perfect love. 

From ‘The Way to Blessedness’  
  
 

Love, of self, self-will, selfishness 
  
"The seers call him wise whose every attempt is free, without any desire for gain, without any 

selfishness." Truth can never come to us as long as we are selfish. We color everything with our own 
selves. Things come to us as they are. Not that they are hidden, not at all! We hide them. We have the 
brush. A thing comes, and we do not like it, and we brush a little and then look at it … We do not want to 
know. We paint everything with ourselves. In all action the motive power is selfishness. Everything is 
hidden by ourselves. We are like the caterpillar which takes the thread out of his own body and of that 
makes the cocoon, and behold, he is caught. By his own work he imprisons himself. That is what we are 
doing. The moment I say "me" the thread makes a turn. "I and mine," another turn. So it goes …. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
Selfishness is the devil incarnate in every man. Every bit of self, bit by bit, is devil. Take off self by one 

side and God enters by the other. When the self is got rid of, only God remains. Light and darkness cannot 
remain together. 

Forgetting the little “I” is a sign of healthy and pure mind. A healthy child forgets its body. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Notes Taken Down in Madras, 1892-93’  
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Lover, of God 
  
The true lovers of God want to become mad, inebriated with the love of God, to become "God-

intoxicated men." They want to drink of the cup of love which has been prepared by the saints and sages of 
every religion, who have poured their heart's blood into it, and in which have been concentrated all the 
hopes of those who have loved God without seeking reward, who wanted love for itself only. The reward of 
love is love, and what a reward it is! It is the only thing that takes off all sorrows, the only cup, by the 
drinking of which this disease of the world vanishes. Man becomes divinely mad and forgets that he is 
man. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
When this highest ideal of love is reached, philosophy is thrown away; who will then care for it? 

Freedom, Salvation, Nirvana — all are thrown away; who cares to become free while in the enjoyment of 
divine love? "Lord, I do not want wealth, nor friends, nor beauty, nor learning, nor even freedom; let me be 
born again and again, and be Thou ever my Love." … That is what the Bhakta [devotee] says. Love for 
love's sake is his highest enjoyment. Who will not be bound hand and foot a thousand times over to enjoy 
the Beloved? No Bhakta cares for anything except love, except to love and to be loved. His unworldly love 
is like the tide rushing up the river; this lover goes up the river against the current. The world calls him 
mad. I know one whom the world used to call mad, and this was his answer: "My friends, the whole world 
is a lunatic asylum. Some are mad after worldly love, some after name, some after fame, some after money, 
some after salvation and going to heaven. In this big lunatic asylum I am also mad, I am mad after God. 
You are mad; so am I. I think my madness is after all the best." 

‘Para Bhakti: Conclusion’  
  
 

Lust 
  
Lust is the death of love. 

‘Writings: Prose and Poems’, from ‘Reason, Faith and Love’  
  
 

Material, everything is 
  
Good and evil are inextricably combined, and one cannot be had without the other. The sum total of 

energy in this universe is like a lake, every wave inevitably leads to a corresponding depression. The sum 
total is absolutely the same; so to make one man happy is to make another unhappy. External happiness is 
material and the supply is fixed; so that not one grain can be had by one person without taking from 
another. Only bliss beyond the material world can be had without loss to any. Material happiness is but a 
transformation of material sorrow. … When man finds that all search for happiness in matter is nonsense, 
then religion begins. 

‘Inspired Talks’ August 6 1895  
  
 

Maya (illusion) 
  
Now as each individual can only see his own universe, that universe is created with his bondage and 

goes away with his liberation, although it remains for others who are in bondage. Now name and form 
constitute the universe. A wave in the ocean is a wave, only in so far as it is bound by name and form. If the 
wave subsides, it is the ocean, but those name and form have immediately vanished for ever. So though the 
name and form of wave could never be without water that was fashioned into the wave by them, yet the 
name and form themselves were not the wave. They die as soon as ever it returns to water. But other names 
and forms live in relation to other waves. This name-and-form is called Maya, and the water is Brahman. 
The wave was nothing but water all the time, yet as a wave it had the name and form. Again this name and 
form cannot remain for one moment separated from the wave, although the wave as water can remain 
eternally separate from name and form. But because the name and form can never be separated, they can 
never be said to exist. Yet they are not zero. This is called Maya.                                              ‘Epistles’ 57 
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Meditation 
  
All these beautiful things that we see in nature are very good, but that is not the way to see God. We 

must learn how to turn the eyes inwards. The eagerness of the eyes to see outwards should be restricted. 
When you walk in a busy street, it is difficult to hear the man speak with whom you are walking, because 
of the noise of the passing carriages. He cannot hear you because there is so much noise. The mind is going 
outwards, and you cannot hear the man who is next to you. In the same way, this world around us is 
making such a noise that it draws the mind outwards. How can we see the Self? This going outwards must 
be stopped. That is what is meant by turning the eyes inwards, and then alone the glory of the Lord within 
will be seen. 

From ‘The Way to Blessedness’  
  
As oil poured from one vessel to another falls in an unbroken line, as chimes coming from a distance 

fall upon the ear as one continuous sound, so should the mind flow towards God in one continuous stream. 
We should not only impose this practice on the mind, but the senses too should be employed. Instead of 
hearing foolish things, we must hear about God; instead of talking foolish words, we must talk about God; 
instead of reading foolish books, we must read good ones which tell of God. 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The Preparation’  
  
First, the practice of meditation has to proceed with some one object before the mind. Once I used to 

concentrate my mind on some black point. Ultimately, during those days, I could not see the point any 
more, nor notice that the point was before me at all — the mind used to be no more — no wave of 
functioning would rise, as if it were all an ocean without any breath of air. In that state I used to experience 
glimpses of super-sensuous truth. So I think, the practice of meditation even with some trifling external 
object leads to mental concentration. … 

The real aim is to make the mind functionless, but this cannot be got at unless one becomes absorbed in 
some object. … Though the mind at first assumes the form of the object, yet later on the consciousness of 
that object vanishes. Then only the experience of pure “isness” remains. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues: 7’  
  
Meditation consists in the practice of dissolving everything into the ultimate Reality – spirit. The solid 

melts into liquid, that into gas, gas into ether, then mind, and mind will melt away. All is spirit. 
‘Lectures and Discourses: Meditation’  

  
Meditation is the removal of attachment. Also, by non-attachment and practice, meditation is perfected. 

From ‘Raja-Yoga: Appendix’  
  
Meditation means the mind is turned back upon itself. The mind stops all the thought-waves and the 

world stops. Your consciousness expands. 
‘Lectures and Discourses: Meditation’  

  
The first exercise [in meditation] is called the “gathering-in”. The mind has to be gathered up or 

withdrawn from wandering. 
Let the mind run on and do not restrain it; but keep watch on your mind as a witness watching its 

action. This mind is thus divided into two – the player and the witness. Now strengthen the witnessing part 
and do not waste time in restraining your wanderings. The mind must think; but slowly and gradually, as 
the witness does its part, the player will come more and more under control, until at last you cease to play 
or wander. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Raja-Yoga’  
  
The greatest help to spiritual life is meditation. In meditation we divest ourselves of all material 

conditions and feel our divine nature. We do not depend upon any external help in meditation. The touch of 
the soul can paint the brightest color even in the dingiest places; it can cast a fragrance over the vilest thing; 
it can make the wicked divine — and all enmity, all selfishness is effaced. The less the thought of the body, 
the better. For it is the body that drags us down. It is attachment, identification, which makes us miserable. 
That is the secret: To think that I am the spirit and not the body, and that the whole of this universe with all 
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its relations, with all its good and all its evil, is but as a series of paintings — scenes on a canvas — of 
which I am the witness. 

From ‘Hints on Practical Spirituality’  
  
 

Metanoia ('new mind') 
  
"Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand." The word "repent" is in Greek "metanoeite" ("meta" 

means behind, after, beyond) and means literally "go beyond knowledge" — the knowledge of the five 
senses — "and look within where you will find the kingdom of heaven". 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Raja-Yoga’  
  

Mind 
  
All misery comes from not being able to control the mind. All power is in the soul, and by control of the 

mind and body one conquers nature by the power of the soul. 
‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: The Practice of Religion’  

  
Everyone is trying to make himself and everybody else believe that this world is all very fine, that he is 

perfectly happy. But when man stops to question his motives in life, he will see that the reason he is 
struggling after this and that is because he cannot help himself. He must move on. He cannot stop, so he 
tries to make himself believe that he really wants this and that. The one who actually succeeds in making 
himself believe that he is having a good time is the man of splendid physical health. This man responds to 
his desires instantly, without question. He acts in response to that power within him, urging him on without 
a thought, as though he acted because he wanted to. But when he has been knocked about a good deal by 
nature, when he has received a good many wounds and bruises, he begins to question the meaning of all 
this; and as he gets hurt more and thinks more, he sees that he is urged on by a power beyond his control 
and that he acts simply because he must. Then he begins to rebel, and the battle begins. 

Now if there is a way out of all this trouble, it is within ourselves. We are always trying to realize the 
Reality. Instinctively we are always trying to do that. It is creation in the human soul that covers up God; 
that is why there is so much difference in God-ideals. Only when creation stops can we find the Absolute. 
The Absolute is in the soul, not in creation. So by stopping creation, we come to know the Absolute. When 
we think of ourselves, we think of the body; and when we think of God, we think of Him as body. To stop 
the gyrations of the mind, so that the soul may become manifested, is the work. Training begins with the 
body. Breathing trains the body, gets it into a harmonious condition. The object of the breathing exercises 
is to attain meditation and concentration. If you can get absolutely still for just one moment, you have 
reached the goal. The mind may go on working after that; but it will never be the same mind again. You 
will know yourself as you are — your true Self. Still the mind but for one moment, and the truth of your 
real nature will flash upon you, and freedom is at hand: no more bondage after that. This follows from the 
theory that if you can know an instant of time, you know all time, as the whole is the rapid succession of 
one. Master the one, know thoroughly one instant — and freedom is reached. … 

Mind is action of its own nature. Mind-activity means creation. The thought is followed by the word, 
and the word by the form. All of this creating will have to stop, both the mental and physical, before the 
mind can reflect the soul. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: “On Proof of Religion”, and “Spirit and Nature”’  
  
In order to attain to that realization in the conscious plane, some instrumentality is required. The mind is 

that instrument in us. But it is a non-intelligent substance. It only appears to be intelligent through the light 
of the Atman [Soul] behind. … You have to go beyond the mind. As there is no instrument beyond the 
mind — for only the Atman exists there — there the object of knowledge becomes the same as the 
instrument of knowledge. The knower, knowledge, and the instrument of knowledge become one and the 
same. … The real fact is that there is a state beyond the conscious plane, where there is no duality of the 
knower, knowledge, and the instrument of knowledge etc. When the mind is merged, that state is perceived. 
I say it is "perceived," because there is no other word to express that state. Language cannot express that 
state. Shankaracharya has styled it "Transcendent Perception". 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ Belur Math, Feb 1898  
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It can be shown that it is the mind which makes things knowable. It is only things which have certain 
peculiarities that bring themselves within the range of the known and knowable. That which has no 
qualities is unknowable. For instance, there is some external world, X, unknown and unknowable. When I 
look at it, it is X plus mind. When I want to know the world, my mind contributes three quarters of it. 
[Similarly] the internal world is [an unknown] Y plus mind, and the external world X plus mind. All 
differentiation in either the external or internal world is created by the mind, and that which exists is 
unknown and unknowable. It is beyond the range of knowledge, and that which is beyond the range of 
knowledge can have no differentiation. Therefore this X outside is the same as the Y inside, and therefore 
the real is one. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: On Jnana-Yoga’  
  
The Atman [soul] never becomes the object. Mind is the internal sense, the outer senses are its 

instruments. 
‘Inspired Talks’ July 6 1895  

  
To believe that mind is all, that thought is all, is only a higher materialism. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 15  
  
We also know that the greatest power is lodged in the fine, not the coarse. We see a man take up a huge 

weight, we see his muscles swell, and all over his body we see signs of exertion, and we think the muscles 
are powerful things. But it is the thin thread-like things, the nerves, which bring power to the muscles; the 
moment one of these threads is cut off from reaching the muscles, they are not able to work at all. These 
tiny nerves bring the power from something still finer, and that again in its turn brings it from something 
finer still — thought, and so on. So, it is the fine that is really the seat of power. … 

That is why purity and morality have always been the object of religion; a pure, moral man has control 
of himself. And all minds are the same, different parts of one Mind. He who knows one lump of clay has 
known all the clay in the universe. He who knows and controls his own mind knows the secret of every 
mind and has power over every mind. 

From ‘The Powers of the Mind’  
  
 

Mistakes 
  
Error must accompany reason, but the very struggle to conquer error makes us gods. Disease is the 

struggle of nature to cast out something wrong; so sin is the struggle of the divine in us to throw off the 
animal. We must "sin" (that is, make mistakes) in order to rise to Godhood. 

‘Lectures and Discourses’: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ v  
  
In all our actions, errors and mistakes are our only teachers. Who commits mistakes, the path of truth is 

attainable by him only. Trees never make mistakes, nor do stones fall into error; animals are hardly seen to 
transgress the fixed laws of nature; but man is prone to err, and it is man who becomes God-on-earth. 

‘Translations of Writings, Prose: Modern India’ [1899, contribution to the ‘Udbodhana’]  
  
Our mistakes have places here. Go on! Do not look back if you think you have done something that is 

not right. Now, do you believe you could be what you are today, had you not made those mistakes before? 
Bless your mistakes, then. They have been angels unawares. Blessed be torture! Blessed be happiness! Do 
not care what be your lot. Hold on to the ideal. March on! Do not look back upon little mistakes and things. 
In this battlefield of ours, the dust of mistakes must be raised. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: Sadhanas or Preparations for Higher Life’  
  
 

Morality, and ethics 
  
"I should very much like our women to have your intellectuality, but not if it must be at the cost of 

purity", said Swami Vivekananda in New York. "I admire you for all that you know, but I dislike the way 
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that you cover what is bad with roses and call it good. Intellectuality is not the highest good. Morality and 
spirituality are the things for which we strive. Our women are not so learned, but they are more pure. 

"To all women every man save her husband should be as her son. To all men every woman save his 
own wife should be as his mother. When I look about me and see what you call gallantry, my soul is filled 
with disgust. Not until you learn to ignore the question of sex and to meet on a ground of common 
humanity will your women really develop. Until then they are playthings, nothing more. All this is the 
cause of divorce. Your men bow low and offer a chair, but in another breath they offer compliments. They 
say, 'Oh, madam, how beautiful are your eyes!' What right have they to do this? How dare a man venture so 
far, and how can you women permit it? Such things develop the less noble side of humanity. They do not 
tend to nobler ideals. 

"We should not think that we are men and women, but only that we are human beings, born to cherish 
and to help one another." 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 38  
  
As manifested beings we appear to be separate, but our reality is one, and the less we think of ourselves 

as separate from that One, the better for us. The more we think of ourselves as separate from the Whole, the 
more miserable we become. From this monistic principle we get at the basis of ethics, and I venture to say 
that we cannot get any ethics from anywhere else. 

From ‘Practical Vedanta III’  
  
Desires of materialization, that is, being dragged down more and more to the plane of mechanical 

action, belong to the animal man. It is only when the desire to prevent all such bondage to the senses arises 
that religion dawns in the heart of man. Thus we see that the whole scope of religion is to prevent man from 
falling into the bondage of the senses and to help him to assert his freedom. The first effort of this power of 
‘Nivritti’ towards that end is called morality. The scope of all morality is to prevent this degradation and 
break this bondage. All morality can be divided into the positive and the negative elements; it says either, 
"Do this" or "Do not do this". When it says, "Do not", it is evident that it is a check to a certain desire 
which would make a man a slave. When it says, "Do", its scope is to show the way to freedom and to the 
breaking down of a certain degradation which has already seized the human heart. 

‘Writings: Prose’: ‘Struggle for Expansion’  
  
Every selfish action retards our reaching the goal, and every unselfish action takes us towards the goal; 

that is why the only definition that can be given of morality is this: That which is selfish is immoral, and 
that which is unselfish is moral. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: The Ideal of Karma Yoga’  
  
Why should a man be moral and pure? Because this strengthens his will. Everything that strengthens the 

will by revealing the real nature is moral. Everything that does the reverse is immoral. 
‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘Jnana and Karma’  

  
 

Music, and musical instruments 
  
Music is the highest art and, to those who understand, is the highest worship. 

‘Epistles’ 13th Dec 1896  
  
 

Names, and naming 
  
All that has name and form is subject to all that has none. 

‘Writings, Prose: Reply to the Madras Address’  
  
In the heart of all these ritualisms, there stands one idea prominent above all the rest — the worship of a 

name. Those of you who have studied the older forms of Christianity, those of you who have studied the 
other religions of the world, perhaps have marked that there is this idea with them all, the worship of a 
name. A name is said to be very sacred. In the Bible we read that the holy name of God was considered 
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sacred beyond compare, holy beyond everything. It was the holiest of all names, and it was thought that this 
very Word was God. This is quite true. What is this universe but name and form? Can you think without 
words? Word and thought are inseparable. Try if any one of you can separate them. Whenever you think, 
you are doing so through word forms. The one brings the other; thought brings the word, and the word 
brings the thought. Thus the whole universe is, as it were, the external symbol of God, and behind that 
stands His grand name. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
 

Nature 
  
Man says,  “I live.” He knows not that it is the fear of death that makes him cling slavishly to life. He 

says, “I enjoy.” He never dreams that nature has enslaved him. 
Nature grinds all of us. Keep count of the ounce of pleasure you get. In the long run, nature did her 

work through you, and when you die your body will make other plants grow. Yet we think all the time that 
we are getting pleasure ourselves. Thus the wheel goes round. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: The Practice of Religion’  
  
This is another fact to learn. We are not born as helpers of nature, but competitors with nature. We are 

its bond-masters, but we bind ourselves down. Why is this house here? Nature did not build it. Nature says, 
go and live in the forest. Man says, I will build a house and fight with nature, and he does so. The whole 
history of humanity is a continuous fight against the so-called laws of nature, and man gains in the end. 
Coming to the internal world, there too the same fight is going on, this fight between the animal man and 
the spiritual man, between light and darkness; and here too man becomes victorious. He, as it were, cuts his 
way out of nature to freedom. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Maya and Illusion’  
  
 

Nature, as a reflection of spiritual world 
  
Another conclusion we naturally arrive at from this is that all knowledge and all power are within and 

not without. What we call nature is a reflecting glass – that is all the use of nature – and all knowledge is 
this reflection of the within on this glass of nature. What we call powers, secrets of nature, and force, are all 
within. In the external world are only a series of changes. There is no knowledge in nature; all knowledge 
comes from the human soul. 

From ‘Vedanta and Privilege’  
  
External nature is only internal nature writ large. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 12  
  
 

One, and Many 
  
The finite, manifested man forgets his source and thinks himself to be entirely separate. We, as 

personalized, differentiated beings, forget our reality, and the teaching of monism is not that we shall give 
up these differentiations, but we must learn to understand what they are. We are in reality that Infinite 
Being, and our personalities represent so many channels through which this Infinite Reality is manifesting 
Itself; and the whole mass of changes which we call evolution is brought about by the soul trying to 
manifest more and more of its infinite energy. 

From ‘Practical Vedanta III’  
  
 

Past, concern about 
  
What is done is done. Do not repent, do not brood over past deeds, and do not remember your good 

deeds; be free. The weak, the fearful, the ignorant will never reach Atman [Soul]. You cannot undo, the 
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effect must come, face it, but be careful never to do the same thing again. Give up the burden of all deeds to 
the Lord; give all, both good and bad. 

‘Inspired Talks’ August 2 1895  
  
 

Peace 
  
Behold, it comes in might, 
The power that is not power, 
The light that is in darkness, 
The shade in dazzling light. 
 
It is joy that never spoke, 
And grief unfelt, profound, 
Immortal life unlived, 
Eternal death unmourned. 
 
It is not joy nor sorrow, 
But that which is between, 
It is not night nor morrow, 
But that which joins them in. 
 
It is sweet rest in music; 
And pause in sacred art; 
The silence between speaking; 
Between two fits of passion— 
It is the calm of heart. 
 
It is beauty never seen, 
And love that stands alone, 
It is song that lives un-sung, 
And knowledge never known. 
 
It is death between two lives, 
And lull between two storms, 
The void whence rose creation, 
And that where it returns. 
 
To it the tear-drop goes, 
To spread the smiling form 
It is the Goal of Life, 
And Peace — its only home! 

‘Writings, Poems: “Peace”’ [1899, New York]  
  
 

Perfection 
  
If it is impossible to attain perfection here and now, there is no proof that we can attain perfection in 

any other life. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 33  

  
Never forget that a man is made great and perfect as much by his faults as by his virtues. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 24  
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Practice, not just words 
  
Doctrines have been expounded enough. There are books by the million. Oh, for an ounce of practice! 

‘Epistles’ 50  
  
One ounce of practice is worth twenty thousand tons of big talk. 

‘My Plan of Campaign’  
  
Realization of the truth is the essential thing. … Therefore the essential truth is realization. Know that to 

be the goal. Each distinct creed is but a way to the Truth. The test of progress is the amount of renunciation 
that one has attained. Where you find the attraction for lust and wealth considerably diminished, to 
whatever creed he may belong, know that his inner spirit is awakening. The door of Self-realization has 
surely opened for him. On the contrary if you observe a thousand outward rules and quote a thousand 
scriptural texts, still, if it has not brought the spirit of renunciation in you, know that your life is in vain. Be 
earnest over this realization and set your heart on it. Well, you have read enough of scriptures. But tell me, 
of what avail has it been? Some perhaps thinking of money have become millionaires, whereas you have 
become a Pundit by thinking of scriptures. But both are bondages. Attain the supreme knowledge and go 
beyond Vidya and Avidya, relative knowledge and ignorance. 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ Belur Math, 1901  
  
 

Prayer, effects of 
  
Cry for help, and you will get it; and at last you will find that the one crying for help has vanished, and 

so has the Helper, and the play is over; only the Self remains. 
‘Inspired Talks’ August 6 1895  

  
 

Prayers, hymns, exhortations, praises 
  
I refuse to call you sinners. You are the Children of God, the sharers of immortal bliss, holy perfect 

beings. You divinities on earth – sinners! It is a sin to call a man so; it is a standing libel on human nature. 
Come up, O lions, and shake off the delusion that you are sheep; you are souls immortal, spirits free, blest 
and eternal; you are not matter, you are not bodies; matter is your servant, not you the servant of matter. 

From ‘Paper on Hinduism’ 1893  
  
When I identify myself with the body, O Lord, I am Thy creature, eternally separate from Thee. When I 

identify myself with the soul, I am a spark of that Divine Fire which Thou art. But when I identify myself 
with the Atman [Self], I and Thou art one. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ v  
  
Why weepest thou, my friend? There is no fear nor death for thee. Why weepest thou? There is no 

misery for thee, for thou art like the infinite blue sky, unchangeable in thy nature. Clouds of all colors come 
before it, play for a moment, and pass away; it is the same sky. Thou hast only to drive away the clouds. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: On the Vedanta Philosophy’ from a Sanskrit poem.  
  
 

Present (time) 
  
The present only is existent. There is no past or future even in thought, because to think it, you have to 

make it the present. 
‘Inspired Talks’ August 2 1895  
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Purification, refinement 
  
“Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.” This sentence alone would save mankind if all 

books and prophets were lost. This purity of heart will bring the vision of God. It is the theme of the whole 
music of this universe. In purity is no bondage. Remove the veils of ignorance by purity, then we manifest 
ourselves as we really are and know that we were never in bondage. 

‘Inspired Talks’ August 6 1895  
  
 

Reality, observations on 
  
How are perceptions made? The wall opposite sends an impression to me, but I do not see the wall until 

my mind reacts, that is to say, the mind cannot know the wall by mere sight. The reaction that enables the 
mind to get a perception of the wall is an intellectual process. In this way the whole universe is seen 
through our eyes plus mind (or perceptive faculty); it is necessarily colored by our own individual 
tendencies. The real wall, or the real universe, is outside the mind, and is unknown and unknowable. Call 
this universe X, and our statement is that the seen universe is X plus mind. 

What is true of the external must also apply to the internal world. Mind also wants to know itself, but 
this Self can only be known through the medium of the mind and is, like the wall, unknown. This self we 
may call Y, and the statement would then be, Y plus mind is the inner self. Kant was the first to arrive at 
this analysis of mind, but it was long ago stated in the Vedas. We have thus, as it were, mind standing 
between X and Y and reacting on both. 

If X is unknown, then any qualities we give to it are only derived from our own mind. Time, space, and 
causation are the three conditions through which mind perceives. Time is the condition for the transmission 
of thought, and space for the vibration of grosser matter. Causation is the sequence in which vibrations 
come. Mind can only cognize through these. Anything therefore, beyond mind must be beyond time, space, 
and causation. 

To the blind man the world is perceived by touch and sound. To us with five senses it is another world. 
If any of us developed an electric sense and the faculty of seeing electric waves, the world would appear 
different. Yet the world, as the X to all of these, is still the same. As each one brings his own mind, he sees 
his own world. There is X plus one sense; X plus two senses, up to five, as we know humanity. The result 
is constantly varied, yet X remains always unchanged. Y is also beyond our minds and beyond time, space, 
and causation. 

But, you may ask, "How do we know there are two things (X and Y) beyond time, space, and 
causation?" Quite true, time makes differentiation, so that, as both are really beyond time, they must be 
really one. When mind sees this one, it calls it variously — X, when it is the outside world, and Y, when it 
is the inside world. This unit exists and is looked at through the lens of minds. 

The Being of perfect nature, universally appearing to us, is God, is Absolute. The undifferentiated is the 
perfect condition; all others must be lower and not permanent. 

What makes the undifferentiated appear differentiated to mind? This is the same kind of question as 
what is the origin of evil and free will? The question itself is contradictory and impossible, because the 
question takes for granted cause and effect. There is no cause and effect in the undifferentiated; the 
question assumes that the undifferentiated is in the same condition as the differentiated. "Whys" and 
"wherefores" are in mind only. The Self is beyond causation, and It alone is free. Its light it is which 
percolates through every form of mind. With every action I assert I am free, and yet every action proves 
that I am bound. The real Self is free, yet when mixed with mind and body, It is not free. The will is the 
first manifestation of the real Self; the first limitation therefore of this real Self is the will. Will is a 
compound of Self and mind. Now, no compound can be permanent, so that when we will to live, we must 
die. Immortal life is a contradiction in terms, for life, being a compound, cannot be immortal. True Being is 
undifferentiated and eternal. How does this Perfect Being become mixed up with will, mind, thought — all 
defective things? It never has become mixed. You are the real you (the Y of our former statement); you 
never were will; you never have changed; you as a person never existed; It is illusion. Then on what, you 
will say, do the phenomena of illusion rest? This is a bad question. Illusion never rests on Truth, but only 
on illusion. Everything struggles to go back to what was before these illusions, to be free in fact. What then 
is the value of life? It is to give us experience. Does this view do away with evolution? On the contrary, it 
explains it. It is really the process of refinement of matter allowing the real Self to manifest Itself. It is as if 
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a screen or a veil were between us and some other object. The object becomes clear as the screen is 
gradually withdrawn. The question is simply one of manifestation of the higher Self. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Introduction to Jnana-Yoga’  
  
In that Existence we dream all these various dreams. It is the Atman, beyond all, the Infinite, beyond 

the known, beyond the knowable; in and through That we see the universe. It is the only Reality. It is this 
table; It is the wall; It is everything, minus the name and form. Take away the form of the table, take away 
the name; what remains is It. … It is the name, the form, the body, which are material, and they make all 
this difference. If you take away these two differences of name and form, the whole universe is one; there 
are no two, but one everywhere. You and I are one. There is neither nature, nor God, nor the universe, only 
that one Infinite Existence, out of which, through name and form, all these are manufactured. How to know 
the Knower? It cannot be known. How can you see your own Self? You can only reflect yourself. So all 
this universe is the reflection of that One Eternal Being. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: The Atman’  
  
Let us examine our perceptions. I see a blackboard. How does the knowledge come? What the German 

philosophers call "the thing-in-itself" of the blackboard is unknown, I can never know it. Let us call it x. 
The blackboard x acts on my mind, and the mind reacts. The mind is like a lake. Throw a stone in a lake 
and a reactionary wave comes towards the stone; this wave is not like the stone at all, it is a wave. The 
black-board x is like a stone which strikes the mind and the mind throws up a wave towards it, and this 
wave is what we call the blackboard. I see you. You as reality are unknown and unknowable. You are x and 
you act upon my mind, and the mind throws a wave in the direction from which the impact comes, and that 
wave is what I call Mr. or Mrs. So-and-so. There are two elements in the perception, one coming from 
outside and the other from inside, and the combination of these two, x + mind, is our external universe. All 
knowledge is by reaction. … Similar is the case with internal perception. The real self within me is also 
unknown and unknowable. Let us call it y. When I know myself as so-and-so, it is y + the mind. That y 
strikes a blow on the mind. So our whole world is x + mind (external), and y + mind (internal), x and y 
standing for the thing-in-itself behind the external and the internal worlds respectively. … 

The y, the internal thing-in-itself, combines with mind and manufactures existence, knowledge, and 
love. … When it gets mixed up, muddled up, as it were, with the mind, it becomes what we call individual 
existence. It is plant life, animal life, human life, just as universal space is cut off in a room, in a jar, and so 
on. And that real knowledge is not what we know, not intuition, nor reason, nor instinct. When that 
degenerates and is confused, we call it intuition; when it degenerates more, we call it reason; and when it 
degenerates still more, we call it instinct. … 

Now we will take up our x and y and show they are one. We have shown how what we call the external 
worlds is x + mind, and the internal world y + mind; x and y are both quantities unknown and unknowable. 
All difference is due to time, space, and causation. These are the constituent elements of the mind. No 
mentality is possible without them. You can never think without time, you can never imagine anything 
without space, and you can never have anything without causation. These are the forms of the mind. Take 
them away, and the mind itself does not exist. All difference is, therefore, due to the mind. According to 
Vedanta, it is the mind, its forms, that have limited x and y apparently and made them appear as external 
and internal worlds. But x and y, being both beyond the mind, are without difference and hence one. We 
cannot attribute any quality to them, because qualities are born of the mind. That which is qualityless must 
be one; x is without qualities, it only takes qualities of the mind; so does y; therefore these x and y are one. 
The whole universe is one. 

From ‘Sankhya and Vedanta’  
  
Senses no doubt cull the materials of knowledge and find similarities and dissimilarities; but there they 

have to stop. In the first place the physical gatherings of facts are conditioned by certain metaphysical 
conceptions, such as space and time. Secondly, grouping facts, or generalization, is impossible without 
some abstract notion as the background. The higher the generalization, the more metaphysical is the 
abstract background upon which the detached facts are arranged. Now, such ideas as matter, force, mind, 
law, causation, time, and space are the results of very high abstractions, and nobody has ever sensed any 
one of them; in other words, they are entirely metaphysical. Yet without these metaphysical conceptions, 
no physical fact is possible to be understood. Thus a certain motion becomes understood when it is referred 
to a force; certain sensations, to matter; certain changes outside, to law; certain changes in thought, to 
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mind; certain order singly, to causation — and joined to time, to law. Yet nobody has seen or even 
imagined matter or force, law or causation, time or space. 

It may be urged that these, as abstracted concepts do not exist, and that these abstractions are nothing 
separate or separable from the groups of which they are, so to say, only qualities. 

Apart from the question whether abstractions are possible or not, or whether there is something besides 
the generalized groups or not, it is plain that these notions of matter or force, time or space, causation, law, 
or mind, are held to be units abstracted and independent (by themselves) of the groups, and that it is only 
when they are thought of as such, they furnish themselves as explanations of the facts in sense-perception. 
That is to say, apart from the validity of these notions, we see two facts about them — first, they are 
metaphysical; second, that only as metaphysical do they explain the physical and not otherwise. 

Whether the external conforms to the internal, or the internal to the external, whether matter conforms 
to mind, or mind to matter, whether the surroundings mold the mind, or the mind molds the circumstances, 
is an old, old question, and is still today as new and vigorous as it ever was. Apart from the question of 
precedence or causation — without trying to solve the problem as to whether the mind is the cause of 
matter or matter the cause of mind — it is evident that whether the external was formed by the internal or 
not, it must conform itself to the internal for us to be able to know it. Supposing that the external world is 
the cause of the internal, yet we shall have to admit that the external world, as cause of our mind, is 
unknown and unknowable, because the mind can only know that much or that view of the external or that 
view which conforms to or is a reflection of its own nature. That which is its own reflection could not have 
been its cause. Now that view of the whole mass of existence, which is cut off by mind and known, 
certainly cannot be the cause of mind, as its very existence is known in and through the mind. 

Thus it is impossible to deduce a mind from matter. Nay, it is absurd. Because on the very face of it that 
portion of existence which is bereft of the qualities of thought and life and endowed with the quality of 
externality is called matter, and that portion which is bereft of externality and endowed with the qualities of 
thought and life is called mind. Now to prove matter from mind, or mind from matter, is to deduce from 
each the very qualities we have taken away from each; and, therefore, all the fight about the causality of 
mind or matter is merely a word puzzle and nothing more. Again, throughout all these controversies runs, 
as a rule, the fallacy of imparting different meanings to the words mind and matter. If sometimes the word 
mind is used as something opposed and external to matter, at others as something which embraces both the 
mind and matter, i.e. of which both the external and internal are parts on the materialistic side; the word 
matter is sometimes used in the restricted sense of something external which we sense, and again it means 
something which is the cause of all the phenomena both external and internal. The materialist frightens the 
idealist by claiming to derive his mind from the elements of the laboratory, while all the time he is 
struggling to express something higher than all elements and atoms, something of which both the external 
and the internal phenomena are results, and which he terms matter. The idealist, on the other hand, wants to 
derive all the elements and atoms of the materialist from his own thought, even while catching glimpses of 
something which is the cause of both mind and matter, and which he ofttimes calls God. That is to say, one 
party wants to explain the whole universe by a portion of it which is external, the other by another portion 
which is internal. Both of these attempts are impossible. Mind and matter cannot explain each other. The 
only explanation is to be sought for in something which will embrace both matter and mind. 

It may be argued that thought cannot exist without mind, for supposing there was a time when there was 
no thought, matter, as we know it, certainly could not have existed. On the other hand, it may be said that 
knowledge being impossible without experience, and experience presupposing the external world, the 
existence of mind, as we know it, is impossible without the existence of matter. 

Nor is it possible that either of them had a beginning. Generalization is the essence of knowledge. 
Generalization is impossible without a storage of similarities. Even the fact of comparison is impossible 
without previous experience. Knowledge thus is impossible without previous knowledge — and knowledge 
necessitating the existence of both thought and matter, both of them are without beginning. 

Again generalization, the essence of sense-knowledge, is impossible without something upon which the 
detached facts of perception unite. The whole world of external perceptions requires something upon which 
to unite in order to form a concept of the world, as painting must have its canvas. If thought or mind be this 
canvas to the external world, it, in its turn, requires another. Mind being a series of different feelings and 
willing — and not a unit, requires something besides itself as its background of unity. Here all analysis is 
bound to stop, for a real unity has been found. The analysis of a compound cannot stop until an indivisible 
unit has been reached. The fact that presents us with such a unity for both thought and matter must 
necessarily be the last indivisible basis of every phenomenon, for we cannot conceive any further analysis; 
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nor is any further analysis necessary, as this includes an analysis of all our external and internal 
perceptions. 

So far then, we see that a totality of mental and material phenomena, and something beyond, upon 
which they are both playing, are the results of our investigation. 

Now this something beyond is not in sense-perception; it is a logical necessity, and a feeling of its 
indefinable presence runs through all our sense-perceptions. We see also that to this something we are 
driven by the sheer necessity of being true to our reason and generalizing faculty. 

It may be urged that there is no necessity whatsoever of postulating any such substance or being beyond 
the mass of mental and material phenomena. The totality of phenomena is all that we know or can know, 
and it requires nothing beyond itself to explain itself. An analysis beyond the senses is impossible, and the 
feeling of a substance in which everything inheres is simply an illusion. 

We see, that from the most ancient times, there has been these two schools among thinkers. One party 
claims that the unavoidable necessity of the human mind to form concepts and abstractions is the natural 
guide to knowledge, and that it can stop nowhere until we have transcended all phenomena and formed a 
concept which is absolute in all directions, transcending time and space and causality. Now if this ultimate 
concept is arrived at by analyzing the whole phenomena of thought and matter, step by step, taking the 
cruder first and resolving it into a finer, and still finer, until we arrive at something which stands as the 
solution of everything else, it is obvious that everything else beyond this final result is a momentary 
modification of itself, and as such, this final result alone is real and everything else is but its shadow. The 
reality, therefore, is not in the senses but beyond them. 

On the other hand, the other party holds that the only reality in the universe is what our senses bring to 
us, and although a sense of something beyond hangs on to all our sense-perceptions, that is only a trick of 
the mind, and therefore unreal. 

Now a changing something can never be understood, without the idea of something unchanging; and if 
it be said that that unchanging something, to which the changing is referred, is also a changing phenomenon 
only relatively unchanging, and is therefore to be referred to something else, and so on, we say that 
however infinitely long this series be, the very fact of our inability to understand a changeable without an 
unchangeable forces us to postulate one as the background of all the changeable. And no one has the right 
to take one part of a whole as right and reject the other at will. If one takes the obverse he must take the 
reverse of the same coin also, however he may dislike it. 

Again, with every movement, man asserts his freedom. From the highest thinker to the most ignorant 
man everyone knows that he is free. Now every man at the same time finds out with a little thinking that 
every action of his had motives and conditions, and given those motives and conditions his particular action 
can be as rigorously deduced as any other fact in causation. 

Here, again, the same difficulty occurs. Man's will is as rigorously bound by the law of causation as the 
growth of any little plant or the falling of a stone, and, yet, through all this bondage runs the indestructible 
idea of freedom. Here also the totality side will declare that the idea of freedom is an illusion and man is 
wholly a creature of necessity. 

Now, on one hand, this denial of freedom as an illusion is no explanation; on the other hand, why not 
say that the idea of necessity or bondage or causation is an illusion of the ignorant? Any theory which can 
fit itself to facts which it wants to explain, by first cutting as many of them as prevents its fitting itself into 
them, is on the face of it wrong. Therefore the only way left to us is to admit first that the body is not free, 
neither is the will, but that there must be something beyond both the mind and body which is free and … 
[the text ends here] . 

‘Writings, Prose: Fundamentals of Religion’  
  
The Atman is the only existence in the human body which is immaterial. Because it is immaterial, it 

cannot be a compound, and because it is not a compound, it does not obey the law of cause and effect, and 
so it is immortal. That which is immortal can have no beginning because everything with a beginning must 
have an end. It also follows that it must be formless; there cannot be any form without matter. Everything 
that has form must have a beginning and an end. We have none of us seen a form which had not a 
beginning and will not have an end. A form comes out of a combination of force and matter. This chair has 
a peculiar form, that is to say a certain quantity of matter is acted upon by a certain amount of force and 
made to assume a particular shape. The shape is the result of a combination of matter and force. The 
combination cannot be eternal; there must come to every combination a time when it will dissolve. So all 
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forms have a beginning and an end. We know our body will perish; it had a beginning and it will have an 
end. But the Self having no form, cannot be bound by the law of beginning and end. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: The Atman: Its Bondage and Freedom’  
  
The one peculiar attribute we find in time, space, and causation is that they cannot exist separate from 

other things. Try to think of space without color, or limits, or any connection with the things around — just 
abstract space. You cannot; you have to think of it as the space between two limits or between three 
objects. It has to be connected with some object to have any existence. So with time; you cannot have any 
idea of abstract time, but you have to take two events, one preceding and the other succeeding, and join the 
two events by the idea of succession. Time depends on two events, just as space has to be related to outside 
objects. And the idea of causation is inseparable from time and space. This is the peculiar thing about them 
that they have no independent existence. They have not even the existence which the chair or the wall has. 
They are as shadows around everything which you cannot catch. They have no real existence; yet they are 
not non-existent, seeing that through them all things are manifesting as this universe. Thus we see, first, 
that the combination of time, space, and causation has neither existence nor non-existence. Secondly, it 
sometimes vanishes. To give an illustration, there is a wave on the ocean. The wave is the same as the 
ocean certainly, and yet we know it is a wave, and as such different from the ocean. What makes this 
difference? The name and the form; that is, the idea in the mind and the form. Now, can we think of a 
wave-form as something separate from the ocean? Certainly not. It is always associated with the ocean 
idea. If the wave subsides, the form vanishes in a moment, and yet the form was not a delusion. So long as 
the wave existed the form was there, and you were bound to see the form. This is Maya [illusion]. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: The Absolute and Manifestation’  
  
The pages of nature are turned before us like the pages of a book, and we think that we ourselves are 

turning, while in reality we remain ever the same. 
‘Newspaper Reports’ Los Angeles Times, Dec. 9, 1899  

  
 

Reason, limitations of 
  
Intellect is necessary, for without it we fall into crude errors and make all sorts of mistakes. Intellect 

checks these; but beyond that, do not try to build anything upon it. It is an inactive, secondary help; the real 
help is feeling, love. Do you feel for others? If you do, you are growing in oneness. 

From ‘Practical Vedanta 1’  
  
It is one of the evils of your Western civilization that you are after intellectual education alone, and take 

no care of the heart. It only makes men ten times more selfish, and that will be your destruction. When 
there is conflict between the heart and the brain, let the heart be followed, because intellect has only one 
state, reason, and within that, intellect works, and cannot get beyond. It is the heart which takes one to the 
highest plane, which intellect can never reach; it goes beyond intellect, and reaches to what is called 
inspiration. Intellect can never become inspired; only the heart when it is enlightened, becomes inspired. 
An intellectual, heartless man never becomes an inspired man. It is always the heart that speaks in the man 
of love; it discovers a greater instrument than intellect can give you, the instrument of inspiration. Just as 
the intellect is the instrument of knowledge, so is the heart the instrument of inspiration. In a lower state it 
is a much weaker instrument than intellect. An ignorant man knows nothing, but he is a little emotional by 
nature. Compare him with a great professor—what wonderful power the latter possesses! But the professor 
is bound by his intellect, and he can be a devil and an intellectual man at the same time; but the man of 
heart can never be a devil; no man with emotion was ever a devil. Properly cultivated, the heart can be 
changed, and will go beyond intellect; it will be changed into inspiration. Man will have to go beyond 
intellect in the end. 

From ‘Steps to Realisation’  
  
Physics is bounded on both sides by metaphysics. So it is with reason—it starts from non-reason and 

ends with non-reason. If we push inquiry far enough in the world of perception, we must reach a plane 
beyond perception. Reason is really stored up and classified perception, preserved by memory. We can 
never imagine or reason beyond our sense-perceptions. Nothing beyond reason can be an object of sense-
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knowledge. We feel the limited character of reason, yet it does bring us to a plane where we get a glimpse 
of something beyond. The question then arises: Has man an instrument that transcends reason? It is very 
probable that in man there is a power to reach beyond reason; in fact the saints in all ages assert the 
existence of this power in themselves. But it is impossible in the very nature of things to translate spiritual 
ideas and perceptions into the language of reason; and these saints, each and all, have declared their 
inability to make known their spiritual experiences. 

‘Lectures and Discourses’: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ vi  
  
Such questions as, "Why did God create the universe?" "Why did the All-perfect create the imperfect?" 

etc., can never be answered, because such questions are logical absurdities. Reason exists in nature; beyond 
nature it has no existence. God is omnipotent, hence to ask why He did so and so is to limit Him; for it 
implies that there is a purpose in His creating the universe. If He has a purpose, it must be a means to an 
end, and this would mean that He could not have the end without the means. The questions, why and 
wherefore, can only be asked of something which depends upon something else. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: The Goal’  
  
 

Religion 
  
Churches, doctrines, forms—these are merely the hedges to protect the tender plant of religion; but later 

on they must all be broken down, that the little plant may become a tree. So the various religious sects, 
Bibles, Vedas, and scriptures are just “tubs” for the little plant; but it has to get out of the tub and fill the 
world. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ vii  
  
If all were of the same religious opinion there would be no religion. No sooner does a religion start than 

it breaks into pieces. The process is for the religion to go on dividing until each man has his own religion, 
until each man has thought out his own thoughts and carved out for himself his own religion. 

‘Newspaper Reports’ Tribune, March 5, 1896  
  
Religion is neither talk, nor theory, nor intellectual consent. It is realization in the heart of our hearts; it 

is touching God; it is feeling, realizing that I am a spirit in relation with the Universal Spirit and all Its great 
manifestations. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: The Great Teachers of the World'  
  
Religion is not talk, or doctrines, or theories; nor is it sectarianism. Religion cannot live in sects and 

societies. It is the relation between the soul and God; how can it be made into a society? It would then 
degenerate into business, and wherever there are business and business principles in religion, spirituality 
dies. Religion does not consist in erecting temples, or building churches, or attending public worship. It is 
not to be found in books, or in words, or in lectures, or in organizations. Religion consists in realization. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: My Master’  
  
Religion is realization; not talk, nor doctrine, nor theories, however beautiful they may be. It is being 

and becoming, not hearing or acknowledging; it is the whole soul becoming changed into what it believes. 
That is religion. 

From ‘The Ideal of a Universal Religion’  
  
Religions and sects are not the work of hypocrites and wicked people who invented all these to get a 

little money, as some of our modern men want to think. However reasonable that explanation may seem, it 
is not true, and they were not invented that way at all. They are the outcome of the necessity of the human 
soul. They are all here to satisfy the hankering and thirst of different classes of human minds, and you need 
not preach against them. The day when that necessity will cease, they will vanish along with the cessation 
of that necessity; and so long as that necessity remains, they must be there in spite of your preaching, in 
spite of your criticism. 

‘The Sages of India’  
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The proof of religion depends on the truth of the constitution of man, and not on any books. These 
books are outgoings, the effects of man’s constitution; man made these books. We are yet to see the books 
that made man. 

From ‘Reason and Religion’  
  
 

Religion, assessment of 
  
All religions are so many stages. Each one of them represents the stage through which the human soul 

passes to realize God. Therefore, not one of them should be neglected. None of the stages are dangerous or 
bad. They are good. Just as a child becomes a young man, and a young man becomes an old man, so they 
are travelling from truth to truth; they become dangerous only when they become rigid, and will not move 
further — when he ceases to grow. If the child refuses to become an old man, then he is diseased, but if 
they steadily grow, each step will lead them onward until they reach the whole truth. Therefore, we believe 
in both a personal and impersonal God, and at the same time we believe in all the religions that were, all the 
religions that are, and all the religions that will be in the world. We also believe we ought not only tolerate 
these religions, but to accept them. 

From ‘Newspaper Reports: The Hindu View of Life’  
  
But I will first ask you: Are all the religions of the world really contradictory? I do not mean the 

external forms in which great thoughts are clad. I do not mean the different buildings, languages, rituals, 
books, etc. employed in various religions, but I mean the internal soul of every religion. Every religion has 
a soul behind it, and that soul may differ from the soul of another religion; but are they contradictory? Do 
they contradict or supplement each other? — that is the question. I took up the question when I was quite a 
boy, and have been studying it all my life. Thinking that my conclusion may be of some help to you, I place 
it before you. I believe that they are not contradictory; they are supplementary. Each religion, as it were, 
takes up one part of the great universal truth, and spends its whole force in embodying and typifying that 
part of the great truth. It is, therefore, addition, not exclusion. That is the idea. System after system arises, 
each one embodying a great idea, and ideals must be added to ideals. And this is the march of humanity. 
Man never progresses from error to truth, but from truth to truth, from lesser truth to higher truth — but it is 
never from error to truth. The child may develop more than the father, but was the father inane? The child 
is the father plus something else. If your present state of knowledge is much greater than it was when you 
were a child, would you look down upon that stage now? Will you look back and call it inanity? Why, your 
present stage is the knowledge of the child plus something more. 

From ‘The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion  
  
I am not against any sect. I am glad that sects exist, and I only wish they may go on multiplying more 

and more. Why? Simply because of this: If you and I and all who are present here were to think exactly the 
same thoughts, there would be no thoughts for us to think. We know that two or more forces must come 
into collision in order to produce motion. It is the clash of thought, the differentiation of thought, that 
awakes thought. Now, if we all thought alike, we would be like Egyptian mummies in a museum looking 
vacantly at one another's faces—no more than that! Whirls and eddies occur only in a rushing, living 
stream. There are no whirlpools in stagnant, dead water. When religions are dead, there will be no more 
sects; it will be the perfect peace and harmony of the grave. But so long as mankind thinks, there will be 
sects. Variation is the sign of life, and it must be there. I pray that they may multiply so that at last there 
will be as many sects as human beings, and each one will have his own method, his individual method of 
thought in religion. 

From ‘The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion  
  
If you want to be religious, enter not the gate of any organized religions. They do a hundred times more 

evil than good, because they stop the growth of each one's individual development. Study everything, but 
keep your own seat firm. If you take my advice, do not put your neck into the trap. The moment they try to 
put their noose on you, get your neck out and go somewhere else. As the bee culling honey from many 
flowers remains free, not bound by any flower, be not bound. … Enter not the door of any organized 
religion. Religion is only between you and your God, and no third person must come between you. Think 
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what these organized religions have done! What Napoleon was more terrible than these religious 
persecutions! 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
It is good to be born in a church, but it is bad to die there. It is good to be born a child, but bad to 

remain a child. Churches, ceremonies, and symbols are good for children, but when the child is grown, he 
must burst the church or himself. We must not remain children for ever. It is like trying to fit one coat to all 
sizes and growths. I do not deprecate the existence of sects in the world. Would to God there were twenty 
millions more, for the more there are, there will be a greater field for selection. What I do object to is trying 
to fit one religion to every case. Though all religions are essentially the same, they must have the varieties 
of form produced by dissimilar circumstances among different nations. We must each have our own 
individual religion, individual so far as the externals of it go. 

From ‘Soul, God and Religion’  
  
The higher the object of any religion and the finer its organization, the more remarkable are its 

activities. No other human motive has deluged the world with blood so much as religion; at the same time, 
nothing has brought into existence so many hospitals and asylums for the poor; no other human influence 
has taken such care, not only of humanity, but also of the lowest of animals, as religion has done. Nothing 
makes us so cruel as religion, and nothing makes us so tender as religion. 

From ‘The Ideal of a Universal Religion’  
  
We will understand more clearly if we once get rid of the idea that religion consists in doctrines. One 

idea of religion has been that the whole world was born because Adam ate the apple, and there is no way of 
escape. Believe in Jesus Christ—in a certain man's death! But in India there is quite a different idea. There 
religion means realization, nothing else. It does not matter whether one approaches the destination in a 
carriage with four horses, in an electric car, or rolling on the ground. The goal is the same. For the 
Christians the problem is how to escape the wrath of the terrible God. For the Indians it is how to become 
what they really are, to regain their lost Selfhood. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
 

Religion, fundamentals of 
  
All our knowledge is based upon experience … [and] in every exact science this is the basis which is 

common to all humanity, so that we can at once see the truth or the fallacy of the conclusions drawn 
therefrom. Now, the question is: Has religion any such basis or not? … 

If you analyze all the various religions of the world, you will find that these are divided into two 
classes, those with a book and those without a book. Those with a book are the strongest, and have the 
largest number of followers. Those without books have mostly died out, and the few new ones have very 
small following. Yet, in all of them we find one consensus of opinion, that the truths they teach are the 
results of the experiences of particular persons. The Christian asks you to believe in his religion, to believe 
in Christ and to believe in him as the incarnation of God, to believe in a God, in a soul, and in a better state 
of that soul. If I ask him for reason, he says he believes in them. But if you go to the fountain-head of 
Christianity, you will find that it is based upon experience. Christ said he saw God; the disciples said they 
felt God; and so forth. Similarly, in Buddhism, it is Buddha's experience. He experienced certain truths, 
saw them, came in contact with them, and preached them to the world. So with the Hindus. In their books 
the writers, who are called Rishis, or sages, declare they experienced certain truths, and these they preach. 
Thus it is clear that all the religions of the world have been built upon that one universal and adamantine 
foundation of all our knowledge: direct experience. The teachers all saw God; they all saw their own souls, 
they saw their future, they saw their eternity, and what they saw they preached. Only there is this difference 
that by most of these religions especially in modern times, a peculiar claim is made, namely, that these 
experiences are impossible at the present day; they were only possible with a few men, who were the first 
founders of the religions that subsequently bore their names. At the present time these experiences have 
become obsolete, and, therefore, we have now to take religion on belief. This I entirely deny. If there has 
been one experience in this world in any particular branch of knowledge, it absolutely follows that that 
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experience has been possible millions of times before, and will be repeated eternally. Uniformity is the 
rigorous law of nature; what once happened can happen always. 

The teachers of the science of Yoga, therefore, declare that religion is not only based upon the 
experience of ancient times, but that no man can be religious until he has the same perceptions himself. 
Yoga is the science which teaches us how to get these perceptions. It is not much use to talk about religion 
until one has felt it. … What right has a man to say he has a soul if he does not feel it, or that there is a God 
if he does not see Him? If there is a God we must see Him, if there is a soul we must perceive it; otherwise 
it is better not to believe. It is better to be an outspoken atheist than a hypocrite. … Man wants truth, wants 
to experience truth for himself; when he has grasped it, realized it, felt it within his heart of hearts, then 
alone will all doubts vanish, all darkness be scattered, and all crookedness be made straight. 

From ‘Raja Yoga: Introductory’  
  
All religions are, at the bottom, alike. This is so, although the Christian Church, like the Pharisee in the 

parable, thanks God that it alone is right and thinks that all other religions are wrong and in need of 
Christian light. Christianity must become tolerant before the world will be willing to unite with the 
Christian Church in a common charity. God has not left Himself without a witness in any heart, and men, 
especially men who follow Jesus Christ, should be willing to admit this. In fact, Jesus Christ was willing to 
admit every good man to the family of God. It is not the man who believes a certain something, but the man 
who does the will of the Father in heaven, who is right. On this basis—being right and doing right—the 
whole world can unite. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: World-wide Unity’  
  
But this you must guard against: Do not disturb the faith of any. For you must know that religion is not 

in doctrines. Religion lies in being and becoming, in realization. All men are born idolaters. The lowest 
man is an animal. The highest man is perfect. And between these two, all have to think in sound and color, 
in doctrine and ritual. … Religion is experience. 

‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘Jnana and Karma’  
  
He then set about to learn humility, because he had found that the one idea in all religions is, “not me, 

but Thou”, and he who says, “not me”, the Lord fills his heart. 
‘Lectures and Discourses: My Master'  

  
Hinduism indicates one duty, only one, for the human soul. It is to seek to realize the permanent amidst 

the evanescent. 
‘Interviews: On Indian Women – their Past, Present and Future’  

  
If he is sincere, if he really wants to reach the truth, he goes higher than these [external forms of 

devotion], to a plane where forms are as nothing. Temples or churches, books or forms, are simply the 
kindergarten of religion, to make the spiritual child strong enough to take higher steps; and these first steps 
are necessary if he wants religion. With the thirst, the longing for God, comes real devotion, real Bhakti. 
Who has the longing? That is the question. Religion is not in doctrines, in dogmas, nor in intellectual 
argumentation; it is being and becoming, it is realization. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
It is through ignorance that the soul has been joined with nature. The aim is to get rid of nature’s control 

over us. That is the goal of all religions. Each soul is potentially divine. The goal is to manifest this 
Divinity within, by controlling nature, external and internal. Do this either by work, or worship, or psychic 
control, or philosophy – by one or more or all of these – and be free. This is the whole of religion. 
Doctrines, or dogmas, or rituals, or books, or temples, or forms, are but secondary details. 

From ‘Raja-Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
Religion is not in books, not in forms, not in sects, not in nations; religion is in the human heart. It is 

engraved there. The proof of it is in ourselves.  
‘Newspaper Reports’ Washington Times, Monday Oct 29, 1894  
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The chemist takes certain chemicals and certain results are produced. This is a fact; you see it, sense it, 
and make that the basis on which to build all your chemical arguments. So with the physicists, so with all 
other sciences. All knowledge must stand on perception of certain facts, and upon that we have to build our 
reasoning. But, curiously enough the vast majority of mankind think, especially at the present time, that no 
such perception is possible in religion, that religion can only be apprehended by vain arguments. Therefore 
we are told not to disturb the mind by vain arguments. Religion is a question of fact, not of talk. We have to 
analyze our own souls and to find what is there. We have to understand it and to realize what is understood. 
That is religion. No amount of talk will make religion. So the question whether there is a God or not can 
never be proved by argument, for the arguments are as much on one side as on the other. … Religious facts, 
as in external science, have to be perceived, and upon them religion will be built. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Realisation’  
  
These great souls are signposts on the way. That is all they are. They say, "Onward, brothers!" We cling 

to them; we never want to move. We do not want to think; we want others to think for us. The messengers 
fulfill their mission. They ask to be up and doing. A hundred years later we cling to the message and go to 
sleep. 

Talking about faith and belief and doctrine is easy, but it is so difficult to build character and to stem the 
tide of the senses. We succumb. We become hypocrites. … 

Religion is not a doctrine, not a rule. It is a process. That is all. Doctrines and rules are all for exercise. 
By that exercise we get strong and at last break the bonds and become free. Doctrine is of no use except for 
gymnastics. … Through exercise the soul becomes perfect. That exercise is stopped when you say, "I 
believe." … 

"Whenever virtue subsides and immorality abounds, I take human form. In every age I come for the 
salvation of the good, for the destruction of the wicked, for the establishment of spirituality." … 

Such are the great messengers of light. They are our great teachers, our elder brothers. But we must go 
our own way! 

From ‘Mohammed’  
  
This is one great idea to learn and to hold on to, this idea of realization. This turmoil and fight and 

difference in religions will cease only when we understand that religion is not in books and temples. It is an 
actual perception. Only the man who has actually perceived God and soul has religion. There is no real 
difference between the highest ecclesiastical giant who can talk by the volume, and the lowest, most 
ignorant materialist: We are all atheists; let us confess it. Mere intellectual assent does not make us 
religious. Take a Christian, or a Mohammedan, or a follower of any other religion in the world. Any man 
who truly realized the truth of the Sermon on the Mount would be perfect, and become a god immediately. 
Yet it is said that there are many millions of Christians in the world. What is meant is that mankind may at 
some time try to realize that Sermon. Not one in twenty millions is a real Christian. 

So, in India, there are said to be three hundred millions of Vedantins. But if there were one in a 
thousand who had actually realized religion, this world would soon be greatly changed. We are all atheists, 
and yet we try to fight the man who admits it. We are all in the dark; religion is to us a mere intellectual 
assent, a mere talk, a mere nothing. We often consider a man religious who can talk well. But this is not 
religion. “Wonderful methods of joining words, rhetorical powers, and explaining texts of the books in 
various ways — these are only for the enjoyment of the learned, and not religion." Religion comes when 
that actual realization in our own soul begins. That will be the dawn of religion; and then alone we shall be 
moral. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Realisation’  
  
We see that in every religion there are three parts—I mean in every great and recognized religion. First, 

there is the philosophy which presents the whole scope of that religion, setting forth its basic principles, the 
goal and the means of reaching it. The second part is mythology, which is philosophy made concrete. It 
consists of legends relating to the lives of men, or of supernatural beings, and so forth. It is the abstractions 
of philosophy concretized in the more or less imaginary lives of men and supernatural beings. The third 
part is the ritual. This is still more concrete and is made up of forms and ceremonies, various physical 
attitudes, flowers and incense, and many other things, that appeal to the senses. In these consists the ritual. 
You will find that all recognized religions have these three elements. 

From ‘The Ideal of a Universal Religion’  
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You must open your heart. Religion is not going to church, or putting marks on the forehead, or 
dressing in a peculiar fashion; you may paint yourselves in all the colors of the rainbow, but if the heart has 
not been opened, if you have not realized God, it is all vain. If one has the color of the heart, he does not 
want any external color. That is the true religious realization. We must not forget that colors and all these 
things are good so far as they help; so far they are all welcome. But they are apt to degenerate and instead 
of helping they retard, and a man identifies religion with externalities. Going to the temple becomes 
tantamount to spiritual life. Giving something to a priest becomes tantamount to religious life. These are 
dangerous and pernicious, and should be at once checked. 

‘The Work Before Us’  
  
 

Riches 
  
Think not that you are poor; money is not power, but goodness, holiness. Come and see how it is so all 

over the world. 
‘Epistles’ 2nd Nov 1893  

  
 

Sacrifices 
  
It is easier to be reconciled to one’s fate as a sacrifice. We are all sacrifices – each in his own way. The 

great worship is going on – no one can see its meaning except that it is a great sacrifice. Those that are 
willing escape a lot of pain. Those who resist are broken into submission and suffer more. I am now 
determined to be a willing one. 

‘Epistles’ 152  
  
 

Science, criticisms of 
  
It is good and great to be scientific, God bless them in their search; but when a man says that is all, he is 

talking foolishly, not caring to know the raison d’être of life, never studying existence itself. I may argue 
that all your knowledge is nonsense, without a basis. You are studying the manifestations of life, and when 
I ask you what life is, you say you do not know. You are welcome to your study, but leave me to mine. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: Unity in Diversity’  
  
 

Seeking, searching, for the spiritual 
  
Believe not because an old manuscript has been produced, because it has been handed down to you 

from your forefathers, because your friends want you to—but think for yourself; search truth for yourself; 
realize it yourself. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Buddha’s Message to the World’  
  
Bhakti-Yoga [way of devotion], therefore, lays on us the imperative command not to hate or deny any 

one of the various paths that lead to salvation. Yet the growing plant must be hedged round to protect it 
until it has grown into a tree. The tender plant of spirituality will die if exposed too early to the action of a 
constant change of ideas and ideals. Many people, in the name of what may be called religious liberalism, 
may be seen feeding their idle curiosity with a continuous succession of different ideals. With them, 
hearing new things grows into a kind of disease, a sort of religious drink-mania. They want to hear new 
things just by way of getting a temporary nervous excitement, and when one such exciting influence has 
had its effect on them, they are ready for another. Religion is with these people a sort of intellectual opium-
eating, and there it ends. … 

The devotion to one ideal is absolutely necessary for the beginner in the practice of religious devotion. 
‘Bhakti Yoga: the Chosen Ideal’  
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How to get rid of this birth and death – not how to go to heaven, but how one can stop going to heaven 
– this is the object of the search of the Hindu. 

‘Notes of Lectures’: ‘The Laws of Life and Death’  
  
Our search in the stars, the nebulae, the Milky Way, in the whole of this external universe leads to 

nothing, never solves the problem of life and death. The wonderful mechanism inside had to be analyzed, 
and it revealed to them the secret of the universe; nor star, or sun could do it. Man had to be anatomized; 
not the body, but the soul of man. In that soul they found the answer. 

From ‘The Way to Blessedness’  
  
When in search of knowledge or prosperity think that you would never have death or disease; and when 

worshipping God think that death’s hand is in your hair. 
‘Writings: Prose and Poems’, from ‘Six Sanskrit Mottoes’  

  
 

Self, who one really is 
  
I would repeat to you once more, God is neither knowable nor unknowable, but something infinitely 

higher than either. He is one with us; and that which is one with us is neither knowable nor unknowable, as 
our own self. You cannot know your own self; you cannot move it out and make it an object to look at, 
because you are that and cannot separate yourself from it. Neither is it unknowable, for what is better 
known than yourself? It is really the center of our knowledge. In exactly the same sense, God is neither 
unknowable nor known, but infinitely higher than both; for He is our real Self. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: The Absolute and Manifestation’  
  
That the mind itself has a higher state of existence, beyond reason, a superconscious state, and that 

when the mind gets to that higher state, then this knowledge beyond reasoning comes. … All the different 
steps in yoga are intended to bring us scientifically to the superconscious state or Samadhi …. Just as 
unconscious work is beneath consciousness, so there is another accompanied with the feeling of egoism … 
. [In the higher] there is no feeling of I, and yet the mind works, desireless, free from restlessness, 
objectless, bodiless. Then the Truth shines in its full effulgence, and we know ourselves—for Samadhi lies 
potential in us all—for what we truly are, free, immortal, omnipotent, loosed from the finite, and its 
contrasts of good and evil altogether, and identical with the Atman or Universal Soul. 

"Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature", From ‘Raja Yoga’, London, 1896; quoted 
in Lectures 16/17 ‘Mysticism’ from ‘Varieties of Religious Experience’  

  
 

Self-control 
  
Where the world is awake, there the man of self-control is sleeping. Where the world sleeps, there he is 

waking. 
‘Epistles’ 43 (?quote from Hindi poet Tulasidasa)  

  
 

Self-deception 
  
All the powers in the universe are already ours. It is we who have put our hands before our eyes and cry 

that it is dark. Know that there is no darkness around us. Take the hands away and there is the light which 
was from the beginning. Darkness never existed. 

From ‘Practical Vedanta 1’  
  
The great king Yudhishthira once said that the most wonderful thing in life is that every moment we see 

people dying around us, and yet we think we shall never die. Surrounded by fools on every side, we think 
we are the only exceptions, the only learned men. Surrounded by all sorts of experiences of fickleness, we 
think our love is the only lasting love. How can that be? 

From ‘Raja Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
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Self-denial 
  
Although a man has not studied a single system of philosophy, although he does not believe in any God, 

and never has believed, although he has not prayed even once in his whole life, if the simple power of good 
actions has brought him to that state where he is ready to give up his life and all else for others, he has 
arrived at the same point to which the religious man will come through his prayers and the philosopher 
through his knowledge; and so you may find that the philosopher, the worker, and the devotee, all meet at 
one point, that one point being self-abnegation. However much their systems of philosophy and religion 
may differ, all mankind stand in reverence and awe before the man who is ready to sacrifice himself for 
others. Here, it is not at all any question of creed, or doctrine—even men who are very much opposed to all 
religious ideas, when they see one of these acts of complete self-sacrifice, feel that they must revere it. … 
The worshipper, by keeping constantly before him the idea of God and a surrounding of good, comes to the 
same point at last and says, "Thy will be done," and keeps nothing to himself. That is self-abnegation. The 
philosopher, with his knowledge, sees that the seeming self is a delusion and easily gives it up. It is self- 
abnegation. So Karma, Bhakti, and Jnana all meet here; and this is what was meant by all the great 
preachers of ancient times, when they taught that God is not the world. There is one thing which is the 
world and another which is God; and this distinction is very true. What they mean by world is selfishness. 
Unselfishness is God. One may live on a throne, in a golden palace, and be perfectly unselfish; and then he 
is in God. Another may live in a hut and wear rags, and have nothing in the world; yet, if he is selfish, he is 
intensely merged in the world. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: Non-Attachment is Complete Self-Abnegation’  
  
He conquers all who conquers self. 

‘Writings, Poems: The Song of the Sannyasin’ [New York, 1895]  
  
It is only by giving up this world that the other comes; never through holding on to this one. Never yet 

was there a great soul who had not to reject sense-pleasures and enjoyments to acquire his greatness. 
From ‘Raja Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  

  
Renunciation is the very beginning of religion. How can religion or morality begin without renunciation 

itself? The Alpha and Omega is renunciation. “Give up, give up,” says the Veda. That is the one way, 
“Give up.” “Neither through wealth, nor through progeny, but by giving up alone that immortality is to be 
reached.” That is the dictate of the Indian books. 

‘The Vedanta in All its Phases’  
  
 

Self-reliance 
  
If religion and life depend upon books or upon the existence of any prophet whatsoever, then perish all 

religion and books! Religion is in us. No books or teachers can do more than help us to find it, and even 
without them we can get all truth within. You have gratitude for books and teachers without bondage to 
them; and worship your Guru as God, but do not obey him blindly; love him all you will, but think for 
yourself. No blind belief can save you, work out your own salvation. Have only one idea of God — that He 
is an eternal help. 

‘Inspired Talks’ August 1 1895  
  
 

Senses, relation to spirit 
  
Pleasure and pain are both feeling, not willing. They are only processes which convey to the mind 

excitements or motives of action. The real positive action is the willing, or impulse to work, of the mind—
begun when the sensation has been taken in (pleasure and pain); thus the real is neither pleasure nor pain. It 
has no connection with either. Quite different from either. The barking of the dog awakens his master to 
guard against a thief or receive his dearest friend. It does not follow, therefore, that the dog and his master 
are of the same nature or have any degree of kinship. The feelings of pleasure or pain similarly awaken the 
soul to activity, without any kinship at all. 
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The soul is beyond pain, beyond pleasure, sufficient in its own nature. And no hell can punish it, nor 
any heaven can bless it. 

‘Epistles’ 147  
  
 

Sin 
  
Jesus came to publicans and sinners and lived with them. He never set himself on a pedestal. Only 

sinners see sin. See not man, see only the Lord. We manufacture our own heaven and can make a heaven 
even in hell. Sinners are only to be found in hell, and as long as we see them around us, we are there 
ourselves. 

‘Lectures and Discourses’: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ v  
  
 

Sin, original and hereditary 
  
This mass of power and purity and perfection is in the soul already. The only difference is this veil that 

has been cast over it. Once the veil is removed, the soul attains to purity, and its powers become manifest. 
This, you ought to remember, is the great difference between Eastern and Western thought. Hence you find 
people teaching such awful doctrines as that we are all born sinners, and because we do not believe in such 
awful doctrines we are all born wicked. They never stop to think that if we are by our very nature wicked, 
we can never be good — for how can nature change? If it changes, it contradicts itself; it is not nature. We 
ought to remember this. 

‘The Vedanta in All its Phases’  
  
 

Sincerity, and honesty 
  
Until you have attained realization there is no difference between you and atheists. The atheists are 

sincere, but the man who says that he believes in religion and never attempts to realize it is not sincere. 
From ‘Jnana Yoga: The Real and the Apparent Man’  

  
 

Sleep, spiritual 
  
We are dying of thirst sitting on the banks of the mightiest river. We are dying of hunger sitting near 

heaps of food. Here is the blissful universe, yet we do not find it. We are in it all the time, and we are 
always mistaking it. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: God in Everything’  
  
 

Society, and origins of 
  
Governments, societies, etc. are comparative evils. All societies are based on bad generalization. The 

moment you form yourselves into an organization, you begin to hate everybody outside of that 
organization. When you join an organization, you are putting bounds upon yourself, you are limiting your 
own freedom. The greatest goodness is the highest freedom. Our aim should be to allow the individual to 
move towards this freedom. More of goodness, less of artificial laws. Such laws are not laws at all. If it 
were a law, it could not be broken. The fact that these so-called laws are broken, shows clearly that they are 
not laws. A law is that which cannot be broken. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Spirit and Nature’  
  
The term "social progress" has as much meaning as "hot ice" or "dark light". There is no such thing, 

ultimately, as "social progress"! 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 75  
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True civilization does not mean congregating in cities and living a foolish life, but going Godward, 
controlling the senses, and thus becoming the ruler in this house of the Self. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: The First Step towards Jnana’   
  
We are asked: What good is your Religion to society? Society is made a test of truth. Now this is very 

illogical. Society is only a stage of growth through which we are passing. We might just as well judge the 
good or utility of a scientific discovery by its use to the baby. It is simply monstrous. If the social state were 
permanent, it would be the same as if the baby remained a baby. There can be no perfect man-baby; the 
words are a contradiction in terms, so there can be no perfect society. Man must and will grow out of such 
early stages. Society is good at a certain stage, but it cannot be our ideal; it is a constant flux. The present 
mercantile civilization must die, with all its pretensions and humbugs. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Lessons on Bhakti-Yoga’  
  
 

Soul 
  
Anything that is in space has a form. Space itself has form. Either you are in space, or space is in you. 

The soul is beyond all space. Space is in the soul, not the soul in space. 
Form is confined to time and space and is bound by the law of causation. All time is in us, we are not in 

time. As the soul is not in time and space, all time and space are within the soul. The soul is therefore 
omnipresent. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Soul and God’  
  
Now the question is: If the soul is infinite and exists everywhere, as it must do, if it is a spirit, what is 

meant by its taking up bodies and passing through body after body? The idea is that the soul neither comes 
nor goes, neither is born nor dies. How can the omnipresent be born? It is meaningless nonsense to say that 
the soul lives in a body. How can the unlimited live in a limited space? But as a man having a book in his 
hands reads one page and turns it over, goes to the next page, reads that, turns it over, and so on, yet it is the 
book that is being turned over, the pages that are revolving, and not he — he is where he is always — even 
so with regard to the soul. The whole of nature is that book which the soul is reading. Each life, as it were, 
is one page of that book; and that read, it is turned over, and so on and on, until the whole of the book is 
finished, and the soul becomes perfect, having got all the experiences of nature. Yet at the same time it 
never moved, nor came, nor went; it was only gathering experiences. But it appears to us that we are 
moving. The earth is moving, yet we think that the sun is moving instead of the earth, which we know to be 
a mistake, a delusion of the senses. So is also this delusion that we are born and that we die, that we come 
or that we go. We neither come nor go, nor have we been born. For where is the soul to go? There is no 
place for it to go. Where is it not already? 

‘Lectures and Discourses: The Nature of the Soul and its Goal’  
  
The soul is a circle whose circumference is nowhere and limitless, but whose center is in some body. 

Death is but a change of center. God is a circle whose circumference is nowhere, and whose center is 
everywhere. When we can get out of the limited center of body, we shall realize God, our true Self. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: On Jnana-Yoga’  
  
 

Space 
  
The soul is nameless because it is formless. It will neither go to heaven nor to hell any more than it will 

enter this glass. It takes the form of the vessel it fills. If it is not in space, either of two things is possible. 
Either the soul permeates space or space is in it. You are in space and must have a form. Space limits us, 
binds us, and makes a form of us. If you are not in space, space is in you. All the heavens and the world are 
in the person. 

So it must be with God. God is omnipresent. 
From ‘The Soul and God’  
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Stories 
  
You may know the story of the man who mistook his own heartbeat for somebody knocking at the door, 

and went to the door and opened it, but found nobody there, so he went back. Again he seemed to hear a 
knocking at the door, but nobody was there. Then he understood that it was his own heartbeat, and he had 
misinterpreted it as a knocking at the door. Similarly, man after his search finds out that this infinite 
freedom that he was placing in imagination all the time in the nature outside is the internal subject, the 
eternal Soul of souls; this Reality, he himself. 

From ‘The Open Secret’  
  
 

Suffering 
  
It seems there is a gloom over your mind. Never mind, nothing is to last for ever. Anyhow life is not 

eternal. I am so, so thankful for it. Suffering is the lot of the world's best and bravest—yet, for eons yet—
till things are righted, if possible, here—at least it is a discipline which breaks the dream. In my sane 
moments I rejoice for my sufferings. Someone must suffer here;—I am glad it is I, amongst others of 
nature's sacrifices. 

‘Epistles: 148’  
  
 

Suffering, is necessary 
  
I fervently wish no misery ever came near anyone; yet it is that alone that gives us an insight into the 

depths of our lives, does it not? 
In our moments of anguish, gates barred for ever seem to open and let in many a flood of light. 
We learn as we grow. 

‘Epistles’ 139  
  
The nobler is your heart, know for certain, 
The more must be your share of misery. 

‘Translations of Writings, Poems: To a Friend’  
  
There is misery in the world—it has to be suffered by someone. You cannot act without making evil for 

somebody. And when you seek worldly good, you only avoid an evil which must be suffered by somebody 
else. Everyone is trying to put it on someone else’s shoulders. The disciple says, “Let the miseries of the 
world come to me; I shall endure them all. Let others go free.” 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Discipleship’  
  
 

Symbols, and symbology 
  
It is easy for men to think that they can understand anything; but when it comes to practical experience, 

they find that abstract ideas are often very hard to comprehend. Therefore symbols are of great help, and 
we cannot dispense with the symbolical method of putting things before us. From time immemorial 
symbols have been used by all kinds of religions. In one sense we cannot think but in symbols; words 
themselves are symbols of thought. In another sense everything in the universe may be looked upon as a 
symbol. The whole universe is a symbol, and God is the essence behind. This kind of symbology is not 
simply the creation of man; it is not that certain people belonging to a religion sit down together and think 
out certain symbols, and bring them into existence out of their own minds. The symbols of religion have a 
natural growth. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: We Help Ourselves, not the World’  
  
It is vain to preach against the use of symbols, and why should we preach against them? There is no 

reason why man should not use symbols. They have them in order to represent the ideas signified behind 
them. This universe a symbol, in and through which we are trying to grasp the thing signified, which is 
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beyond and behind. The spirit is the goal, and not matter. Forms, images, bells, candles, books, churches, 
temples, and all holy symbols are very good, very helpful to the growing plant of spirituality, but thus far 
and no farther. In the vast majority of cases, we find that the plant does not grow. It is very good to be born 
in a church, but it is very bad to die in a church. It is very good to be born within the limits of certain forms 
that help the little plant of spirituality, but if a man dies within the bounds of these forms, it shows that he 
has not grown, that there has been no development of the soul. 

If, therefore, any one says that symbols, rituals, and forms are to be kept for ever, he is wrong; but if he 
says, that these symbols and rituals are a help to the growth of the soul, in its low and undeveloped state, he 
is right. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
 

Teachers, guides 
  
How often does a man ruin his disciples by remaining always with them! When men are once trained, it 

is essential that their leader leaves them; for without his absence they cannot develop themselves. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 109  

  
I hear it said that the character of the man is not of so much importance as what he may say; we must 

first hear what he says. This may be true in other things. A man may be wicked, and yet make an 
astronomical discovery, but in religion it is different, because no impure man will ever have the power to 
reach the truths of religion. Therefore we have first of all to see that the man who declares himself to be a 
teacher is a perfectly unselfish and holy person; secondly, that he has reached beyond the senses; and 
thirdly, that what he says does not contradict the past knowledge of humanity. 

From ‘Raja-Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
If everything is done for a man by another, he will lose the use of his own limbs. Anything we do 

ourselves, that is the only thing we do. Anything that is done for us by another never can be ours. You 
cannot learn spiritual truths from my lectures. If you have learnt anything, I was only the spark that brought 
it out, made it flash. That is all the prophets and teachers can do. All this running after help is foolishness. 

‘Lectures and Discourses‘: ‘Is Vedanta the Future of Religion?’  
  
In the teacher of spirituality, purity is the one thing indispensable; we must see first what he is, and then 

what he says. Not so with intellectual teachers; there we care more for what he says than what he is. With 
the teacher of religion we must first and foremost see what he is, and then alone comes the value of the 
words, because he is the transmitter. What will he transmit, if he has not that spiritual power in him? 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The Teacher of Spirituality’  
  
Religion, which is the highest knowledge and the highest wisdom, cannot be bought, nor can it be 

acquired from books. You may thrust your head into all the corners of the world, you may explore the 
Himalayas, the Alps, and the Caucasus, you may sound the bottom of the sea and pry into every nook of 
Tibet and the desert of Gobi, you will not find it anywhere until your heart is ready for receiving it and your 
teacher has come. And when that divinely appointed teacher comes, serve him with childlike confidence 
and simplicity, freely open your heart to his influence, and see in him God manifested. Those who come to 
seek the truth with such a spirit of love and veneration, to them the Lord of Truth reveals the most 
wonderful things regarding truth, goodness, and beauty. 

‘Qualifications of the Aspirant and the Teacher’  
  
The only true teacher is he who can convert himself, as it were, into a thousand persons at a moment’s 

notice, and who can immediately come down to the level of the student and transfer his soul to the 
student’s soul, see through the student’s eyes, hear through the student’s ears, and understand through his 
mind. 

Quoted in 'God-Man' by C.B. Purdom, part I, chapter 1 
  
What religion can an impure man teach? The sine qua non of acquiring spiritual truth for one’s self or 

for imparting it to others is the purity of heart and soul. A vision of God or a glimpse of the beyond never 
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comes until the soul is pure. Hence with the teacher of religion we must see first what he is, and then what 
he says. He must be perfectly pure, and then alone comes the value of his words, because he is only then 
the true “transmitter.” 

From ‘Bhakti Yoga: Qualifications of the Aspirant and the Teacher’  
  
When I was a boy here, in this city of Calcutta, I used to go from place to place in search of religion, 

and everywhere I asked the lecturer after hearing very big lectures, "Have you seen God?" The man was 
taken aback at the idea of seeing God; and the only man who told me, "I have", was Ramakrishna 
Paramahamsa, and not only so, but he said, "I will put you in the way of seeing Him too." The Guru is not a 
man who twists and tortures texts. … 

"Different ways of throwing out words, different ways of explaining texts of the scriptures, these are for 
the enjoyment of the learned, not for freedom." 

‘The Vedanta in All its Phases’  
  
 

Teaching 
  
All teaching implies giving and taking, the teacher gives and the taught receives, but one must have 

something to give, and the other must be open to receive. 
‘Lectures and Discourses: My Master’  

  
Each man should be treated not as what he manifests, but as what he stands for. Each human being 

stands for the divine, and, therefore, every teacher should be helpful, not by condemning man, but by 
helping him to call forth the divinity that is within him. 

From ‘The Spirit and Influence of Vedanta’  
  
Even if you have knowledge, do not disturb the childlike faith of the ignorant. On the other hand, go 

down to their level and gradually bring them up. That is a very powerful idea, and it has become the ideal 
in India. That is why you can see a great philosopher going into a temple and worshipping images. It is not 
hypocrisy. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
Few understand the power of thought. If a man goes into a cave, shuts himself in, and thinks one really 

great thought and dies, that thought will penetrate the walls of that cave, vibrate through space, and at last 
permeate the whole human race. Such is the power of thought; be in no hurry therefore to give your 
thoughts to others. First have something to give. He alone teaches who has something to give, for teaching 
is not talking, teaching is not imparting doctrines, it is communicating. Spirituality can be communicated 
just as really as I can give you a flower. This is true in the most literal sense. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: My Master’  
  
The child teaches himself. Your duty is to afford opportunities and to remove the obstacles. A plant 

grows. Do you make the plant grow? Your duty is to put a hedge round it and see that no animal eats up the 
plant, and there your duty ends. The plant grows of itself. So it is in regard to the spiritual growth of every 
man. None can teach you; none can make a spiritual man of you. You have to teach yourself; your growth 
must come from inside. 

What can an external teacher do? He can remove the obstructions a little, and there his duty ends. 
Therefore help, if you can; but do not destroy. Give up all ideas that you can make men spiritual. It is 
impossible. There is no other teacher to you than your own soul. 

From ‘The Ideal of a Universal Religion’  
  
“Another thing that we want is the abolition of that system which aims at educating children in the same 

manner as that of the man who battered his ass, being advised that it could thereby be turned into a horse.” 
“What do you mean by that?” 
“You see, no one can teach anybody. The teacher spoils everything by thinking that he is teaching. 

Within man is all knowledge—even in a child it is so—and it requires only an awakening, and that much is 
the work of a teacher.”                                                                                  ‘Conversations and Dialogues’ ix 
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Thought, control and stopping of 
  
We all say, “Let us find peace”; but the mind will not allow us to do so. 
You know the story of the man who caught a Tartar. A soldier was outside the town, and he cried out 

when he came near the barracks, “I have caught a Tartar.” A voice called out, “Bring him in.” “He won’t 
come in, sir.” “Then you come in.” “He won’t let me come in, sir.” So, in this mind of ours, we have 
“caught a Tartar”; neither can we tone it down; nor will it let us be toned down. We have all “caught 
Tartars.” 

‘Lectures and Discourses: The Great Teachers of the World'  
  
 

Time 
  
Time keeps wide awake when all else sleeps. Time is invincible indeed! 

‘Epistles’ 41  
  
 

Trinity 
  
And then began the quarrel whether it is three gods in one or one in three, when nobody wants to go to 

God Himself and know what He is. We have to go to God Himself to know whether He is three in one or 
one in three. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Concentration’  
  
 

Truth, method of arriving at 
  
Truth is to be found not in subtraction, but in addition. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Indian Religious Thought’  
  
 

Unique, each person/phenomenon is 
  
No one form of religion will do for all. Each is a pearl on a string. We must be particular above all else 

to find individuality in each. No man is born to any religion; he has a religion in his own soul. Any system 
which seeks to destroy individuality is in the long run disastrous. Each life has a current running though it, 
and this current will eventually take it to God. The end and aim of all religions is to realize God. The 
greatest of all training is to worship God alone. If each man chose his own ideal and stuck to it, all religious 
controversy would vanish. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Religion and Science’  
  
The peculiar tendencies with which a person is born must remain with him. That is the chief reason why 

the world cannot be of one religion—and God forbid that there should be one religion only—for the world 
would then be a chaos and not a cosmos. A man must follow the tendencies peculiar to himself; and if he 
gets a teacher to help him to advance along his own lines, he will progress. We should let a person go the 
way he intends to go, but if we try to force him into another path, he will lose what he has already attained 
and will become worthless. As the face of one person does not resemble that of another, so the nature of 
one differs from that of another, and why should he not be allowed to act accordingly? 

‘Bhakti’ [delivered at Sialkote, Punjab]  
  
 

Way(s) 
  
All the means we take to reach God are true; it is only like trying to find the pole-star by locating it 

through the stars that are around it. 
‘Inspired Talks’ July 18 1895  
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Each one has a special nature peculiar to himself, which he must follow and through which he will find 
his way to freedom. Your teacher should be able to tell you what your particular path in nature is and to put 
you in it. He should know by your face where you belong and should be able to indicate it to you. You 
should never try to follow another's path, for that is his way, not yours. When that path is found, you have 
nothing to do but fold your arms, and the tide will carry you to freedom. Therefore when you find it, never 
swerve from it. Your way is the best for you, but that is no sign that it is the best for others. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Spirit and Nature’  
  
Each one thinks his method is best. Very good! But remember, it may be good for you. One food which 

is very indigestible to one is very digestible to another. Because it is good for you, do not jump to the 
conclusion that your method is everybody's method, that Jack's coat fits John and Mary. All the 
uneducated, uncultured, unthinking men and women have been put into that sort of strait jacket! Think for 
yourselves. Become atheists! Become materialists! That would be better. Exercise the mind! … What right 
have you to say that this man's method is wrong? It may be wrong for you. That is to say, if you undertake 
the method, you will be degraded; but that does not mean that he will be degraded. Therefore, says Krishna, 
if you have knowledge and see a man weak, do not condemn him. Go to his level and help him if you can. 

From ‘The Gita III’  
  
It has been recognized in the most ancient times that there are various forms of worshipping God. It is 

also recognized that different natures require different methods. Your method of coming to God may not be 
my method, possibly it might hurt me. Such an idea as that there is but one way for everybody is injurious, 
meaningless, and entirely to be avoided. Woe unto the world when everyone is of the same religious 
opinion and takes to the same path. Then all religions and all thought will be destroyed. Variety is the very 
soul of life. When it dies out entirely, creation will die. When this variation in thought is kept up, we must 
exist; and we need not quarrel because of that variety. Your way is very good for you, but not for me. My 
way is good for me, but not for you. My way is called in Sanskrit, my "Ishta." Mind you, we have no 
quarrel with any religion in the world. We have each our Ishta. But when we see men coming and saying, 
"This is the only way", and trying to force it on us in India, we have a word to say; we laugh at them. For 
such people who want to destroy their brothers because they seem to follow a different path towards God—
for them to talk of love is absurd. Their love does not count for much. How can they preach of love who 
cannot bear another man to follow a different path from their own? If that is love, what is hatred? 

‘Lecture on Vedantism to the Hindus of Jaffna’  
  
Man is not traveling from error to truth, but climbing up from truth to truth, from truth that is lower to 

truth that is higher. 
  
 

Way, difficulties on 
  
It is very good to be born in a church, but it is very bad to die there. To make it clearer, it is very good 

to be born in a certain sect and have its training — it brings out our higher qualities; but in the vast majority 
of cases we die in that little sect, we never come out or grow. That is the great danger of all these worships 
of Pratikas [“nearing-stages”]. One says that these are all stages which one has to pass, but one never gets 
out of them; and when one becomes old, one still sticks to them. If a young man does not go to church, he 
ought to be condemned. But if an old man goes to church, he also ought to be condemned; he has no 
business with this child's play any more; the church should have been merely a preparation for something 
higher. 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The Chief Symbols’  
  
 

Way, stages, signs of progress 
  
A man may be the greatest philosopher in the world, but a child in religion. When a man has developed 

a high state of spirituality he can understand that the kingdom of heaven is within him. That is the real 
kingdom of the mind. Thus we see that the apparent contradictions and perplexities in every religion mark 
but different stages of growth. And as such we have no right to blame anyone for his religion. There are 
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stages of growth in which forms and symbols are necessary; they are the language that the souls in that 
stage can understand. 

From ‘Soul, God and Religion’  
  
In human society, the nearer the man is to the animal, the stronger is his pleasure in the senses; and the 

higher and the more cultured the man is, the greater is his pleasure in intellectual and such other finer 
pursuits. So when a man gets even higher than the plane of the intellect, higher than that of mere thought, 
when he gets to the plane of spirituality and of divine inspiration, he finds there a state of bliss, compared 
with which all the pleasures of the senses, or even of the intellect, are as nothing. When the moon shines 
brightly, all the stars become dim; and when the sun shines, the moon herself becomes dim. The 
renunciation necessary for the attainment of Bhakti [devotion] is not obtained by killing anything, but just 
comes in as naturally as in the presence of an increasingly stronger light, the less intense ones become 
dimmer and dimmer until they vanish away completely. So this love of the pleasures of the senses and of 
the intellect is all made dim and thrown aside and cast into the shade by the love of God Himself. 

‘Para Bhakti: the Preparatory Renunciation’  
  
It is too often believed that a person in his progress towards perfection passes from error to truth; that 

when he passes on from one thought to another, he must necessarily reject the first. But no error can lead to 
truth. The soul passing through its different stages goes from truth to truth, and each stage is true; it goes 
from lower truth to higher truth. 

From ‘Vedanta as a Factor in Civilization’  
  
No life will be a failure; there is no such thing as failure in the universe. A hundred times man will hurt 

himself, a thousand times he will tumble, but in the end he will realize that he is God. We know there is no 
progress in a straight line. Every soul moves, as it were, in a circle, and will have to complete it, and no 
soul can go so low but there will come a time when it will have to go upwards. No one will be lost. We are 
all projected from one common center, which is God. The highest as well as the lowest life God ever 
projected, will come back to the Father of all lives. "From whom all beings are projected, in whom all live, 
and unto whom they all return; that is God." 

From ‘Steps to Realisation’  
  
Spirituality can never be attained until materiality is gone. 

‘Sayings and Utterances’ 59  
  
There are much higher states of existence beyond reasoning. It is really beyond the intellect that the first 

state of religious life is to be found. When you step beyond thought and intellect and all reasoning, then you 
have made the first step towards God; and that is the beginning of life. What is commonly called life is but 
an embryo state. 

From ‘Raja-Yoga: Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms’  
  
We all have to begin as dualists in the religion of love. God is to us a separate Being, and we feel 

ourselves to be separate beings also. Love then comes in the middle, and man begins to approach God, and 
God also comes nearer and nearer to man. Man takes up all the various relationships of life, as father, as 
mother, as son, as friend, as master, as lover, and projects them on his ideal of love, on his God. To him 
God exists as all these, and the last point of his progress is reached when he feels that he has become 
absolutely merged in the object of his worship. We all begin with love for ourselves, and the unfair claims 
of the little self make even love selfish. At last, however, comes the full blaze of light, in which this little 
self is seen to have become one with the Infinite. Man himself is transfigured in the presence of this Light 
of Love, and he realizes at last the beautiful and inspiring truth that Love, the Lover, and the Beloved are 
One. 

‘Para Bhakti: Conclusion’  
  
We do not progress from error to truth, but from truth to truth. Thus we must see that none can be 

blamed for what they are doing, because they are, at this time, doing the best they can. 
‘Sayings and Utterances’ 34  
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Will, submission of 
  
Non-resistance is the greatest strength. In meekness and mildness lies the greatest strength. In suffering 

is greater strength than in doing. In resisting one’s own passions is far higher strength than in hurting 
others. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: History of the Aryan Race’   
  
This body is opaque, God is the lamp. Whatever is going out of the body is God’s. You do not feel it. 

You feel “I”. This is delusion. You must learn calm submission to the will of God. Duty is the best school 
for it. This duty is morality. Drill yourself to be thoroughly submissive. Get rid of the “I”. Then you can get 
rid of the idea of duty; for all is His. Then you go on naturally, forgiving, forgetting, etc. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Notes Taken Down in Madras, 1892-93’  
  
 

Wisdom, apparent, of the learned 
  
I wish we never read anything. Lord help us all! Just see what a learned man becomes. 
“This is said, and that is said. …” 
“What do you say, my friend?” 
“I say nothing.” He quotes everybody else’s thought; but he thinks nothing. If this is education, what is 

lunacy? Look at all the men who wrote! These modern writers, not two sentences their own! 
From ‘The Goal’  

  
 

Women, and femininity 
  
In India the mother is the center of the family and our highest ideal. She is to us the representative of 

God, as God is the mother of the Universe. It was a female sage who first found the unity of God, and laid 
down this doctrine in one of the first hymns of the Vedas. Our God is both personal and absolute, the 
absolute is male, the personal, female. And thus it comes that we now say: 'The first manifestation of God 
is the hand that rocks the cradle.' 

From ‘Newspaper Reports: Ideals of Womanhood’  
  
Jesus was imperfect because he did not live up fully to his own ideal, and above all because he did not 

give woman a place equal to man. Women did everything for him, and yet he was so bound by the Jewish 
custom that not one was made an apostle. Still he was the greatest character next to Buddha, who in his turn 
was not fully perfect. Buddha, however, recognized woman's right to an equal place in religion, and his first 
and one of his greatest disciples was his own wife, who became the head of the whole Buddhistic 
movement among the women of India. But we ought not to criticize these great ones, we should only look 
upon them as far above ourselves. Nonetheless we must not pin our faith to any man, however great; we too 
must become Buddhas and Christs. 

‘Inspired Talks’ July 29 1895  
  
The position of the mother is the highest in the world, as it is the one place in which to learn and 

exercise the greatest unselfishness. The love of God is the only love that is higher than a mother's love; all 
others are lower. It is the duty of the mother to think of her children first and then of herself. But, instead of 
that, if the parents are always thinking of themselves first, the result is that the relation between parents and 
children becomes the same as that between birds and their offspring which, as soon as they are fledged, do 
not recognize any parents. Blessed, indeed, is the man who is able to look upon woman as the 
representative of the motherhood of God. Blessed, indeed, is the woman to whom man represents the 
fatherhood of God. Blessed are the children who look upon their parents as Divinity manifested on earth. 

From ‘Karma Yoga: The Secret of Work’  
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Work, attitude towards 
  
Patanjali says that these struggles remain only through our ignorance, and are not necessary, and are not 

part of the evolution of man. It is just our impatience which creates them. We have not the patience to go 
and work our way out. For instance, there is a fire in a theatre, and only a few escape. The rest in trying to 
rush out crush one another down. That crush was not necessary for the salvation of the building nor of the 
two or three who escaped. If all had gone out slowly, not one would have been hurt. That is the case in life. 
The doors are open for us, and we can all get out without the competition and struggle; and yet we struggle. 
The struggle we create through our own ignorance, through impatience; we are in too great a hurry. The 
highest manifestation of strength is to keep ourselves calm and on our own feet. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: On Evolution’  
  
There is a sage in India, a great Yogi, one of the most wonderful men I have ever seen in my life. He is 

a peculiar man, he will not teach anyone; if you ask him a question he will not answer. It is too much for 
him to take up the position of a teacher, he will not do it. If you ask a question, and wait for some days, in 
the course of conversation he will bring up the subject, and wonderful light will he throw on it. He told me 
once the secret of work, "Let the end and the means be joined into one; the means should be loved and 
cared for as if it were the end itself." When you are doing any work, do not think of anything beyond. Do it 
as worship, as the highest worship, and devote your whole life to it for the time being. 
From ‘Karma Yoga: What is Duty?’ and vol.4 "Writings, Prose: Sketch of the Life of Pavhari Baba' p. 286  

  
 

Work, detached from results 
  
Such are the intricacies of [inner] work, that even great saints are caught in them and become attached. 

Therefore work has to be done without any desire for results. 
‘Conversations and Dialogues’ 15, Belur Math 1899  

  
The various methods of spiritual practice that have been laid down in the scriptures are all for the 

attainment of the knowledge of the Atman [Soul]. Of course these practices vary according to the 
qualifications of different aspirants. But they also are a kind of work, and so long as there is work, the 
Atman is not discovered. The obstacles to the manifestation of the Atman are overcome by practices as laid 
down in the scriptures; but work has no power of directly manifesting the Atman, it is only effective in 
removing some veils that cover knowledge. Then the Atman manifests by Its own effulgence. Do you see? 
Therefore does your commentator (Shankara) say, "In our knowledge of Brahman, there cannot be the least 
touch of work." … 

For the rule with regard to a seeker of the Atman is that he should undergo spiritual practice, but have 
no eye to its results. It follows thence that these practices are simply the cause of the purification of the 
aspirant's mind. For if the Atman could be directly realized as a result of these practices, then scriptures 
would not have enjoined on the aspirant to give up the results of work. So it is with a view to combating the 
Purva-Mimamsa doctrine of work with motive producing results, that the philosophy of work without 
motive has been set forth in the Gita. 

Disciple: But, sir, if one has to renounce the fruits of work, why should one be induced to undertake 
work which is always troublesome? 

Swamiji: In this human life, one cannot help doing some kind of work always. When man has perforce 
to do some work, Karma-Yoga enjoins on him to do it in such a way as will bring freedom through the 
realization of the Atman. As to your objection that none will be induced to work — the answer is, that 
whatever work you do has some motive behind it; but when by the long performance of work, one notices 
that one work merely leads to another, through a round of births and rebirths, then the awakened 
discrimination of man naturally begins to question itself, "Where is the end to this interminable chain of 
work?" It is then that he appreciates the full import of the words of the Lord in the Gita: "Inscrutable is the 
course of work." Therefore when the aspirant finds that work with motive brings no happiness, then he 
renounces action. But man is so constituted that to him the performance of work is a necessity, so what 
work should he take up? He takes up some unselfish work, but gives up all desire for its fruits. For he has 
known then that in those fruits of work lie countless seeds of future births and deaths. Therefore the knower 
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of Brahman renounces all actions. Although to outward appearances he engages himself in some work, he 
has no attachment for it. Such men have been described in the scriptures as Karma-Yogins. 

Disciple: Is then the work without motive of the unselfish knower of Brahman like the activities of a 
lunatic? 

Swamiji: Why so? Giving up the fruits of work means not to perform work for the good of one's own 
body or mind. The knower of Brahman never seeks his own happiness. But what is there to prevent him 
from doing work for the welfare of others? Whatever work he does without attachment for its fruits brings 
only good to the world — it is all "for the good of the many, for the happiness of the many". 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ Belur Math, 1899  
  
 

Work, do today not tomorrow 
  
In this evanescent world, where everything is falling to pieces, we have to make the highest use of what 

time we have. 
From ‘Para Bhakti: Universal Love and how it leads to Self-surrender’  

  
Set yourselves to work—to work! Do not tarry—the time of death is approaching day by day! Do not sit 

idle, thinking that everything will be done in time, later on! Mind—nothing will be done that way! 
‘Conversations and Dialogues’ xi  

  
 

Work, inner superior to outer 
  
Here is another thing to learn. How do you know that nature is finite? You can only know this through 

metaphysics. Nature is that Infinite under limitations. Therefore it is finite. So, there must come a time 
when we shall have conquered all environments. And how are we to conquer them? We cannot possibly 
conquer all the objective environments. We cannot. The little fish wants to fly from its enemies in the 
water. How does it do so? By evolving wings and becoming a bird. The fish did not change the water or the 
air; the change was in itself. Change is always subjective. All through evolution you find that the conquest 
of nature comes by change in the subject. Apply this to religion and morality, and you will find that the 
conquest of evil comes by the change in the subjective alone. That is how the Advaita system gets its whole 
force, on the subjective side of man. To talk of evil and misery is nonsense, because they do not exist 
outside. If I am immune against all anger, I never feel angry. If I am proof against all hatred, I never feel 
hatred. 

This is, therefore, the process by which to achieve that conquest—through the subjective, by perfecting 
the subjective. 

From 'Jnana Yoga: The Absolute and Manifestation'  
  
It is much easier to do anything upon the external plane, but the greatest conqueror in the world finds 

himself a mere child when he tries to control his own mind. This is the world he has to conquer — the 
greater and more difficult world to conquer. Do not despair! Awake, arise, and stop not until the goal is 
reached! 

From 'Practical Religion: Breathing and Meditation'  
  
 

Work, must go on to life's end 
  
Work incessantly, but give up all attachment to work, … misery comes through attachment, not through 

work. 
From ‘Karma Yoga: Freedom’  
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Work, summary/overview 
  
First form character, first earn spirituality and results will come of themselves. “When the lotus opens, 

the bees come of their own accord to seek the honey; so let the lotus of your character be full-blown and the 
results will follow.” 

‘Lectures and Discourses: My Master'  
  
 

Working with other people 
  
Do not pity anyone. Look upon all as your equal, cleanse yourself of the primal sin of inequality. We 

are all equal and must not think, "I am good and you are bad, and I am trying to reclaim you". Equality is 
the sign of the free. 

‘Lectures and Discourses’: ‘Discourses on Jnana-Yoga’ v  
  
 

Works, actions 
  
All the work you do is subjective, is done for your own benefit. God has not fallen into a ditch for you 

and me to help Him out by building a hospital or something of that sort. He allows you to work. He allows 
you to exercise your muscles in this great gymnasium, not in order to help Him but that you may help 
yourself. Do you think even an ant will die for want of your help? Most arrant blasphemy! The world does 
not need you at all. The world goes on, you are like a drop in the ocean. A leaf does not move, the wind 
does not blow without Him. Blessed are we that we are given the privilege of working for Him, not of 
helping Him. Cut out this word "help" from your mind. You cannot help; it is blaspheming. You are here 
yourself at His pleasure. Do you mean to say, you help Him? You worship. When you give a morsel of 
food to the dog, you worship the dog as God. God is in that dog. He is the dog. He is all and in all. We are 
allowed to worship Him. Stand in that reverent attitude to the whole universe, and then will come perfect 
non-attachment. This should be your duty. This is the proper attitude of work. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: Work is Worship’  
  
Duty of any kind is not to be slighted. A man who does the lower work is not, for that reason only, a 

lower man than he who does the higher work; a man should not be judged by the nature of his duties, but 
by the manner in which he does them. His manner of doing them and his power to do them are indeed the 
test of a man. A shoemaker who can turn out a strong, nice pair of shoes in the shortest possible time is a 
better man, according to his profession and his work, than a professor who talks nonsense every day of his 
life. 

‘Notes from Lectures and Discourses: On Karma-Yoga’  
  
The proof of understanding is in work. Will others believe you if it ends only in verbal expressions of 

assurance or is put forward as a matter of personal faith? Work argues what one feels; work out what you 
feel and let the world see. All ideas and feelings coming out of the fullness of the heart are known by their 
fruits—practical works. 

‘Translations of Writings, Prose: Ramakrishna, his Life and Sayings’  
  
 

World, observations, how to live in 
  
"A good world", "a happy world", and "social progress", are all terms equally intelligible with "hot ice" 

or "dark light". If it were good, it would not be the world. The soul foolishly thinks of manifesting the 
Infinite in finite matter, Intelligence through gross particles; but at last it finds out its error and tries to 
escape. This going-back is the beginning of religion, and its method, destruction of self, that is, love. Not 
love for wife or child or anybody else, but love for everything else except this little self. Never be deluded 
by the tall talk, of which you will hear so much in America, about "human progress" and such stuff. There 
is no progress without corresponding digression. In one society there is one set of evils; in another, another. 
So with periods of history. In the Middle Ages, there were more robbers, now more cheats. At one period 
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there is less idea of married life; at another, more prostitution. In one, more physical agony; in another, a 
thousandfold more mental. So with knowledge. Did not gravitation already exist in nature before it was 
observed and named? Then what difference does it make to know that it exists? Are you happier than the 
Red Indians? 

The only knowledge that is of any value is to know that all this is humbug. But few, very few, will ever 
know this. 

‘Epistles’ 81  
  
Each one projects his own ideal and worships that. This external world is only the world of suggestion. 

All that we see, we project out of our own minds. A grain of sand gets washed into the shell of an oyster 
and irritates it. The irritation produces a secretion in the oyster, which covers the grain of sand and the 
beautiful pearl is the result. Similarly, external things furnish us with suggestions, over which we project 
our own ideals and make our objects. The wicked see this world as a perfect hell, and the good as a perfect 
heaven. Lovers see this world as full of love, and haters as full of hatred; fighters see nothing but strife, and 
the peaceful nothing but peace. The perfect man sees nothing but God. So we always worship our highest 
ideal. 

From ‘Bhakti or Devotion’  
  
First believe in this world—that there is meaning behind everything. Everything in the world is good, is 

holy and beautiful. If you see something evil, think that you are not understanding it in the right light. 
Throw the burden on yourselves! … Whenever we are tempted to say that the world is going to the dogs, 
we ought to analyze ourselves, and we shall find that we have lost the faculty of seeing things as they are. 

From ‘Krishna’ 1900  
  
In Western language, a man gives up the ghost, but in our language [in India] a man gives up his body. 

The Western man is a body first, and then he has a soul; with us a man is a soul and spirit, and he has a 
body. Therein lies a world of difference. 

‘The Common Bases of Hinduism’  
  
Suppose there is a baby in a room with a bag of gold on the table and a thief comes and steals the gold. 

Would the baby know it was stolen? That which we have inside, we see outside. The baby has no thief 
inside and sees no thief outside. So with all knowledge. Do not talk of the wickedness of the world and all 
its sins. Weep that you are bound to see wickedness yet. Weep that you are bound to see sin everywhere, 
and if you want to help the world, do not condemn it. Do not weaken it more. For what is sin and what is 
misery, and what are all these, but the results of weakness? The world is made weaker and weaker every 
day by such teachings. Men are taught from childhood that they are weak and sinners. Teach them that they 
are all glorious children of immortality, even those who are the weakest in manifestation. Let positive, 
strong, helpful thought enter into their brains from very childhood. Lay yourselves open to these thoughts, 
and not to weakening and paralyzing ones. Say to your own minds, “I am He, I am He.” Let it ring day and 
night in your minds like a song, and at the point of death declare, “I am He.” That is the Truth; the infinite 
strength of the world is yours. Drive out the superstition that has covered your minds. Let us be brave. 
Know the Truth and practice the Truth. The goal may be distant, but awake, arise, and stop not till the goal 
is reached. 

From ‘Jnana Yoga: The Real Nature of Man’  
  
“May not world-weariness come, after enjoying the objects of the senses over and over for a long 

time?” 
“To how many does that come? The mind becomes tarnished by constant contact with the objects of the 

senses and receives a permanent molding and impress from them. Renunciation, and renunciation alone, is 
the real secret.” 

‘Conversations and Dialogues’ xiv  
  

World, spiritual 
  
This world is as unknown as the other. 

‘Notes of Class Talks and Lectures: Notes Taken Down in Madras, 1892-93’  
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Worship, and adoration 
  
Do you see what worship means? All other thoughts must go. Everything must vanish except God. The 

love the father or mother has for the child, the love the wife has for the husband, the husband, for the wife, 
the friend for the friend—all these loves concentrated into one must be given to God. 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Divine Love’  
  
Thus, working through the plane of the senses, you get more and more entry into the other regions, and 

then this world falls away from you. You get one glimpse of that spirit, and then your senses and your 
sense-enjoyments, your clinging to the flesh, will all melt away from you. Glimpse after glimpse will come 
from the realm of spirit. You will have finished Yoga, and spirit will stand revealed as spirit. Then you will 
begin the worship of God as spirit. Then you will begin to understand that worship is not to gain something. 
At heart, our worship was that infinite-finite element, love, which is an eternal sacrifice at the feet of the 
Lord by the soul. "Thou and not I. I am dead. Thou art, and I am not. I do not want wealth, nor beauty, no, 
nor even learning. I do not want salvation. If it be Thy will, let me go into twenty million hells. I only want 
one thing: Be Thou my love!" 

‘Lectures and Discourses: Formal Worship’  
  
We may worship anything by seeing God in it, if we can forget the idol and see God there. We must not 

project any image upon God. But we may fill any image with that Life which is God. Only forget the 
image, and you are right enough—for “Out of Him comes everything.” He is everything. We may worship 
a picture as God, but not God as the picture. God in the picture is right, but the picture as God is wrong. 
God in the image is perfectly right. 

‘Addresses on Bhakti-Yoga: The Chief Symbols’  
  
Worship is constant remembering. 

‘Bhakti Yoga: Definition of Bhakti’  
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